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1. Summary 
Having developed a methodology for the identification of Historic Heritage Areas in Hamilton, visited 
the streets which contain a predominance of pre-1980 buildings and carried out an assessment of 
these at street, group of streets or at block level as appropriate, it is recommended that the 
following Historic Heritage Areas be included within the Operative Hamilton District Plan:   

 
1) Acacia Crescent HHA  
2) Anglesea Street HHA  
3) Ashbury Avenue HHA  
4) Augusta, Casper and Roseburg Streets HHA  
5) Casey Avenue HHA  
6) Cattanach Street HHA  
7) Chamberlain Place  HHA  
8) Claudelands HHA 
9) Fairfield Road HHA  
10) Frankton Railway Village HHA  
11) Graham Street HHA  
12) Hamilton East HHA  
13) Hayes Paddock HHA  
14) Hooker Avenue HHA  
15) Jamieson Crescent HHA  
16) Jennifer Place HHA  
17) Lamont, Freemont, Egmont and Claremont HHA  
18) Marama Street HHA  
19) Marire Avenue, Parr and Taniwha Streets HHA  
20) Matai, Hinau and Rata Streets HHA  
21) Myrtle Street and Te Aroha (West) HHA  
22) Oxford Street (East) HHA  
23) Oxford Street (West) HHA  
24) Riro Street HHA  
25) Sare Crescent HHA  
26) Seifert Street HHA  
27) Springfield Crescent HHA  
28) Sunnyhills Avenue HHA  
29) Te Aroha (East) HHA  
30) Templeview HHA  
31) Victoria Street HHA  
32) Wilson Street and Pinfold Avenue HHA  
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2. Introduction  
This report has been prepared to identify those parts of Hamilton City which are of such heritage 
value locally, regionally or nationally that they should be identified as a Historic Heritage Area (HHA) 
in the Hamilton District Plan.   

The report has focused mainly on residential areas, as it is these areas which are most at risk of 
change.  However, the report also includes an assessment of part of Victoria Street within Hamilton 
CBD. 

This report sets out: 

- The Background to the project 

- Heritage Themes which have Historic Heritage Significance to the Development of the City 

- A methodology for the assessment of individual streets, parts of streets or blocks. 

- An assessment, prepared in line with the recommended methodology for each part of the 
city (attached as Appendix A). 

- Recommended HHAs, including a short description and the recommended boundary for 
each of these. 

- Recommendations regarding controls over future development within the HHAs and 
associated planning provisions and non-statutory guidance. 

In preparation for the report/study, site visits were made to the significant majority of streets within 
the City which contained a majority of pre 1980 buildings.   

The report has been prepared alongside the review of individual buildings undertaken by the WSP 
Built Heritage team but has not been directly influenced by the findings of the WSP work.   
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Preparation of this Report 
This report has been prepared by Richard Knott.  Richard has worked in the areas of heritage, special 
character, urban design and planning since 1989.  He holds post graduate qualifications in all of 
these areas: 

Post Graduate Diploma Building Conservation, School of Conservation Sciences, Bournemouth 
University 

This two year post graduate course covered all areas of building conservation, including theory, 
best practice and materials/repair.   

Master of Arts Urban Design, University of the West of England 

This three year post graduate course focused on delivering contextually appropriate design 
responses, though developing an understanding of the assessment of the significance and 
characteristics of areas.  The course concentrated on appropriate design within Conservation 
Areas, being areas of special architectural or historic interest (the UK equivalent of Historic 
Heritage Areas).  Richard’s independent research concentrated on investigating how best to 
assess the values of areas and the success of Conservation Area legislation. 

Bachelor of Planning  
BA(Hons) Town and Country Planning 

Richard’s postgraduate and undergraduate planning degrees included significant taught 
elements and workshops on urban design matters, along with a fourth-year concentration on 
site design. 

Richard has been elected a full member of: 

- Institute of Historic Building Conservation, UK 
- New Zealand Planning Institute  
- Royal Town Planning Institute, UK (Chartered Town Planner) 
- Institute of Highway Engineers, UK 

To expand his knowledge and understanding of global best practice in historic heritage, special 
character and visual impact matters Richard has undertaken overseas continuing professional 
development courses, including the 2016 University of Southern California Fundamentals of Heritage 
Conservation summer school and 2019 Planning Institute of Australia landscape and visual 
assessment training. 

Throughout his career has led projects relating to heritage buildings, conservation areas and special 
character areas.   His experience in relation to historic buildings has included (but is not limited to): 

- Area wide heritage and conservation areas studies; identifying and designating new 
conservation areas/heritage areas. 

- Historic Heritage Assessments. 
- Conservation Area Appraisals. 
- Managing heritage assistance funds. 
- Conservation plans for historic heritage buildings.  
- Advice to a significant number of heritage building owners regarding re-use, alteration and 

repair, ranging from medieval to post-modern buildings.  
- Assessment of many proposals to alter or demolish heritage buildings.  
- Author of various conservation and heritage design guides. 
- Masterplans for historic town centres most recently a town centre Masterplan for Opotiki 

Town Centre. 
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3. Background 

The RMA and Historic Heritage 
The Part 1 of the RMA indicates that Historic Heritage1: 

(a) means those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding and 
appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures, deriving from any of the following 
qualities: 

(i) archaeological: 
(ii) architectural: 
(iii) cultural: 
(iv) historic: 
(v) scientific: 
(vi) technological; and 

(b) includes— 
(i) historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and 
(ii) archaeological sites; and 
(iii) sites of significance to Māori, including wāhi tapu; and 
(iv) surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources 

Section 6(f) of the RMA identifies matters of national importance, and requires that the protection 
of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development shall be recognised and 
provided for by all persons exercising functions and powers under the Act.   

Section 6(f) in effect requires the identification of Historic Heritage Areas and their subsequent 
protection where these areas have historic heritage significance to the development of Hamilton 
City and have heritage value locally, regionally or nationally.   

To ensure that any HHAs identified are protected from inappropriate subdivision, use, and 
development and to achieve the Purpose of the RMA, it will be necessary to make amendments to 
the objectives and policies for historic heritage, and add a new Schedule for – Historic Heritage Areas 
in the District Plan. 

Waikato Regional Policy Statement: Te Tauākī Kaupapahere Te-Rohe O Waikato 
Objective 3.18, Historic and cultural heritage, states that: 

Sites, structures, landscapes, areas or places of historic and cultural heritage are protected, 
maintained or enhanced in order to retain the identity and integrity of the Waikato region’s 
and New Zealand’s history and culture.   

This, along with Policies 10.1 (Managing historic and cultural heritage) and 10.3 (Effects of 
development on historic and cultural heritage) support the identification and protection of HHAs in 
Hamilton City.     

Policy 10.1.3 Identification and assessment, states: 

The Regional Heritage Inventory shall identify known sites, structures, areas, landscapes or 
places of historic or cultural heritage that require protection from inappropriate subdivision, 
use and development for inclusion in relevant regional or district plans. In doing so regard 

 
1 RMA Part 1 Interpretation and application – 2 Interpretation 
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shall be had to the Heritage New Zealand register of historic places, historic areas and waahi 
tapu areas. The criteria provided in section 10A shall form the basis of any new assessment 
of historic and cultural heritage. 

In response to these objectives and policies it will be necessary to make amendments to the 
objectives and policies for historic heritage, and add a new Schedule for – Historic Heritage Areas in 
the District Plan where these areas have been identified as showing a strong historic relationship to 
the evolution of the development of the Waikato Region and Hamilton City. 

The Operative District Plan  
Chapter 5 – Special Character Zones of the Operative Hamilton District Plan (the Plan) makes specific 
reference to heritage and cultural values and includes: 

- The Special Heritage Zone (Frankton Railway Village, Hayes Paddock and Hamilton East 
Villas).   

- The Special Residential Zone (Claudelands West, Hamilton East and The Dwelling Control 
Area) 

- The Temple View Heritage Area 

Note: This report, the Hamilton City Historic Heritage Area Assessment, is not an assessment of the 
special character of Hamilton and is focused solely on historic heritage using a Hamilton specific 
method and criteria.  Whilst some proposed HHAs do overlap with the existing Operative District Plan 
Special Character Zone, such as areas within Hamilton East and Claudelands, it should be noted that 
the existing Special Character Zone has not informed the technical recommendations of the HHA 
assessment. 
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4. Heritage Themes which have Historic Heritage 
Significance to the Development of the City2 

Period of Development Heritage Theme 
Early Development 

During the late 1850s and early 1860s, the rise of the 
Kingitanga was perceived as a threat by the New Zealand 
Colonial Government.   These tensions culminated in the 
invasion of the Waikato in 1863 and the passing of the 
New Zealand Settlement Act later that year.  The Act 
enabled the Crown to confiscate the lands of any “Native 
Tribes” deemed to be in rebellion. Forceful confiscation of 
the Waikato was the ultimate tool used by the Crown to 
reduce iwi to submission, to gain control of the Waikato’s 
fertile lands, and to take control over the region.  

The first European settlers landed on the eastern bank of 
the Waikato on 24 August 1864 and the area was 
converted to an armed camp occupied by European 
soldiers, surveyors, and settlers. 

From the beginning, Hamilton straggled both sides of the 
River in the vicinity of easy access and landing from the 
River. This influenced how Hamilton East and Hamilton 
West developed. While considered one settlement, in 
reality there were two communities connected by a 
tentative river crossing via a punt.  

The settlement was surveyed in 1864 and laid out in a grid 
pattern, except where it was necessary to accommodate 
physical features within the areas. In Hamilton West the 
residential blocks were surveyed in 10-acre blocks, while 
these blocks were 12-acre blocks on the eastern side.  All 
residential blocks were then broken into 1-acre sections.  
Reserves for recreation, hospital, education, and foraging 
were included in the surveys.  Both surveys included town-
belts surrounding the exterior of both Hamilton West and 
East to differentiate the town and county areas. 

In the late 1860s, following the formation of the Hamilton 
Highway District Board (Hamilton West) and the Kirikiriroa 
Highway District Board (Hamilton East) roads began to be 
formed.  Nevertheless, the main transport connection with 
other settlements and Auckland continued to be the River. 

Early establishment of a service 
town 

- Grid or connected street 
pattern 

- Wide berms with well 
established street trees 

- Mainly single storey 
development 

- Planned areas of park and 
reserve 

- Exotic trees within some parks 
and reserves 

- Includes planned commercial 
areas 

- Churches and other community 
buildings within the area 

- Retain existing levels and 
topography across sites 

- Weatherboard and brick 
elevations 

- Mainly corrugated roofs 

- Low timber fences (including 
picket fences) 

- Housing types include: 
- Early Colonial 
- Late Victorian 
- Bay Villa 
- Federation 
- Arts & Craft/English Country 
- Workers Housing 
- Railway Housing 
- Bungalow 
- Art Deco/Spanish Mission 

 
2 This secton has been informed by the (1) Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020 - Prepared by Lifescapes 
Ltd for Hamilton City Council - June 2020, by (2) Kirikiriroa - Hamilton’s European Settler History – Prepared by 
Alice Morris & Mark Caunter – Hamilton City Council and Hamilton City Libaries – October 2021 and (3) 
www.renovate.org.nz.  Parts of (1) and (2) documents have been utililsed verbatum.  Full references for source 
information is provided in each of these other documents.   
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By 1868 Hamilton’s population was under 300 residents, 
the township consisting of the two redoubts, barracks, two 
churches, two hotels, a few stores, a blacksmith, 
bootmakers, and many deserted homes. 

The Road Boards sought solutions to replace the punt with 
a bridge. Neither Roads Board could raise the necessary 
funds for a bridge and Central Government would not 
provide a bridge.  However, a Borough could raise a loan 
and seek government subsidies.  The desire to link the two 
areas via a bridge was the motivation for the formation of 
the Hamilton Borough in December 1877.  The bridge, 
opened in November 1879 was named ‘Union Bridge’ in 
recognition of uniting both parts of the Borough. 

Also, in 1877 the railway line reached Frankton.  The 
introduction of the railway, and formation of roads slowly 
provided greater transport routes. The western side of the 
settlement developed as the ‘administrative centre’ for 
Hamilton due to easier access to rail, road, and river 
transport.  The railway was extended over the River 
following the construction of the first Railway Bridge in 
1884. 

The introduction of rail was a catalyst for the construction 
of infrastructure and accompanying employment 
opportunities and an increase in residents.  It also opened 
the way for land speculators and the development of 
larger farming operations resulting from the purchase of 
numerous adjoining smaller farm allotments that had been 
originally allocated to soldiers. The larger land holdings 
surrounding the Borough were purchased by speculators 
who developed these properties by subdividing and selling 
the allotments.  

Two such developments were Frankton and Claudelands.  
Frankton was established and named by Thomas Jolly who 
purchased land originally granted to Major Jackson Keddell 
on the western boundary of Hamilton in the mid-1860s.  
While in the late 1860s Frank Claude purchased a 400- acre 
farm, originally granted to Colonel William Moule on the 
north-eastern boundary of Hamilton and subdivided a 
portion of that to form Claudelands. 

Hamilton had its major period of growth after WWI.  As a 
major river port, located on the main north–south road 
through the Waikato and well-serviced by rail, the Borough 
became the major transport hub for the Waikato region,. 

The growth of agriculture in the Waipa and Waikato 
Counties’ areas surrounding Hamilton Borough, 
encouraged growth and Hamilton began to provide the 
necessary goods and services to support these farming 
ventures. This link to the development of farming, in 

- State Housing 
- Group Housing 

 

Railway workers suburbs 

- Grid street pattern 

- Wide berms with well 
established street trees 

- Mainly single storey 
development 

- Some planned areas of park 
and reserve 

- Retain existing levels and 
topography across sites 

- Weatherboard elevations 

- Mainly corrugated roofs 

- Low timber fences (including 
picket fences) 

- Housing types include: 
- Railway Housing 
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particular dairy in the Waikato, established Hamilton’s 
function as the ‘regional base’. Since 1902, government 
agencies and industries began to establish in Hamilton that 
served both the residents and wider region.  There was 
also strong residential growth outside of the Borough 
boundaries in Frankton, Claudelands and the surrounding 
hinterland. 

The Railways Department was a major employer in the 
area, and from 1920 to 1929 the Frankton Junction railway 
house factory made prefabricated railway houses which 
were erected throughout New Zealand (for both the 
Railways Department and private owners).    

This period shaped the urban structure of Hamilton East, 
Claudelands, Hamilton Central, Frankton and Maeroa. 
Housing from this period continues to define the 
streetscape experience in Hamilton East, Claudelands and 
parts of Frankton, including the Frankton railway village. 

1930s to 1950s 

In New Zealand workers’ housing has been largely 
developed by the Government.  The Workers Dwelling Act 
1905 provided the basis for the development of the first 
state housing schemes.  Architects were invited to submit 
plans in the attempt that no two houses were to look the 
same and to move away from row-housing types.  The first 
homes were built and rented on the outskirts of the four 
main cities to provide good quality but affordable homes 
for working families.  

After WW1 and again after WWII Central Government 
actively developed housing schemes.  As a result, the 
development of Hamilton has been strongly influenced by 
different state housing schemes. 

In 1935 the Labour government launched a nation-wide 
state housing programme under the leadership of Michael 
Joseph Savage.  Directly responding to the deprivations 
and job losses of the Great Depression, the thousands of 
state houses built in the next five years aimed to provide 
stable homes and social cohesion.  

Suburb designs such as Hayes Paddock combined 
conformity with variance, with no two homes exactly alike 
but the collection as a whole presenting a consistent 
appearance to the street   Green structure created by well-
connected parks or “paddocks” were an integral part of 
developments, with up to 10% of a suburb required to be 
given to Council.  This approach to suburban design and 

 

Comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State 
Advances Corporation 

- Varied street patterns, but 
includes connected street 
patterns and series of culs-de-
sac 

- Berms and street trees vary 
across areas 

- Mix of single storey and two 
storey development, including 
semi-detached and multi-unit 
homes. 

- Often originally ¼ acre sections 
(approximatley 1000m2) 

- Site layout often orientated 
buildings towards the sun. 

- Planned areas of park and 
reserve 

- Retain existing levels and 
topography across sites 

- Open plan frontages 

- Often simple strip concrete 
driveways and parking pads for 
off street car parking 
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residential architecture continued to shape Hamilton’s 
development in the 1940s and 50s.   

State-led suburban development ceased almost entirely in 
the early 1940s due to wartime shortages. However, 
Hamilton’s position as Waikato’s main centre was 
cemented when an airport, established at Rukuhia in the 
1930s, developed after WWII.  By 1945 the population had 
grown to almost 22,000, and Hamilton was granted city 
status. A town planning society was formed followed by 
the appointment of the city’s first town planning officer in 
1948. 

Zoning for land use was established in the late 1940s and 
Hamilton’s boundaries were extended again.  This added 
2,000 sections to the city, plus an additional 1,500 in the 
former city limit area and suburbs such as Beerescourt, 
Melville, Enderley and Hillcrest began to be developed 
upon former farmland. The city continued to be the main 
service and retail centre for farming communities but this 
period also saw significant growth in industry, along with 
agricultural research out of the Ruakura Research Centre at 
the city’s eastern edge. 

By 1951 Hamilton had reached 30,000 and the State was 
its biggest developer, with new suburbs laid out in Melville 
and Fairfield. Private development during this time was 
also heavily shaped by 

Government policy was implemented through the Land 
Sales Court and the Group Building Scheme.  

The State Advances Corporation (SAC), which tied lending 
to compliance with government-determined suburban 
design norms, had a virtual monopoly on lending to the 
low/moderate income group.  House size and form were 
regulated and developers were required to put in 
footpaths with kerb and channels before property 
construction commenced.  As such, areas built privately 
during this period are often indistinguishable from state 
housing and have a similarly recognisable urban form. 

The 1950s saw the beginning of “pan-handled” sections – a 
subdivision pattern that did not require every property to 
have a road frontage, thus enabling rear developments.  
Escalating building costs led the National government to 
lower the standard of state housing, resulting in more 
design uniformity, less amenities and poorer quality 
materials such as fibrolite.    

This period defined the urban structure of areas in Hayes 
Paddock,  Beerescourt, Maeroa, Hamilton Lake, Melville, 
Chartwell, Enderley, Hillcrest. Fairfield and parts of 
Melville. 

- Weatherboard, asbestos 
cement and brick elevations 

- Low pitch corrugated steel or 
clay tile roofs 

- Roofs hipped, gabled or dutch-
gable 

- Chimney 

- Mulit-pane timber windows 

- Housing types include: 
- State Housing 
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1960s and 1970s 

Young families were the dominant demographic in 
Hamilton through the 1960s, with the 1966 census 
showing it as particularly youthful even in the context of an 
overall youthful country. The city was increasingly shaped 
by migration and urbanisation, with large numbers of 
Maori, Polynesian and Fijian Indians making a home in 
Hamilton.  This cultural diversity along with the arrival of 
more tertiary-educated residents enabled the city to move 
beyond its “provincial town” status.  

The city experienced one of its largest boundary extensions 
in 1962, which incorporated areas such as Glenview, 
Dinsdale, Nawton, Bryant, Queenwood, Chedworth and 
Silverdale and demanded a large housing construction 
response.  Two things happened: 

- Large mass-housing construction companies such as 
Neill Group and Keith Hay Homes, who had been 
able to get started under the Government’s Group 
Building Scheme of the 1950s, now had the capacity 
to produce low-cost housing in large volumes.  

- Building societies were established, offering an 
alternative private lending stream to that of the 
SAC.  

Bridges continued to be critical as the city grew on both 
sides of the river. In 1963 the Cobham Drive bridge was 
opened, and the following year the Claudelands bridge was 
converted to a traffic and pedestrian bridge following the 
undergrounding of the railway line across Victoria Street.  
Appreciation of the river itself also grew, and concerns that 
the city had been built with its back to this key asset 
stimulated the inception of riverbank walkways and the 
Hamilton Gardens. 

The first district plan was prepared in 1960.  Some 
provision for housing diversity was made via a residential 
zoning “B” that enabled flats and hostels (concentrated 
around the CBD and in older parts of Hamilton East), but 
the city’s residential areas were otherwise set out for 
detached family homes.  This regulatory framework was to 
remain unchanged until 1975, and was fundamental in 
determining the city’s residential character. 

From the early 1960s, flats were being built at a great rate.  
In 1963 less than 20% of new dwellings in the city were 
flats (small units in blocks of four or more); by 1970 it had 
increased to 40% of the new builds.  In addition, the types 
of dwellings were expanding; in addition to houses and 
flats were ‘intermediate-sized’ dwellings called units which 
were two single detached units on a single site. 

 

The construction company era, and  

The dominance of the private car 
and changing suburban form 

- Often series or connected culs-
de-sac or loop roads, with 
limited connectivity outside of 
the area 

- Berms and street trees vary 
across areas 

- Retain existing levels and 
topography across sites 

- Mixture of single storey, two 
storey and split level 
development, often mixed 
within each street/area. 

- Planned areas of park and 
reserve 

- Churches and other community 
buildings within the area 

- Mainly detached building 
forms 

- Private houses often positioned 
to provide large front yard in 
the 1960s altering to provide a 
large rear yard in the 1970s 

- Increasing floor areas and 
greater variation in floor plan 

- Concrete patios providing 
outdoor areas 

- Greater variation with 
publication of plan books in the 
late 1960s 

- Mix of weatherboard/timber, 
brick, stucco and block 
elevations or weatherboard 
transportable homes 

- Corrugated steel or concrete 
tile roofs 

- Wide eaves 

- Large timber windows, later 
steel and then aluminium  
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The land brought in through the 8th boundary extension in 
1962 was zoned for suburban shopping centres, and 
residential development, the majority being ‘family sized’ 
dwellings. 

The Waikato University was established in 1964, the 
hospital employed medically skilled workers, government 
department branches opened, scientists joined agricultural 
research institutions, the university and teachers’ college 
attracted international academics, and teachers were 
recruited by new schools.  By 1966, the population had 
grown to 63,000.  

Regulations for residential development allowed 
developers to build cheaply and very profitably, and the 
construction sector proceeded with enthusiasm.  Lot sizes 
were a minimum of 694 sqm, with most being 694 – 925 
sqm. The minimum street frontage was 16.75 m (55 feet) 
so lots were set out as narrow rectangles. B oundary 
setback requirements established uniformity of dwelling 
placement. This planning approach was considered by 
some to be a poor response to the district scheme’s 
declared intention “to make the best use of the available 
land,” and issues of traffic congestion and urban sprawl 
began to be identified.  

Nonetheless, the resultant urban form was appreciated by 
many residents.  Construction companies eschewed earlier 
compartmentalised house layouts and instead 
appropriated ideas from architecturally-designed houses of 
the previous decade, moving to open plan interiors and 
more variation in form.  The Garden Suburb model, 
promoting space, sun and vegetation, was often used as a 
design approach and selling point.  Developments 
extended into sloped areas, capitalising on views and 
creating a new vernacular of semi-recessed basement in 
the process.24 

Mature vegetation was also increasingly valued during this 
period, as evidenced by the protests that erupted in 1968 
over a proposal to fell trees in Ferrybank and Memorial 
Park. 

By 1970, the era of the state house estate was over and 
private development continued apace in its attempts to 
meet middle class suburban expectations.  

Building companies sold house and land package which 
promoted their own architecture and materials.  Houses 
that combined brick and timber became common, 
alongside variations in form, particularly the L-shaped floor 
plan.  The qualities of these “ideal suburbs” are evident not 
only in their architecture but in the streetscape also, with 

- Open plan frontages, with 
some (often low) retaining 
walls or low walls/fences 

- Fully formed driveways leading 
to large concrete parking areas 
and garages 

- Housing types include: 
- Group Housing 

Comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State 
Advances Corporation 

- Varied street patterns, but 
includes connected street 
patterns and series of culs-de-
sac 

- Berms and street trees vary 
across areas 

- Mix of single storey and two 
storey development, including 
semi-detached and multi-unit 
homes. 

- Often originally ¼ acre sections 
(approximatley 1000m2) 

- Site layout often orientated 
buildings towards the sun. 

- Planned areas of park and 
reserve 

- Retain existing levels and 
topography across sites 

- Open plan frontages 

- Often simple strip concrete 
driveways and parking pads for 
off street car parking 

- Weatherboard, asbestos 
cement and brick elevations 

- Low pitch corrugated steel or 
clay tile roofs 

- Roofs hipped, gabled or dutch-
gable 

- Chimney 

- Mulit-pane timber windows 

- Housing types include: 
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powerlines undergrounded, footpaths laid in concrete 
rather than asphalt, and street trees planted. 

Farms being subdivided at different times created a tangle 
of cul de sacs were streets could not be connected 
through, undermining the establishment of efficient road 
networks.  Collector roads were often laid out to follow 
natural gullies or ridgelines, creating erratic ribbon 
developments that utilised the higher land (with views) 
and left the lower and less accessible land in between. 

The 1970s also amplified social variation to the urban 
form. Different housing needs were acknowledged and 
multi-unit developments proceeded at pace, along with 
municipal housing and 2-bedroom flats inserted on rear 
lots.  Lower middle class housing was constructed on flat 
land, while properties on hills – being both more difficult 
to physically build upon and more desirable due to 
elevation – were more expensive, with street names that 
mirrored their status such as Summit Terrace, Maple 
Avenue and Grandview Road. 

This period defined the urban structure and housing 
typology of Glenview, Dinsdale, Te Rapa, Nawton, Bryant, 
Queenwood, Chedworth, Silverdale and Brymer. 

- State Housing 
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5. Methodology for the Assessment of Historic Heritage 
Areas  

The following assessment criteria have been developed to identify the very best and most consistent 
areas which are representative of the Heritage Themes, identified above.   

The intention is to identify areas which have historic heritage significance to the development of the 
city and which are of such heritage value locally, regionally or nationally that they should be 
identified as a Historic Heritage Area (HHA) in the Hamilton District Plan.   

These assessment criteria are aligned with the Historic and cultural heritage assessment criteria set 
out in 10A of the WRPS.  Appendix 5, below, sets out in more detail how the proposed assessment 
criteria are aligned with the WRPS. 
 

Areas Description Assessment Criteria 

Historic 
Heritage 
Areas  

 

Historic Heritage 
areas which are 
representative of an 
identified Heritage 
Theme, which are 
consistent in their 
physical and visual 
qualities including 
street pattern, lot 
layout and density, 
green structure, 
housing typologies 
and street frontage 
treatments, and 
which are considered 
to be of at least 
moderate heritage 
value locally, 
regionally or 
nationally. 

 

- That the area is representative of a Heritage Theme 
which has historic heritage significance to the 
development of the city3 including: 

o Early establishment of a service town 
o Railway workers suburbs 
o Comprehensive state housing schemes and 

control by the State Advances Corporation 
o The construction company era  
o The dominance of the private car and 

changing suburban form 
and 

- The area displays consistency in physical and visual 
qualities that are representative of their identified 
Heritage Theme and assessed as being at least 
moderate value in relation to the majority of the 
consistency criteria: 

o A consistent Street/Block Layout which 
makes a positive contribution to the heritage 
significance and quality of the area  

o Consistent Street Design, including street 
trees, berms, carriageways and other planting 
within the street which make a positive 
contribution to the heritage significance and 
quality of the area.  

o Consistency in Lot Size, Dimensions and 
Development Density, including shape and 
size of lots which makes a positive 

 
3 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 2.Historical Analysis 
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contribution to the heritage significance and 
quality of the area. 

o Consistent Lot Layout, including position of 
buildings on lots, dominance of car parking, 
and landscape and tree planting within the 
lot which makes a positive contribution to the 
heritage significance and quality of the area.  

o Whether the overall Topography and Green 
Structure of the area makes a positive 
contribution to the heritage significance and 
quality of the area.  

o Consistency of styles of Architecture and 
Building Typologies, including overall shape, 
form and material, and whether these factors 
make a positive contribution to the heritage 
significance and quality of the area. 

o Consistency in Street Frontage Treatments, 
such as walls, fences and planting, and 
whether these make a positive contribution 
to the heritage significance and quality of the 
area.  

These criteria to be considered at street, group of streets or 
block level as appropriate. 
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6. Assessment  

Site Visits  

• The most recent period of development representing the identified Heritage Themes is the 
1970s.   

• A site visit has therefore been made to streets which contain a predominance of pre-1980 
buildings (based upon maps provided by HCC which identify all residential buildings 
constructed prior to 1980).   

• An assessment has been carried out for each of these at street, group of streets or at block 
level as appropriate.   

• Post 1980 streets have not been visited or assessed. 
• Where the coverage of pre-1980 buildings in a street is sporadic and interrupted by newer 

development the street has not been visited or assessed.  
• Each street, group of streets or block has been assessed against the full HHA Criteria. 

The results of these assessments are attached as Appendix 1. 

 
Figure 1: Sample Assessment 

Assessments 
The key question is whether an area is representative of a period of development which has historic 
heritage significance in the development of the city.   

- Representativeness - whether the area is representative of one of the Heritage Themes 
which has historic heritage significance in the development of the city.   

The assessment of this criterion can be directly influenced by the assessment against the 
‘consistency’ criteria; if an area is assessed as being not consistent it cannot be considered to 
be representative. 

The score has been as green if the area is representative, orange if it is partly representative 
(for instance where it was a representative area but has seen some change) and red where 
the area is not representative (whether as originally built or currently existing due to 
change). 

- Consistency Criteria – each of these is considered in turn and scored as green if the criteria 
is met (1 point), orange if it is met in part (i.e. the area has never been consistent or there 
has been some change in the area which has affected its consistency – 0.5 points) and red 
where the area is not consistent (whether as originally built or currently existing due to 
change – zero points).  This scoring inevitably relies upon some value judgements. 

- Comment – a short comment is provided for each street, generally relating to the 
consistency criteria. 

- Conclusion Consistency Criteria – an overall score is provided for each street based upon the 
sum of the scores for each consistency criterion.   

To be recommended for inclusion in a future HHA, any street must: 
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o Achieved a full positive (green) score against the Representativeness criterion. 
o Achieved an overall score of 5 to 7 against the representative criterion.   
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7. Recommended HHAs 

Acacia Crescent HHA  
The Acacia Avenue HHA is a loop road on the east side of Houchens Road, in 2022 forming the 
southern urban edge of the city.   

It is within the 8th Extension, being brought within the city boundary in April 1962. 

Whilst the area has been altered, its scoring has shown that overall it is consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the construction company era and the dominance of the private car and 
changing suburban form heritage themes, and is of at least moderate heritage value. 

The loop road is part of a wider connected road network, although there are limited linkages to 
Ohaupo Road (State Highway 3).   

The street is on varied topography; it rises from north to south, with the original topography of the 
area remaining relatively unaltered, apart from localised changes to accommodate buildings and 
driveways.  The dwellings on the west are generally above street level and many on those on the 
east are below. 

The street has a narrow carriageway, good relatively wide footpaths and wide berms with regularly 
spaced street trees along both sides.  Pedestrian access is provided from the street through a 
grassed laneway to the recreation reserve in Exeter Street. 

Many front yards on the west side of the street have low to medium height retaining walls along 
their boundary with the street; these walls are often plastered, but there are also block, timber and 
stone retaining walls.  A number of the lots to the east have low fences or walls along their front 
boundary, recognising the fall of the land behind them.  There are few taller fences within the area.  
However, the overall impression is of planting within front yards. 

Lots are generously sized, with most a little over 1000m2, rectangular in shape with the narrower 
frontage to the street.   

Whilst buildings generally show a similar setback and are usually placed perpendicular to the street 
this is not always obvious for the buildings located to the east of the street as the topography is such 
that these dwellings are not always so visible.  

The area contains a mix of single storey and two storey dwellings, although taking advantage of the 
changes in level two storey (split level) designs dominate.  The design of buildings varies, although all 
are typical of the era, and appear unified as a result of their use of a relatively small palette of 
materials and common wide eaves and large areas of horizontal proportion windows.  All appear to 
be of a generous size. 

Buildings are often placed with their long elevation to the street, and generally have clay or concrete 
(split stone) brick elevations (although this does vary), with blockwork ground floors for the two 
storey buildings and some concrete block plinths on single storey dwellings.  There are a mixture of 
gable and hipped roofs with a mix of tiled and corrugated coverings. 

Each site has a fully formed driveway generally providing generous on site parking and access to a 
prominent garage.  Rear yards are generally spacious, and often larger or equal to the size of the 
front yard. 

Anglesea Street HHA 
The Anglesea Street HHA comprises part of the western side of the street at its very south end.   
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It is located within the original Borough boundaries. 

Whilst the wider lower Anglesea Street area has seen alteration, the scoring has shown that the 
identified Anglesea Street HHA, which consists of a small number of lots is consistent with a 
significant number of the features of the early establishment of a service town heritage theme and 
is of at least moderate heritage value. 

Anglesea Street forms part of a grid pattern of streets in the central city, whilst it currently extends 
to form a cul-de-sac in the area of the HHA, the 1927 Map of Hamilton’s boundaries indicates that it 
historically connected to Hilsborough Terrace, allowing connection to Tidsall Street and the River. 
Within the HHA Anglesea Street has a very side carragway, wide berms and street trees. 

The development in the area has a residential form, although some of these buildings are now in 
commercial use. 

Existing levels have been maintained across sites and the dwellings generally have planted front yard 
areas, with some low fences or walls to the street. 

Lots are generally of an even size (apart from where subdivision has reduced their depth), although 
the setback of dwellings from the street does vary.   

The buildings within the area are representative of those seen within areas representing the early 
establishment of a service town theme, including the English Country(cottage style) dwelling at 
no.25 which contrasts with the single storey weatherboard design of the other dwellings with its two 
storey design with brick ground floor and plaster first floor under a steeply pitched roof. 

Ashbury Avenue HHA 
Whilst the Ashbury Avenue HHA has been seen some alteration, its scoring has shown that overall it 
is consistent with a significant number of the features of the construction company era and the 
dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage themes, and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

It is located within the 8th extension to the City boundary; April 1962. 

Ashbury Avenue is the first of a series of linked culs-de-sac on west side of Silverdale Road, and 
provides the only link into the area.  The street also provides direct access to Jansen Park; this park 
provides the west boundary to the series of culs-de-sac that Ashbury Avenue provides access to, and 
there are direct views westward along the straight alignment of the street into the park.   

The streets has berms with regularly spaced street trees on the north side.  Overhead electricity lines 
on the south side of the street limit street trees.   

Many front yards are open plan with some low retaining walls containing the original ground levels 
and some other low fences; the retaining walls are constructed in a range of materials although 
blockwork dominated.   There is planting along the frontage of some front yard areas, along with 
some taller fences (both timber and ornate precast concrete).   

Each lot has a fully formed driveway, leading to parking and garages.  Many garages are detached 
and located within the rear yard; a typical arrangement for houses built earlier in the period. 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (from around 650m2 to 700m2) although corner 
lots are larger on the south side of the street.  Buildings generally show a similar setback and are 
usually placed perpendicular to the street.  The majority of dwellings are single storey with some 
two storey dwellings.  They generally have brick elevations (although this does vary), with blockwork 
ground floors for the two storey buildings and some blockwork plinths on other buildings.  There are 
a mixture of gable and hipped roofs with mainly corrugated steel coverings.  There are some tiled 
roofs.  Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 
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Augusta Street, Casper Street and Roseburg Street HHA 
The scoring for the Augusta Street, Casper Street and Roseburg Street HHA has shown that overall it 
is consistent with a significant number of the features of the construction company era and the 
dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage themes, and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The HHA consists of a series of linked culs-de-sac on the north side of Clarkin Road.  Augusta Street 
provides the only link into the area.  To the north the area is contained by the St Paul’s Collegiate 
School.   

It is located within the 8th extension to the City boundary; April 1962. 

The streets have wide berms, narrow carriageways and small regularly spaced street trees.  There 
are direct views along the each of the street within the HHA, although the curved alignment curves 
of Augusta Steet adds interest to the views along it.  

Many front yards are open plan with some low retaining walls containing the original ground levels 
and some other low fences.   There is significant planting within some front yard areas, although this 
is not typical. 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (from around 700m2 to 850m2).  Buildings generally 
show a similar setback and are usually placed perpendicular to the street.  Each dwelling has been 
positioned to create a good sized private rear garden area.   

The majority of dwellings are single storey with some two storey dwellings.  They generally have 
brick elevations, with blockwork ground floors for the two storey buildings and some blockwork 
plinths on other buildings.  There are a mixture of gable and hipped roofs with corrugated steel 
coverings.  Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 

Each dwelling has a fully formed driveway, providing access to garages within rear yards for many of 
the buildings, and to garages integral in a number of the two storey buildings. 

Casey Avenue HHA 
The Casey Avenue HHA is based 
around the section of Casey 
Avenue from Boundary Road to 
Tamihana Avenue, including 
Treloar Street, a short of cul-de-sac 
on the east side of the street.   

Overall the HHA is consistent with 
a significant number of the 
features of the early 
establishment of a service town 
and comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State 
Advances Corporation Heritage 
Themes. 

The south section of the HHA is located within the 1st extension to the Borough boundaries (October 
1912) with the northern section located within the 5th extension (April 1949).    

The street is a key link from Boundary Road to Fairfield Road; it is a part of a connected street 
pattern although also includes a section of cul-de-sac.  busy street with the carriageway narrowed by 
sympathetically designed traffic calming which incorporates street planting.   
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The irregular spaced street trees and trees within front yards provide the street with a sylvan 
character, and assist with visually narrowing the street (so reducing the dominance of vehicles). 

Lots exhibit a generally uniform size and layout, with buildings parallel to the street, although there 
is some variation where some houses are semi-detached; rear lot layouts vary from this. 

The 1920s to 1940s dwellings show generally consistent materials, with weatherboard elevations, 
some areas of brick, corrugated steel or clay tile roofs and mainly side hung timber casement 
windows.  However, the older dwellings (particularly on the west side of the street at its south end) 
represent the California and English Bungalow4 style whereas the majority of the remainder 
illustrate styles associated with state housing.  

The majority of sites now have fully formed driveways and parking for vehicles, with some garages 
and car ports visible from the street. These detract from the continuity/consistency of the area and 
are detrimental to the representativeness of the street. 

Some sites have been redeveloped and there are some inconsistent buildings.   Frontage treatments 
vary, including fences, open plan and planted boundaries.  These move away from the expected low 
fences or open frontages expected.  Overall these changes do not impact on the overall consistency 
and representativeness of the area. 

Cattanach Street HHA 
The scoring of the Cattanach Street HHA has shown that overall it is consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the construction company era and the dominance of the private car and 
changing suburban form heritage themes, and is of at least moderate heritage value. 

Cattanach Street is part of a grid network of streets located between Sandwich Road and the 
Waikato River.  The network of streets links northwards under Wairere Drive, although overall there 
are a limited number of connections out of the area (as is typical of development representative of 
this heritage theme).  

The street has a narrow carriageway, with regularly spaced street trees in narrow berms. 

The majority of front yards are open plan, although there is a timber retaining wall and tall fence 
above at 7 Cattanach Street (representative of the heritage theme).  Most dwellings have planting 
within their front yard area. 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (from around 860m2) although corner lots are 
larger.  Buildings generally show a similar setback and are usually placed perpendicular to the street.   

There is a mix of single storey and two storey dwellings.  They generally have brick elevations 
(although this does vary), with blockwork ground floors for the two storey buildings.   A number of 
the two storey buildings have first floor balconies overlooking the street.  There are a mixture of 
gable and hipped tiled roofs.  Buildings have wide eaves and large areas of horizontal proportion 
windows.  The buildings are generally large, as typically expected. 

Each dwelling has a fully formed driveway leading to integral garaging, as typical for buildings of the 
period. 

The dwelling at 12 Cattanach Street was constructed after 1980, although the site does form part of 
the original subdivision pattern of the street. 

 
4 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Chamberlain Place HHA 
The Chamberlain Place HHA consists of cul-de-sac located to the north of Snell Drive. 

The HHA has undergone very little change and the scoring shows that it is strongly representative of 
both the comprehensive state housing schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation 
and the dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage themes and is of at 
least moderate heritage value. 

The street is a cul-de-sac and forms a closed loop around a large treed open space, planned as part 
of the original development. The majority of dwellings are arranged to face inwards towards the 
open space. 

The street has a narrow carriageway, with narrow berms and footpaths, on the outside of the street 
only.  There are no street trees, although this is more than mitigated by the large trees within the 
open space which forms the focus of the area. 

The area maintains the existing levels and topography across sites. 

The area dates from the 1970s and includes a mixture of semi-detached and detached single level 
dwellings.  Buildings are of simple state house designs, with concrete (split face) and clay brick or 
fibre cement weather board elevations under corrugated or tiled roofs.  Roofs have either gables or 
Dutch gables.   

Buildings are located to provide a private rear oudoor space approximately equal to or larger than 
the front yard area.  The majority of houses retain simple lines of concrete for driveways, leading to 
parking areas/car ports (although some do have garages set well behind the main dwelling). Front 
boundaries are almost all open plan with very limited planting. 

 

Claudelands HHA 
The Claudelands HHA comprises a 
grid network of streets north of 
Claudelands Road/the Railway, 
linking from River Road to Heaphy 
Terrace. 

Whilst significant development has 
taken place in the area, with many 
flat developments replacing 
original buildings, overall the area 
still represents a significant period 
of Hamilton’s evolution and history 
and is clearly representative of the 
early establishment of a service 
town heritage theme and is of at 

least moderate heritage value. 

The land slopes reasonably gently from Heaphy Terrace towards River Road, with contours becoming 
more steep close to River Road (although lots have generally maintained rather than modify the 
original topography).  The streets have narrow carriageways with by regularly spaced, well 
established street trees within wide berms which enclose views along the street.   
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The area includes the Kitchener Street Reserve and to the east is the Claudelands Park (which has 
provides open space in a variety of forms since it was first established in 1886.  Churches and other 
community buildings were planned and built in the wider local area. 

The large area includes a wider range of building types, including Villas and California and English 
bungalows5 with weatherboard, plaster and brick elevations with tile and corrugated steel roofs. 

Whilst there is some variation in front boundary treatments, including some high fences, the overall 
impression (in part given by the dominant street trees) is that the area has a sylvan appearance, with 
the houses fitting amongst trees and other planting. 

 

Fairfield Road HHA 
Whilst the area has undergone 
some change, the scoring for the 
Fairfield Road HHA has shown that 
overall it is consistent with a 
significant number of the features 
of the comprehensive state 
housing schemes and control by 
the State Advances Corporation 
heritage theme and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The HHA consists of the curving 
section of Fairfield Road from 
Haultain Street to Heaphy Terrace 
along with the short Gardiner Place 

which links north from this.  Fairfield Road is a busy street which forms part of a link from River Road 
to Heaphy Terrace, both of which are key routes for north-south movement in the eastern part of 
the City.   

The front berm, with street trees, varies significantly in width providing the street with a very 
spacious character in parts.  Lot sizes and layouts are reasonably consistent (recognising that the 
curves in street has impact on lot shape and layout).  A number of the dwellings back on to Caro 
Park, with easy access to this from the local area (including from both Fairfield Road and Gardiner 
Place). 

Whilst there has been some infill development, buildings are generally simple 1950s state house 
designs, with weatherboard elevations under tiled hipped roofs (utilising both brown and terracotta 
coloured tiles).  Many still have their original single chimney and multi-pane timber windows.  There 
are some buildings with gabled roofs (although on the whole these still have weatherboard 
elevations). 

Front boundaries very, with some lots retaining open plan (which would have originally typified the 
area) and/or planted boundaries.  However, likely in response to the traffic along the street, there 
are a number of taller fences which due to the curing street are very dominant discordant features.  
Most dwellings now have a fully formed driveway from the street, although some lots do not have a 
formed vehicular access or only have a simple driveway formed by lines of concrete. 

 

 
5 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Frankton Railway Village HHA 
The Frankton Railway Village HHA comprises a series of streets located between Rifle Range Road 
and Massey Street; the area includes buildings directly fronting Rifle Range Road. 

Developed by the Railways Department the area provides a relatively unmodified example of a 
planned railway settlement and is a very clearly defined example of the railway workers suburb and 
comprehensive state housing schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation heritage 
themes and is of at least moderate heritage value.   

The area is based around a grid street pattern.  The majority of the area is located offline from Rifle 
Range Road and includes narrow carriageways and wide berms with regular street trees.  Whilst Rifle 
Range Road is a busy through route, with a wide carriageway, the regular street trees continue in 
this section of the HHA, albeit that they are located within more narrow berms.  The area maintains 
existing levels and topography. 

The area clearly incorporates design elements of the ‘garden suburb’ movement, fashionable at that 
time (with the hall and central open space for workers).   

Whilst front boundaries vary, including low wire fences, picket fences and planting/hedges (and 
some taller fences), there are generally views through to the frontage of the buildings. 

Lots are very regular in size (around 800m2) and dimension.  Dwellings are regularly arranged, with 
consistent setback, parallel to the street with generous space around them 

The area comprises single-storey railway cottages.  It contains a number of different design 
variations on the railway house, which is a basic villa design, with front porch, horizontal weather 
boarding, and galvanised corrugated iron roofing. 

 

Graham Street HHA 
The Graham Street HHA is located 
within the original boundaries of 
the Borough and includes all of the 
western side of Graham Street, 
from Naylor Street to Sillary Street, 
including the culs-de-sac Newall 
Street and Freyberg Street.  The 
street forms part of a connected 
block structure to the west of Grey 
Street which connects to, and was 
part of, the planned subdivision of 
the main Hamilton East HHA.   

Whilst development has taken 
place in the area, overall the area 

still represents a very significant period of Hamilton’s evolution and history and is clearly 
representative of the early establishment of a service town and comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation heritage themes and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The topography rises from south to north, providing views down and along the street from the north 
towards the Hamilton Gardens. 
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At the north end, land to the west drops away from street level, so that dwellings here are set on 
land below the street. The overhead power lines limits the number and size of street trees on the 
west side of the street; overall street trees are not consistent along the street. 

Lot sizes, dimensions and layout are generally consistent in the southern section of the street but 
less consistent where road rises at northern end.  The current subdivision pattern has evolved from 
the original subdivision of the area, which was based on 1 Acres (4047m2) section. This further 
subdivision of the area has resulted in the creation of rear lots.  It is the existing subdivision pattern 
along the street frontages which contributes to the heritage significance of the area.   

The further subdivision of the area over time has resulted in a range of house styles in the area.  The 
overall impression is that the street includes mainly State House styles of dwelling, with hipped roofs 
over weatherboard or brick elevations, but there are also Villa (from the 1910s) and California and 
English Bungalow styles.6  Some more recent developments are quite prominent and disrupt this 
(including development at end of Newell Street, the flat development on west side of street and lots 
on west side where garages are located within front yard areas.  

There are mainly low fences, planting on frontages, respectful of the original form of the area. 

 

Hamilton East HHA 
Located within the original 
boundaries of the Borough, the 
Hamilton East HHA comprises a 
series of street arranged in a grid 
pattern on relatively flat land, 
extending from Grey Street to Dey 
Street (and the former edge of the 
City marked by the original 
Greenbelt and now Wairere Drive),  

Whilst development has taken 
place in the area, overall the area 
still represents a very significant 
period of Hamilton’s evolution and 
history and is clearly 

representative of the early establishment of a service town heritage theme and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The individual blocks are large; 12 acres.  The current subdivision pattern has evolved from the 
original subdivision of the area, which was based on twelve lots per block, with each lot being 1 Acre 
(4047m2). This further subdivision of the area has resulted in the creation of large areas of rear lots.  
In many cases there are limited views of the rear lots from the street, apart from the sometimes 
wide driveways leading into these central areas.  It is therefore existing subdivision pattern along the 
street frontages which contributes to the heritage significance of the area.   

Part of the area covered by the grid street network closest to the Grey Street shopping area is 
already zoned for more intensive development.  Whilst some of these areas have not yet seen 
significant change they have not been recommended to be included within the HHA. 

 
6 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Given the size of the area, the individual design of streets and the dominance of street trees does 
vary.  However the overall impression is the dominance of the grid network and general consistency 
in lot size, shape and the layout of buildings within them.   

Dwellings also vary as a result of the further subdivision which has taken place over time, including 
Villas, California and English bungalows through to more recent styles.  The use of a limited range of 
materials including mainly weatherboard or Huntly brick for elevations along with the consistent 
planting within many lots provides continuity. 

Hayes Paddock HHA 
The Hayes Paddock  HHA has 
undergone very little change and 
the scoring shows that it is strongly 
representative of the 
comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State 
Advances Corporation heritage 
theme and is of at least moderate 
heritage value. 

The area is within the boundaries 
of the original Borough. 

The HHA includes a series of 
connected streets; Jellicoe Drive, 
Fergusson Street, Plunket Terrace, 

Galway Avenue, Bledisloe Terrace and the west side of MacFarlane Street.  The land form in the west 
is relative flat, but rises towards the east, with Plunket Terrace aligning with a gulley running north 
through the area, and Galway Avenue and Bledisloe Avenue both rising steeply toward MacFarlane 
Street. 

The streets and lots have been designed and laid out to work with the original topography of the 
aera; the curving streets and changing topography add interest and character to all streets, with 
street trees regularly spaced in front berms.   

The area was comprehensively designed and developed. Whilst there are a range of single storey 
house designs across the area, weatherboard elevations dominate, with some brick and plaster 
examples. Brown and terracotta coloured clay tiles are utilised on roofs, with chimneys on most 
houses.   

In many areas dwellings are located well above street level; this adds further interest to the streets, 
with some areas of retaining.  The overall impression is that front boundaries are open or planted, 
although there is some variation. 

Hooker Avenue HHA 
The Hooker Avenue HHA is part of a series of linked culs-de-sac located on the north side of 
Chedworth Road.  Hooker Avenue is the only route into the area, which is contained by a vegetated 
gulley to the west and Wairere Drive to the east. 

The HHA, and the dwellings in it, is representative of the construction company era, and The 
dominance of the private car and changing suburban form, with the wider area having been 
planned with reliance on the private car. 

The street is located within the 8th extension to the city; April 1962. 
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The street has a curving alignment, with berms with regularly spaced street trees.  The curving 
alignment limits views along the street and brings greater interest as views emerge as a visitor 
travels along it.   

Lots broadly maintain the original levels/topography across them.  Many front yards are open plan 
with some low retaining walls containing the original ground levels and some other low fences.   
There is significant planting within some front yard areas; the curved alignment of the street 
increased the prominence of this planting.   

Whilst not directly accessible from Hooker Avenue, the area includes planned areas of open space, 
with Hillary Park accessible from Hillary Street, which links from Hooker Avenue. 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (around 600m2 to 800m2), although there are some 
significantly larger lots at the end of the street (and as rear sites not included in the HHA).  

Buildings are detached, and are generally large. The show a similar setback and are placed 
perpendicular to the street.  The size of rear yards vary, in part due to the large footprint of some of 
the buildings. 

The majority of dwellings are single storey with some two storey dwellings.  They generally have 
brick elevations.  Gable roofs dominate, some with fibre-cement cladding within gable areas.  There 
are some hipped roof and Dutch-gable designs.  Concrete tiles and corrugated steel are both seen.  
Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 

Each site has a fully formed driveway leading to a garage; garages are mainly integral with the 
dwelling but are sometimes detached. 

 

Jamieson Crescent HHA 
The Jamieson Crescent HHA consists of part of the southern side the east-west section of Jamieson 
Crescent, a loop road which links from Bryant Road to Heath Street. 

The scoring has demonstrated that the HHA, and the dwellings in it, is representative of the 
Comprehensive state housing schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation heritage 
theme and given its location (and the provision for cars) the construction company era, and The 
dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage theme. 

The area is within the 8th extension to the city, April 1962 

The street comprises of a narrow carriageway with small street trees in the front berm.  These are 
supplemented by large trees within front yard areas.   

The site is located within a community which includes shops and a local park; Heath Park (although 
the latter is relatively small given the limited number of other areas of open space in the local area). 

The area mainly includes duplex/Semi-detached single level dwellings, although also includes a 
detached single dwelling.  The semi-detached buildings sit on sites or around ¼ acres (1000m2) 

Buildings are generally simple 1960s state house designs, with weatherboard elevations under 
corrugated roofs, with gables facing the street.  The houses do not have garaging, and have simple 
lines of concrete for driveways leading to car pads. 

Front boundaries are open plan with the only planting being trees in the front yard of no.5B. 
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Jennifer Place HHA 
The scoring has demonstrated that 
the Jennifer Place HHA is 
consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the 
construction company era and the 
dominance of the private car and 
changing suburban form heritage 
themes and is of at least moderate 
heritage value. 

The HHA is located within the 8th 
extension to the city, April 1962. 

It is a single cul-de-sac, consisting 
of a curving, steeply sloping street 
starting at Bankwood Road and 

following the alignment of a gulley westwards to link to the gulley system from Chartwell Park to 
Glen Lynne Avenue.  Bankwood Road provides access to the wider Chartwell Area, to areas of 
planned open space such as Chartwell Park and to the planned Chartwell Shopping Centre which was 
developed contemporaneously with the residential areas around it. 

The street, layout of lots and building designs all work with the original topography, and have not 
resulted in significant reshaping of the area. 

The narrow front berms with regularly spaced street trees. Front yards are generally open plan with 
well established planting within them. 

Whilst lots sizes vary, frontage width is relatively consistent.  As a result of the topography, the 
1960s and 1970s detached dwellings in the street are generally each located above street level, each 
with a sloping driveway to the front of the house.  Whilst the majority of driveways are large, they 
do not appear over dominant due to the high level of planting within each yard and provide access 
to integral garages.  Dwellings on the north side of the street are positioned to provide large rear 
yard areas, whereas buildings to the south (on smaller sites) are located closer to the rear of their 
sites (likely as a result of working with the existing topography). 

The generally two storey buildings usually have a painted blockwork or plaster ground floor with a 
brick and/or vertical weatherboard above.  Gabled ridged roofs and hipped roofs are both present, 
with deep eaves and corrugated steel roofing common. 
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Lamont Street, Freemont Street, Egmont Street and Claremont Avenue HHA 
The Lamont Street, Freemont 
Street, Egmont Street and 
Claremont Avenue HHA is formed 
by a series of street which are part 
of a grid street layout to the south 
of Comries Road and the Chartwell 
Westfield Mall.   

The scoring has demonstrated that 
the HHA is consistent with a 
significant number of the features 
of the construction company era 
and the dominance of the private 
car and changing suburban form 
heritage themes and is of at least 

moderate heritage value.  The HHA is located within the 8th extension to the city, April 1962. 

Whilst the grid of streets provides good east west connection from Claremont Avenue to Bellmont 
Avenue, there are more restricted links to Hukanui Road to the east, and no direct connection to the 
Chartwell Westfield Mall.  This is typical of the period. 

The area if relatively flat, and the site layouts have taken advantage of this to provide dwellings 
which provide a positive frontage to the street. 

The streets each have a narrow front berm with regularly spaced street trees. Views along the east-
west roads are generally stopped by dwellings or trees beyond at each end.  Chartwell Westfield 
Mall is a dominant feature seen over buildings from Lamont Street. 

Front yards are generally open plan with some low fences/walls (and limited low retaining walls) 
with only a small number of higher fences.  There is significant planting within some front yard areas 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (around 600m2 to 700m2) with buildings generally 
of a similar setback and perpendicular to the street.  The majority of dwellings are single storey with 
some two storey dwellings.  They generally have brick elevations with some having plaster or 
blockwork plinth (or ground floors in the case of the two storey buildings).  Gable roofs dominate, 
although there are some hipped roof and Dutch-gable designs.  Concrete tiles and corrugated steel 
are both seen.  Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 

Dwellings generally have a formed driveway and parking, leading to a garage.  The garages for most 
single storey dwellings are detached, whereas they are integral in the two storey buildings. 

Marama Street HHA 
The Marama Street HHA comprises part of a series of street arranged in a offset grid pattern, 
extending from Seddon Road to Killarney Road.  The Marama Street HHA is formed by a line of single 
storey dwellings on the north side of the street at its east end. 

Whilst development has taken place in the wider local area, the identified HHA has undergone less 
change.  It is located within the 2nd extension to the Borough, April 1917, and represents a very 
significant period of Hamilton’s evolution and history and is clearly representative of the early 
establishment of a service town heritage theme and is of at least moderate heritage value. 
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Whilst the street is part of a wider connected road network, the location of the railways in the local 
area has provides a barrier to the full connected grid network seen within parts of the original 
Borough.   

The north side of the street has no berm, and has regularly spaced street trees in build-outs or in the 
footpath itself. 

The single storey dwellings have relatively uniform setbacks. There are a range of front boundary 
treatments including picket fences, planting and low walls, which are generally respectful of the 
likely original front boundary fences.  However, the area is provided with a uniform appearance from 
the single level weatherboard dwellings, mainly villas with hipped roofs and gables over bays facing 
the street and others being of English Bungalow style. 

Marire Avenue, Parr Street and Taniwha Street HHA 
The Marire Avenue, Parr Street and Taniwha 
Street HHA is consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the early 
establishment of a service town and 
comprehensive state housing schemes and 
control by the State Advances Corporation 
heritage themes, and is of at least moderate 
heritage value. 

The area comprises a series of independent 
culs-de-sac all accessed from Norton Road.   

The area is included in the 2nd extension to the 
Borough.  It includes the whole of Marire Avenue and Parr Street and the west side of Taniwha 
Street.  This series of culs-de-sac connect from Norton Road, as significant route into the city centre. 

Both Marire Avenue and Parr Street have a straight alignment with have substantial street trees 
within wide berms enclosing views along the streets.  Tahiwha Street begins with a similar straight 
alignment but curves at its northern end as it follows the contours toward the gulley to the north.  
The carriageway in Taniwha Street is wider and the smaller street trees are less able to constrain the 
impact of the wider street. 

The area shows reasonably consistent lot width and lot depth (where there are differences in lot 
depth these are not readily apparent from the street).   Lot layout is generally consistent, with 
buildings generally positioned to provide a good size private rear yard (although this does vary at the 
northern section of Taniwha Street where the layout of lots responds to the changing topography. 

The 1920s to ‘30s mainly single storey dwellings include California and English Bungalow styles as 
well as State House styles7 (the latter mainly in Marire Street).  Materials are generally consistent 
within each street; weatherboard or Huntly brick elevations and brown and terracotta clay tile 
hipped roofs in Marire Street, and weatherboard elevations under shallow pitched corrugated steel 
gabled roofs, with some ornamentation on the gables in Parr Street and Taniwha Street.  Chimneys 
are common. 

The majority of buildings now on site parking, with some garages and parking areas located in front 
yard areas.  This is disruptive to the heritage significance of the area and owners should be 
encouraged to located parking to the side of dwellings and garages to rear yards. 

 

 
7 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Frontages are mainly open, planted or have low fences, and sympathetic to the original frontages 
expected within each street. 

 

Matai Street, Hinau Street and Rata Street HHA 
The Matai Street, Hinau Street and Rata Street 
HHA is consistent with a significant number of 
the features of the early establishment of a 
service town heritage theme and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The area is located within the 3rd extension to 
the Borough (April 1928). 

The area consists of a block of streets which 
link from Maeroa Road through to Forest Lake 
Road.  The ground rises, at times reasonably 
steeply, from Maeroa Road to Forest Lake 

Road.  Some of the blocks formed by Matai Street, Hinau Street and Rata Street are long, although 
connectivity is improved with Lafferty Street and Miro Street providing linkage between the streets.   

The carriageways for each street are reasonably wide, with regularly spaced street trees.  Lot size 
and dimensions are reasonably consistent (apart from where subdivided, and even in these 
circumstances only additional driveways take away from the uniform appearance).  Lot layout and 
setbacks are also reasonably consistent with buildings arranged to provide large rear yards, despite 
the challenging topography which leads to some buildings being above or below the level of the 
street.  There are however some garages in front yard areas which disrupt the consistency with the 
heritage theme. 

The 1920s to ‘40s, mainly single storey dwellings, include California and English Bungalow styles as 
well early State House styles of dwelling8.  Materials are generally consistent with weatherboard or 
Huntly brick elevations, under often shallow pitched corrugated steel or tiled gabled and hipped 
roofs. 

Boundaries vary, with some tall fences and garages within front yard areas. 

 

 
8 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Myrtle Street and Te Aroha Street (West) HHA 
The Myrtle Street and Te Aroha 
Street (west) HHA consists of a 
section of Te Aroha Street between 
River Road and Gray Street, along 
with the Myrtle Street which links 
from this to River Road. 

The HHA is consistent with a 
significant number of the features 
of the early establishment of a 
service town heritage theme and 
is of at least moderate heritage 
value. 

The area is within the 1st extension 
to the Borough, October 1912. 

Te Aroha Street provides an important linkage from River Road to Grey Street and Peach Grove 
Road, all key north-south routes in the east of the City.  Myrtle Street has been aligned to allow the 
development of space between Te Aroha Street and the Railway (1883) and Claudelands Road to the 
north; lots on the north side of the east-west section of the road back onto Claudelands Road and 
the railway.   

Te Aroha Street has a narrow carriageway with wide berms and regular street trees, whereas Myrtle 
Street has a wider carriageway (which appears to be utilised for commuter parking).  There are views 
westwards across the River towards the CBD. 

Whilst lots vary in width and depth, this is not immediately apparent from the street, apart from 
corner sites.  The layout of buildings within lots is relatively consistent, with buildings being placed 
reasonably central with in some cases equal depth front and rear yards.  

The 1910s to 1930s buildings are mainly single storey, although there are some two storey buildings.  
They generally represent the California and English Bungalow9 style, with weatherboard elevations, 
corrugated steel or tile gabled and hipped roofs, side hung casement windows and some 
ornamentation including on building gables.  Whilst there is significant consistency with the 
architecture and materials of the majority of buildings, a number of newer developments do stand 
out and have an impact on the consistency of the streets. 

Most dwellings have had driveways added to the side of the building, with some garages in rear 
yards.  Whilst there are some garages built close to street frontages, these are generally small do not 
detract from the overall consistency of the area.   

Front boundary treatments include low walls and fences, planting and some more dominant solid 
fences.  Some of the taller more dominant fences take away from the consistency of the area but 
overall the low walls and fences are respectful the boundaries which would have originally existed in 
the area. 

 

 
9 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Oxford Street (East) HHA and Marshall Street Railway Cottages HHA 
The Oxford Street (East) and 
Marshall Street Railway Cottages 
HHA is located on a pair of parallel 
streets linking east from Heaphy 
Terrace.  

The HHA consists of seven 
residential lots on the north side of 
Oxford Street (close to its eastern 
end) and five residential lots linking 
to the north of these facing 
Marshall Street.  Each of these 
areas has been assessed 
independently, and each scored 
sufficiently high to be considered 

consistent with a significant number of the features of the early establishment of a service town 
and the railway workers suburbs heritage themes and is of at least moderate heritage value. 

The area is within the 5th Extension to the City, April 1949.  The area would have been developed 
prior to this date. 

Oxford Street is a cul-de-sac which links only as far as Poutney Park, whilst Marshall Street links 
through to Peachgrove Road. 

In this area both streets have a straight alignment with wide berms, narrow footpaths and regular 
street trees (many newly planted in Marshall Street).  Lot sizes are regular, both width and depth.  

The dwellings within the area each appear to be Railway Cottages10 with simple ridged roof forms 
parallel to the street and more ornate porches projecting towards the street in the centre of the 
front elevation or full width verandah roofs.  Elevations are weatherboard with shallow pitched 
corrugated steel roofs.  Each building has side hung casement windows.   

Front boundaries include a range of low/medium height fences, with many lots also having planting 
along the boundary.  Boundaries are punctured by a vehicle access for each lot; these vary in width, 
and whilst unlikely to be original, none appear over dominant. 

Whilst a number of the buildings have been modified, some with large extensions, they still 
represent a significant period in the development and evolution of the area.  

 

 
10 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Oxford Street (West)HHA 
The Oxford Street (West) is located 
on a cul-de-sac which links from 
Heaphy Terrace, to Poutney Park, 
which forms part of a wider grid 
layout between Heaphy Terrace 
and Peachgrove Road.   

The HHA has been assessed and 
scored sufficiently high to be 
considered consistent with a 
significant number of the features 
of the early establishment of a 
service town heritage theme and 
is of at least moderate heritage 
value. 

The area is within the 5th Extension to the City, April 1949.  The area would have been developed 
prior to this date. 

The straight street alignment has wide berms, narrow footpaths and regular street trees.  Lot sizes 
are regular; both width and depth. Within the wider area there is some variation in lot layout where 
redevelopment taken place, and also some garages close to street frontages.  However, the Oxford 
Street (West) HHA consists of six residential lots and one commercial lot which show consistency; 
each building is arranged to provide a large rear yard area. 

The residential lots each contain dwellings from the 1920s/30s, representing the California and 
English Bungalow11 style.  The buildings include weatherboard elevations, a mixture of shallow 
pitched gabled and hipped roofs, with some ornamentation on gables facing the street, small open 
porches, side hung casement windows and chimneys.  Roofs are a mixture of corrugated steel and 
tile, with each dwelling having a brick or plaster chimney. 

Driveways and garages (within rear yards) have been added.  Whilst some of these are large, the 
position of the garages behind the alignment of the main building ensures that they are not a 
dominant feature in the street and do not detract from the apparent consistency of the area with 
the heritage theme. 

Front boundaries vary and include low walls, low fences and planting.  Overall, with the street trees 
the lots and area appears well vegetated. 

The commercial building is located direct on the corner of Oxford Street with Heaphy Terrace.  Dated 
1924 it presents shop frontages to both Oxford Street and Heaphy Terrace, with an ornate parapet 
and simple flat verandah roof to both of these elevations.  The shopfronts are not original and are 
constructed of aluminium and glass.  

 

 
11 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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Riro Street HHA 
The Riro Street HHA consists of the 
western end of Riro Street, located 
on a flat area of land alongside the 
River.   

The HHA has been scored 
sufficiently high to be considered 
consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the early 
establishment of a service town 
heritage theme and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The area is located within the 1st 
Extension to the Borough; October 
1912. 

There are wide berms and good sized street trees along the south side of the street.  Whilst lot sizes 
vary, becoming larger towards the river, the overall impression is that lot layout is reasonably 
consistent, with buildings arranged to provide a large private rear yard for the dwellings.   The 
original levels/topography of the area are maintained. 

There is a direct link from the street to Parana Park/Memorial Park.   

Most of the 1920s dwellings are weatherboard, with one brick building and one with shingle 
elevations; overall the buildings appear consistent.   Front boundaries are generally low fences, open 
or planted; whilst these vary they provide the street with a consistent appearance. 

The buildings are generally single level, with one having first floor space within the roof, with gabled 
ridged roofs mainly of corrugated steel.  They represent the California and English Bungalow12 style, 
with side hung casement windows and some ornamentation including on building gables. 

 

Sare Crescent HHA 
The Sare Crescent HHA is consistent with a significant number of the features of the comprehensive 
state housing schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation heritage theme and is of at 
least moderate heritage value. 

The street links between Clarkin Road and Heaphy Terrace.  

The street comprises of a narrow carriageway with street trees in a varying width berm; the 
alignment of the carriageway varies along the street and creates and interesting curving street with 
in parts very wide berms. 

The area includes duplex/semi-detached and detached single level dwellings, although the site at 
no.20 has been redeveloped for a more intensive two storey development.  

Buildings are generally simple 1950s state house designs, with weatherboard elevations under tiled 
roofs. Roofs are a mixture of gables and hipped designs.  Some dwellings have simple lines of 
concrete for driveways leading to car pads, whereas others have fully formed driveways and/or 

 
12 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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retrofitted garaging to the rear of the dwelling.  A limited number have formed parking in the front 
yard; this has disrupted the appearance of these frontages. 

The majority of front boundaries are open plan, although there are some timber fences.    

Seifert Street HHA 
The Seifert Street HHA , consists of 
the majority of Seifert Street, albeit 
for those dwellings at the street 
entrance which face Garnett 
Avenue.   

The scoring has demonstrated that 
the HHA is consistent with a 
significant number of the features 
of the construction company era 
and the dominance of the private 
car and changing suburban form 
heritage themes and is of at least 
moderate heritage value.  The HHA 
is located within the 5th extension 
to the city, April 1949. 

The street street is a cul-de-sac which rises gently westwards from Garnett Avenue, with the original 
topography of the area clearly understood.   

The street has regularly spaced street trees within narrow front berms, on both sides of the street.  
Lots are generally regularly sizes and shaped, with wide frontages to the street (apart from the lots 
at the west end of the cul-de-sac accessed by driveways).  Rear yards are generally  

The 1960s dwellings are plan book styles13; mainly single storey but some two storey dwellings, 
particularly on the north side of the street at the west end where the ground level rises from the 
street and buildings are cut into the slope. 

Dwellings generally have brick elevations with some having a plaster or blockwork plinth (or ground 
floors in the case of the two storey buildings).  There are a mixture of gabled and hipped roofs, with 
both concrete tiles and corrugated steel used. 

Most lots have a low fence or wall along the front boundary, often supplemented with planting.  
Fully formed driveways lead to off street parking areas and garages (which are generally integral, 
although some are detached to the rear of the dwelling. 

Springfield Crescent HHA 
The Springfield Crescent HHA is a loop road linking from Peachgrove Road to Insoll Avenue. 

The HHA is consistent with a significant number of the features of the construction company era 
and the dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage themes and is of at 
least moderate heritage value.  The HHA is located within the 7th extension to the city, April 1959. 

That part of the street within the HHA has an east-west alignment, although at the east end of the 
HHA this turns to continue south.  The street has berms with small regularly spaced street trees.  

 
13 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies 
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There are direct views along the majority of the street within the HHA, although at the west end the 
alignment curves; this limits views into and from this section of the street.   

Many front yards are open plan with some low retaining walls containing the original ground levels 
and some other low fences.   There is significant planting within some front yard areas, although this 
is not typical. 

Lots are generally of a similar size and dimension (around 650m2 to 700m2).  Buildings generally 
show a similar setback and are placed perpendicular to the street.  The majority of dwellings are 
single storey with some two storey dwellings.  They generally have brick elevations, with blockwork 
ground floors for the two storey buildings and some blockwork plinths on other buildings.  There are 
a mixture of gable and hipped roofs with both concrete tiles and corrugated steel coverings. 

Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 

 

Sunnyhills Avenue HHA 
The Sunnyhills Avenue HHA is part of a series of linked culs-de-sac located on the west side of 
Houchens Road. 

The HHA is consistent with a significant number of the features of the construction company era and 
the dominance of the private car and changing suburban form heritage themes and is of at least 
moderate heritage value.  That part of Sunnyhills Avenue which is identified as HHA is located within 
the 8th extension to the city, April 1962. 

The street is on varied topography and follows a shallow gulley, dropping from Houchens Road and 
then rising, with the sections on either side of the street often rising above street level. 

The streets has a wide carriageway, narrow berms and footpaths with regularly spaced street trees 
along both sides.  The curving alignment of the street and changing levels add interest illustrate how 
developments of the era worked with the topography. 

There are some retaining walls along property boundary with the street, these are often in 
blockwork although other materials are also seen.  Apart from these retaining walls, the majority of 
sites within the area have open frontages, with planting within front yards. 

Lots vary in size from around 650m2 to 850m2, although this variation is not recognisable from the 
street with the area appearing consistent.  There are some rear lots, although these are not included 
within the HHA. 

Buildings are generally relatively large and show a common setback.  The area contains a mix of 
single storey and two storey dwellings, with the two storey (split level) designs taking advantage of 
the rising topography.  They generally have concrete (split stone) or clay brick elevations (although 
this does vary), with blockwork ground floors for the two storey buildings and some concrete block 
plinths on single storey dwellings.  Gabled roof dominate with the majority having tiled coverings.  
Buildings have large areas of horizontal proportion windows. 

Each dwelling has a fully formed driveway leading to detached or integral garages. 
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Te Aroha Street (East) HHA 
The Te Aroha Street (east) HHA is 
representative of the early 
establishment of a service town 
heritage theme and is of at least 
moderate heritage value. 

The area includes the network of 
connected streets including Te 
Aroha Street from east of Grey 
Street through to Peach Grove, and 
a range of streets connecting north 
and south from this including Bell 
Street, St Olpherts Avenue and St 
Winifreds Avenue what are each 
culs-de-sac which connect 

northwards to the railway, and Bond Street, Bains Avenue, James Street, Warr Street, Argyle Street 
and Armagh Street to the south. 

There are good street trees within berms within most of the street, although Bond Street does not 
benefit from this and has a wider carriageway than other streets with no front berm on the west 
side of the street.  Whilst there are some dominant fences, particularly in Te Aroha Street, taking 
each street individually or the area as a whole these do not impact the overall consistency and 
heritage significance of the area as a whole. 

As the area covers a number of streets, there is variation in lot size and shape across the area as a 
whole, but within each street there is reasonable consistency.  In some cases there are garages 
within front yards and also more recent buildings.  However these features are no so significant as to 
take away from the overall historic heritage significance of the area as a whole. 

Given the large area, building styles vary across the area, incorporating many of the styles discussed 
in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 3. Housing Typologies.  
However, weatherboard elevations dominate, with some buff Huntly Brick, with both corrugated 
steel and tile roofs. 

 

Temple View HHA 
The Temple View HHA consists of land to the east of Tuhikaramea Road, from the Wendell B 
Mendenhall Library in the north to the The Hamilton New Zealand Temple of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter day Saints in the south, and includes the G R Biesinger Hall, First House and Kai Hall, 
all of which are recognised as historic heritage items in their own right. 

The area was developed prior to the area being added to the city as the 11th extension in July 2004.   
The HHA, and the buildings in it, were developed alongside the comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State Advances Corporation and the construction company era, and 
the dominance of the private car and changing suburban form and represents an alternative 
response to the changing pressures on Hamilton during these periods.  

Whilst the area has been significantly altered with the demolition of the school buildings, block plant 
and housing, the redevelopments which have taken place have refocused the campus on the 
centrepiece of the Temple.  Taken as a whole the site forms a clearly identifiable campus which 
shows overall design consistency.  The Temple itself was the first in the Southern Hemisphere and is 
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the focal point of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in New Zealand.  The heritage values 
of the HHA are derived from the combination of the built and landscaped environment immediately 
surrounding the Temple.  

The siting, design and landscape treatment of the Temple emphasise the vertical proportions of the 
building and create an impression of a monument.  Landscaping and tree planting emphasises the 
dramatic and dominant position of the Temple in the local landscape and also includes trees that 
mark periods of occupation before development of the site by the Church.   

 

Victoria Street HHA 
The scoring for the Victoria Street HHA has shown that overall it is consistent with a significant 
number of the features of the early establishment of a service town heritage theme and is of at 
least moderate heritage value.  The matters which contribute to this include its historic 
development, location and setting, architectural quality and streets/open spaces. 

It is located around the section of Victoria Street between Garden Place and Hood Street and was 
one of the first areas settled by Māori and later by European settlers, with it being easily accessible 
to the Waikato River.  It forms part of the wider connected grid network established to the west of 
the river.   

It was the location of the first ‘City Centre’ commercial development, located on higher ground away 
from the River, with easy access to the developing road network. It became the centre of this new 
road network, linking to the wider region and to Auckland.  The overall layout of the area remains 
relatively unaltered with buildings still fronting Victoria Street. 

It was also the original location for a number of important civic buildings and the location of a 
number of significant Hotels; these buildings have shaped the City as we see it today. It remains a 
significant location within the city centre and supports a wide range of daytime and night-time 
activities. 

All buildings in the area are generally built on the back edge of the footpath and many are two 
storeys or taller, and provide enclosure and definition to the street and provide interest for 
pedestrians. At ground level the nar- row shop fronts provide rhythm in the frontages and contribute 
to the creation of a human scale, and provides interest to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity 
for a diversity of ownership and uses. 

The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings helps to provide continuity 
and a sense of identity, as do the verandahs over the footpath. The latter also provide shelter for 
users, continuity along the street and also contribute to the sense of enclosure within the street. 

Many of the buildings are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’ era, where local laws dictated that 
buildings be made of brick or stone, leading the area to have a distinctive built character. 

The area has significant townscape interest, with careful attention having been paid to the design of 
corner buildings which assist with the creation of distinct spaces at intersections, and arrangement 
of buildings to terminate views from side streets. 

The design of the streetscape within Victoria Street, the associated trees and landscaping, and the 
two landmark sculptures within the street (the Sapper Moore-Jones and Tongue of the Dog 
sculptures) add a further dimension of interest to the area and contribute to its overall significance. 
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Wilson Street and Pinfold Avenue HHA 
The scoring for the Wilson Street 
and Pinfold Avenue HHA has 
shown that overall it is consistent 
with a significant number of the 
features of the early 
establishment of a service town 
and comprehensive state housing 
schemes and control by the State 
Advances Corporation heritage 
themes and is of at least moderate 
heritage value. 

The HHA is located around the full 
extent of both Wilson Street, 
Pinfold Avenue and Watts 

Crescent.   

Wilson Street includes substantial regularly spaced street trees within a straight street layout which 
is imposed over a broadly flat landform.  Lots are of a generally regular size/dimension, with a 
consistent layout of buildings within them (although there are some garages in front yards these do 
not take away from the overall impression of consistency).  There is significant consistency in 
architecture and materials, with the majority of the single storey buildings built in the 1920s to 
1940s and representing the California and English Bungalow and State House styles, with mainly 
weatherboard and some brick elevations, side hung casement windows and some ornamentation 
including on building gables and state house styles.  

Pinfold Avenue links from Wilson Street to Clyde Street, it has a curving alignment and street trees 
are in places less regular.  Whilst lot width within Pinfold varies in response to building typology 
there is consistency in the State House, which include a variety of forms including single storey 
detached and semi-detached styles. 

Frontages throughout the area show some variation with frontages generally enclosed by low 
fences, taller fences or planting within Wilson Street, and a greater number of open plan frontages 
in Pinfold Avenue. 
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8. Controls Over Future Development  
Planning Controls: 

1. HHA Overlay and Overall Zoning 

It is recommended that the HHAs should be applied as an overlay, with the general residential 
zoning or relevant business zoning retained. 

Bespoke standards should be developed for the Overlay with clear guidance that the HHA standards 
override the Zone Standards. 

Density should remain as existing on each site/lot. 

2. Control over the demolition of existing buildings, structures and key features. 

The presence of original buildings and front boundaries is a key feature of each of the recommended 
HHAs, with these being critical in determining whether an area is representative of a period of 
development which has historic heritage significance in the development of the city.  Given this is 
the case that removal of original buildings will have a detrimental impact on the representativeness 
of the area.   

Whilst each area will have buildings which do not contribute to the representativeness of the area as 
a whole, the removal of any building and the creation of a potentially vacant site would have a 
negative effect on the matters considered under the consistency criteria. 

It is therefore important that Restricted Discretionary Consent is required for the demolition of all 
buildings and other original features in all HHAs. 

3. Control over new buildings, alterations and extensions, fences and walls, hard standings and 
driveways 

Any new buildings, alterations, fences and walls can have an impact on the historic significance of 
each area.  It is therefore important that appropriate standards are put in place for these as part of 
the overlay and that deviation from these requires a Restricted Discretionary Consent. 

4. Development on rear sites 

The development of existing rear sites and within blocks (such as already seen within Hamilton East) 
provides the opportunity to increase density.  However, to ensure that these do not become over 
dominant or overbearing from the street it is important that the standards for the overlay are not 
altered for these to ensure that there are sufficient setbacks and space for landscaping.  It is 
important to ensure the design of any upgrades to the accesses for these do not have a negative 
impact on the appearance of the street. 

5. Impact of greater densities on adjoining sites. 

Development on sites adjacent to an HHA has the opportunity to become over dominant or 
overbearing.  Consideration should therefore be given to applying the HHA Overlay height in relation 
to boundary and setback standards to these sites. 

6. Assessment of Applications 

The descriptions for each HHA have purposely been kept brief.   

My experience is that attempting to provide more detailed descriptions of areas inevitably results in 
either matters being missed or the temptation for applicants to respond to elements of the 
description which are not specifically relevant to the site in question. 
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A more effective approach is to require that all applications (for all matters set out above including 
for development of sites outside of the HHA but adjoining its boundary) be accompanied by a 
Historic Heritage Impact Assessment which: 

- Provides a description of the wider context of the site, the immediate context of the site and 
of the site itself. 

- Examines the significance of the site to the overall representativeness of the area and to the 
consistency of the area (with reference to the Assessment Criteria to identify Historic 
Heritage Areas set out in this report). 

- Considers the impact of the proposal on the contribution that the site makes to the overall 
representativeness of the area and to the consistency of the area (with reference to the 
Assessment Criteria to identify Historic Heritage Areas set out in this report), setting out how 
the proposed application makes a positive contribution to these matters. 

 

 

 
Richard Knott MNZPI MRTPI IHBC IHE 

Director, Richard Knott Limited 

21st June 2022 

 

 
Richard Knott Limited 
PO Box 272-1352, Papakura, 2244 
09 392 0091 
021 242 5865 
richard@RichardKnottLtd.co.nz 
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9. Appendices  
Appendix 1 – Historic Heritage Area Maps 
Appendix 2 – Historic Heritage Area Assessments – Recommended HHAs 
Appendix 3 – Historic Heritage Area Assessments – Other streets (not recommended as HHAs) 
Appendix 4 - Victoria Street, Hamilton Historic Heritage Assessment 
Appendix 5 - Relationship of identified HHA Assessment Criteria to WRPS 10A Historic and Cultural 

Heritage Assessment Criteria 
Appendix 6 - Map of Borough/City Boundary Extensions 
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Appendix 2 – Historic Heritage Area Assessments– Recommended HHAs 



 

  

The area displays consistency in physical and visual qualities that are representative of their identified Heritage Theme and assessed as being at least moderate value in relation to the majority of the consistency 
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That the 
area is 
representati
ve of a 
Heritage 
Theme 
which has 
historic 
heritage 
significance 
to the 
developmen
t of the city 

A consistent 
Street/Block 
Layout which 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area 

Consistent 
Street Design, 
including 
street trees, 
berms, 
carriageways 
and other 
planting 
within the 
street which 
make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

Consistency in 
Lot Size, 
Dimensions 
and 
Development 
Density, 
including 
shape and size 
of lots which 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

Consistent Lot 
Layout, 
including 
position of 
buildings on 
lots, 
dominance of 
car parking, 
and landscape 
and tree 
planting 
within the lot 
which makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

Whether the 
overall 
Topography 
and Green 
Structure of 
the area 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

Consistency of 
styles of 
Architecture 
and Building 
Typologies, 
including 
overall shape, 
form and 
material, and 
whether these 
factors make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

Consistency in 
Street 
Frontage 
Treatments, 
such as walls, 
fences and 
planting, and 
whether these 
make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the heritage 
significance 
and quality of 
the area. 

   

Acacia Crescent HHA  

Acacia Crescent 

                

Loop road.  Narrow street with regular street trees.  Lot width and depth varies.  Lot 
layout varies (setback) responding to topography.  Some dominant parking on west 
side of street.  Buildings imposed on topography.  Mainly brick buildings with both 
hipped and gabled roofs with both tiles or corrugated.   Mainly open frontages with 
planting; with low walls although there are some more dominant fences.  Change in 
levels limits contribution that buildings make to street (as above or below street 
level). . 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Anglesea Street HHA 

Anglesea Street - 
south of 
Palmerston Road 

Part only               

East Side - significant redevelopment - not assessed.  West Side = Extends beyond 
the connected grid network as cul-de-sac. Wide berms, and street trees with very 
wide carriageway.  Some variation in lot width, and in lot layout.  However, group 
of say 4 or 5 houses which show greater consistency.  Planted front boundaries, 
with some low walls.   

5/7 Score 
for smaller 
group of 
houses only 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Ashbury Avenue HHA 

Ashbury Avenue 

                

Links to series of cul-de-sac.  Wide carriageway.  Berms and regular street trees 
(trees one side of street only).  Regular lot size/width.  Some variation in lot layout 
(including varying setback).  Driveways generally not too dominant.   Little influence 
of topography but street aligned to provide direct link to Jansen park.  Reasonably 
consistent architecture; red and buff brick, some painted block, hipped and gabled 
roofs (corrugated covering).  Low walls/retaining walls, two high prominent fences. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Augusta, Casper and Roseberg Streets HHA  

Augusta Street / 
Roseburg Street / 
Casper Street 

                

Series of linked culs-de-sac.  Narrow carriageways, berms and street trees.  
Reasonable consistency in lot width, some variation in dept and at end of cul-de-
sacs etc (and one wide lot in Casper Street).  Quite consistent site layout.  No 
obvious influence of topography or green structure.  Buildings reasonably 
consistent; brick and corrugated roofs dominate.  Boundaries mainly open, low 
walls and planting.  Some more dominant fences but do not impact on the 
continuity of the whole. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Casey Avenue HHA 

Casey Avenue -  
Boundary Road 
to Tamihana 
Avenue 

                

Key link from Boundary Road to Fairfield Road.  Busy street with carriageways 
narrowed by sympathetically designed traffic calming.  Irregular street trees.  
Generally uniform lot size and layout (recognising some houses are semi-detached) 
(rear lots not considered).  Generally consistent architecture and materials 
(weatherboard, some brick, and clay tile roofs).  Some redeveloped sites and 
inconsistent buildings, but these do not impact on overall consistent appearance of 
the area.  Frontage treatments vary, including fences, open plan and planted 
boundaries.   6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Cattanach Street HHA 

Cattanach Street 

                

Part of a grid of connected streets, although limited connection out of the area.  
Street trees in berms along both sides of street.  Reasonable consistency in lot 
size/width and lot layout, although there are some areas of dominant parking which 
disrupt this.  Not directly linked to topography or natural feature.  Brick, tile and 
plaster buildings, with various roof shapes and designs (including single and two 
storey).   Many open plan frontages, some with dense planting.  However is also 
one tall fence above retaining. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Chamberlain Place HHA 

Chamberlain 
Place 

                

State housing.  Cul-de-sac. Arranged around central green (planted with trees). 
Narrow carriageway; with berms but no street trees.   Lot size reasonably 
consistent, but for some detached and some duplex units.  Lot layout is consistent.  
Based around the green space.  Mainly weatherboard with corrugated roofs; some 
brick. Mostly gables but some Dutch gables.  Mainly open frontages or low fences.  5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Claudelands HHA 

George Street 

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.  Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees fully enclosing the street.  Lot size and layout relatively 
consistent on west side of street, more varied on east side where there are some 
more recent developments.  Grid layout arranged following topography alongside 
the river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture and materials; weatherboard and 
plaster with some brick (less consistency on east side of street).  Frontages vary 
from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Kitchener Street  

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  Grid layout arranged 
following topography alongside the river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture 
and materials (weatherboard and plaster and some brick) but there are a number 
of newer developments (including two storey flats) which disrupt this.  Frontages 
vary from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



ONeill Street 

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent (but for non-residential uses on 
north side of street).  Grid layout arranged following topography alongside the 
river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture and materials (weatherboard and 
plaster and some brick).  Some larger historic dwellings.  There are a number of 
newer developments (including two storey flats) which disrupt this.  Frontages vary 
from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area; some dwellings set 
some hight above and below road reflecting the original topography of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Piako Road 

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  Grid layout arranged 
following topography alongside the river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture 
and materials (weatherboard and plaster and some brick) but there are a number 
of newer developments (including two storey flats) which disrupt this.  Frontages 
vary from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

River Road 
(Claudelands Rd 
to Boundary Rd) 

                

Road follows alignment of Waikato River, providing important linkage.  East side  of 
street has a generally consistent character as far north as around 364 River Road. 
West side is less consistent, with an apparent greater number of infill or 
replacement dwellings.  Reasonably consistent street trees in wide berms.  
Carriageway does not appear overly wide despite volume of traffic using it.  Lot size 
and dimension, and lot layout does vary along length of the street, although all 
dwellings appear to be fronting the street and generally exhibit a spacious layout.  
Lots to the immediate north of Oneill Street are narrower, with smaller side yards 
etc.  However these buildings still appear in keeping with the area. Overall the area 
displays consistent themes of architecture and materials, despite some buildings 
which vary from the norm.  Whilst front boundaries include low fences, low walls 
and planting, there are also taller, more dominant fences.  However, the adverse 
impact of these on the character of the area is mitigated by the general planting on 
other boundaries and the street trees. 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Thames Street 

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  Grid layout arranged 
following topography alongside the river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture 
and materials (weatherboard and plaster and some brick) but there are a number 
of newer developments (including two storey flats) which disrupt this.  Frontages 
vary from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Union Street 

                

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow carriageways 
with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  Grid layout arranged 
following topography alongside the river.  Reasonable consistency in architecture 
and materials (weatherboard and plaster and some brick) but there are a number 
of newer developments (including two storey flats) which disrupt this.  Frontages 
vary from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces apparent 
importance of front boundaries to overall character of the area. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Fairfield Road HHA 

Fairfield Road - 
Haultain to 
Heaphy 

                

Significant link from River Road to Heaphy Terrace.  Regular street trees and berms.  
Lot sizes and layouts reasonably consistent (recognising that the curves in street 
layout has impact on lot shape and layout).   Architecture and materials reasonably 
consistent (state housing) even with some recent infill.  Varied front boundaries, 
including some open plan and/or planted.  However, there are a number of 
dominant fences which due to the curing street are very dominant discordant 
features. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Frankton Railway Village HHA 

Weka Street, Kea 
Street, Kaka 
Street, Pukeko 
Street, Kereru 
Street, 
Makomaka Street 

        

Part of a partly connected grid network.  Regular street trees in berms.  Very regular 
lot size and lot layout, with dwellings arranged relatively close to front boundary 
with large rear yard.  Some areas of dominant car parking to front and side of 
dwellings.  Many dwellings have garage in rear yard.  Works with existing flat 
topography.  Central open space at Railway Park.  Significant consistency in design 
and materials for dwellings; railway cottages of varied detailed design with 
weatherboard elevations, corrugated roofs and brick chimneys.  Various gabled and 
hipped roof designs.  Fences vary, with some low timber framed wire fences, timber 
picket fences through to medium height timber fences.     

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Rifle Range Road  

        

ASSESSMENT RELATES ONLY TO SECTION FROM 29 TO 51 RIFLE RANGE ROAD 
(REMAINDER OF STREET EXHIBITS SIGNIFICANT INCONSISTENCY) Part of a partly 
connected grid network.  Regular street trees in berms.  Very regular lot size and lot 
layout, with dwellings arranged relatively close to front boundary with large rear 
yard.  Some areas of dominant car parking to front and side of dwellings.  Many 
dwellings have garage in rear yard.  Works with existing flat topography.  Central 
open space at Railway Park.  Significant consistency in design and materials for 
dwellings; railway cottages of varied detailed design with weatherboard elevations, 
corrugated roofs and brick chimneys.  Various gabled and hipped roof designs.  
Fences vary, with a number of dominant tall timber fences (along with low timber 
framed wire fences, timber picket fences and medium height timber fences).     

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Graham Street HHA 

Graham Street 
(Sillary Street to 
Brookfield Street; 
including 
Freyberg Street) 

                

Part of a connected block structure to the west of Grey Street.  Street trees are 
grouped/unevenly spaced.  Lot sizes,  dimensions and layout generally consistent 
apart from Flat development on west side of street and lots on west side where 
there are garages within front yard areas. Street lies at base of rising ground 
towards Grey Street.  Some consistency in architecture and materials (mainly 
weatherboard elevations with some brick and plaster) but disrupted by Flat 
development and other (limited) more recent development.  Mainly low fences, 
planting on frontages. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Graham Street 
(Brookfield Street 
to Naylor Street 
incl. Newell) 

                

Part of a connected block structure to the west of Grey Street.  Street trees only in 
centre of eastern side.  Lot sizes, dimensions and layout generally consistent in 
southern section of the street but less consistent where road rises at northern end.  
Some consistency in architecture and materials (mainly weatherboard elevations 
with some brick and plaster) but some more recent development are quite 
prominent and disrupt this (including development at end of Newell St, 
development east side of Graham St etc).   Mainly low fences or planting on 
frontages; some sites (northern end) located well above street level (on east) or 
well below street level (on west).  Scoring carried out excludes more varied east 
section of street. 

5/8  - west 
side of 
street only 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Hamilton East HHA 

Albert Street 
(MacFarlane to 
Gray Street) 

                

South side only - forms part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, substantial 
regularly spaced street trees at the east end, and large areas of trees and planting 
within the berm/reserve at the west.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout along 
street frontage lots (rear lots vary) except at east end where shape and form of lots 
are irregular.  Street imposed on rising ground, with houses at west end above 
street level behind area of reserve/berm.  Reasonable consistency in architecture, 
although some more recent buildings do detract from the overall impression.  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, although overall impression is of medium 
height fences. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Albert Street 
(Gray to Firth) 

                

South side, good street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and 
layout along street frontage lots (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. Significant consistency in architecture (a few more modern 
buildings do not detract from the overall impression).  Some variation in street 
frontage treatments, including dominant timber fences.  6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Albert Street 
(Firth to Nixon) 

                

South side, good street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and 
layout along street frontage lots (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. Significant consistency in architecture (a few more modern 
buildings do not detract from the overall impression).  Some variation in street 
frontage treatments, including dominant timber fences. The development which 
has taken place on the north side of the street does not detract from the overall 
quality and significance of the south side. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Albert Street 
(Nixon to 
Galloway) 

                

Good street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Significant consistency in architecture (a few more modern buildings do 
not detract from the overall impression).  Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, including dominant timber fences. North side; not scored, very 
inconsistent as within an area already identified for intensification with significant 
redevelopment already having taken place. Check found this note... 

6/7 (south 
side only) 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Brookfield Street 
(Grey to Nixon) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots; although there are some garages in front yards these do 
not take away from the overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid 
layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Significant consistency in architecture 
(a few more newer buildings do not detract from the overall impression).  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, including dominant timber fences.  6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Brookfield Street  
(Nixon to 
Galloway) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots; although there are some garages in front yards these do 
not take away from the overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid 
layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Significant consistency in architecture 
(a few more modern buildings do not detract from the overall impression).  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, but fences are not overly dominant. 7/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Brookfield Street  
(Galloway to Fox 
Street...) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots (one angled building) (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is 
imposed over broadly flat landform. Some consistency in architecture.  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, open plan, planting and various fences. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Brookfield Street 
(Fox to Dey 
Street) 

North side of street; street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East 
street pattern, some large street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and but some 
variation in setback (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Some consistency in architecture.  Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, but fences are not overly dominant. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Brown Street 

Does not form a consistent part of the street/block layout forming part of the wider 
Hamilton East street pattern but provides important role in fronting Galloway Park.  
Large, regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout; overall 
impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Road alignment influenced by Galloway 
Park.  Consistency in architecture, with dominant timber weatherboard.  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, including low fences, permeable fencing 
and significant planting, but overall has consistent appearance. 7/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Cook Street 
(Nixon to 
Galloway) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, small 
street trees with some large gaps between.  Carriageway appears very dominant.  
Regular lot size/dimension.  On north side some buildings provide side not their 
front to street (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
On south side, reasonable consistency in architecture, but less consistency on north 
side of street (some newer buildings detract from the overall impression).  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, generally low walls or fences but some 
more dominant timber fences. North side of street is inconsistent. 

5/7 - 
scoring 
would be 
higher for 
south side 
only 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Findlay Street 

Does not form a consistent part of the street/block layout forming part of the wider 
Hamilton East street pattern, but provides important role in fronting Galloway 
Park.  Large, regularly spaced street trees on north side of street only.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout; overall impression of consistency.  Road alignment 
influenced by Galloway Park.  Some consistency in architecture.  Some variation in 
street frontage treatments, including low fences, and significant planting, but 
overall has a fairly consistent appearance. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Firth Street  
(Brookfield St to 
Naylor St) Assessment score does not include Care Home.   Street/block layout forming part of 

the wider Hamilton East street pattern, good street trees and narrow carriageway.   
West side of street, lots size and layout appear (from street) to be regular.  East side 
of street, less regular with development of single storey flats and single storey care 
home (with parking on street frontage).     Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Reasonably consistent architecture and materials; mainly weatherboard, 
some plaster, and corrugated iron and tile roofs. Brick seen on the Flats.  Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, with low fences, low walls, planting and 
some higher dominant fences (one garage close to front boundary). 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Firth Street  
(Naylor St to 
Albert St) Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, good 

street trees and narrow carriageway.   Lots size and layout appear (from street) to 
be regular, although there are a number of garages close to site frontage (I have not 
researched the age and history of these).   Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Reasonably consistent architecture and materials; mainly weatherboard, 
some plaster, and corrugated iron and tile roofs. Reasonably consistent street 
frontage treatments, with low fences, low wall and planting (some garages close to 
front boundary). -Lot layout could score higher after consideration of history of 
garages 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galloway Street 
(SH1 to 
Brookfield Street) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide 
carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; although there are some 
garages in front yards these do not take away from the overall impression of 
consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant timber weatherboard and 
(Huntly) brick.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, including some 
dominant fences 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galloway Street 
(Brookfield Street 
to Naylor Street) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide 
carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; although there are some 
garages in front yards these do not take away from the overall impression of 
consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant timber weatherboard and 
some (Huntly) brick.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, including some 
dominant fences 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galloway Street 
(Naylor Street to 
Albert Street) Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern; 

including Galloway Park which is a significant green area within the Hamilton East 
grid street network.  Wide carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced 
street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; 
overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant 
timber weatherboard but newer houses do stand out and take away from the 
overall impression of consistency.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
including some dominant fences particularly at southern end. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galloway Street 
(Albert Street to 
Wellington 
Street) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern; 
including Galloway Park which is a significant green area within the Hamilton East 
grid street network.  Wide carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced 
street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; 
overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant 
timber weatherboard.  Newer buildings do stand out and take away from the 
overall impression of consistency.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
including some dominant fences. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Galloway Street 
(Wellington 
Street to Cook 
Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Wide 
carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; overall impression of 
consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant timber weatherboard but 
newer houses do stand out and take away from the overall impression of 
consistency.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, including some 
dominant fences. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galloway Street 
(Cook Street to 
Clyde Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Wide 
carriageway separating substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; overall impression of 
consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
Reasonable consistency in architecture, with dominant timber weatherboard.  
Some variation in street frontage treatments, including some dominant fences. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Grey Street 
(south end - SH1 
to Albert Street)) 

                

Excluding commercial and community use sites - Key route into Hamilton East from 
the south; significant traffic.  Wide carriageway, with wide berms and large street 
trees.  Reasonably regular lot frontage width and lot layout.  Road runs along top of 
rising ground from river.  Within residential sites, reasonable consistency in 
architecture and materials (including weatherboard, plaster or brick).  Mainly 
low/medium height walls and/or planting. 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Naylor Street 
(West of Gray 
Street)  

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
dominant carriageway.  Some parts have not front berm and only irregular street 
trees.  Variation in lot width.  Grid layout is imposed over rising landform.  Some 
inconsistency in architecture with some of the newer buildings detracting from the 
overall consistency of the street.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
with some dominant fences. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Naylor Street 
(Gray Street to 
Nixon Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, small 
regularly spaced street trees.  Variation in lot width but lot layout generally 
consistent.  Whilst there are some garages in front yards these do not take away 
the overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. General consistency in architecture (a few more newer 
buildings do not detract from the overall impression).  Some variation in street 
frontage treatments, with some dominant fences. 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Naylor Street 
(Nixon St to 
Galloway Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, small 
regularly spaced street trees.  Variation in lot width but lot layout generally 
consistent.  Whilst there are some garages in front yards these do not take away 
the overall impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform. General consistency in architecture.  Some variation in street 
frontage treatments, with some dominant fences. 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Naylor Street 
(Galloway St to 
Fox St) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Some 
gaps in street trees.  Variation in lot width but lot layout generally consistent.  
Whilst there are some garages in front yards these do not take away the overall 
impression of consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. General consistency in architecture (more brick than in areas to the 
west).  Some variation in street frontage treatments, with some dominant fences. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Nixon Street (SH1 
to Brookfield 
Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide 
carriageway.  Large street trees on the west side and smaller (replanted) street 
trees on the east.  Varied lot size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots 
(rear lots vary).  Lot layout reasonably consistent with some variation with different 
typologies.  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Some inconsistency 
in architecture, with more recent developments.   Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, including some dominant fences.  Driveways to rear lots disrupt the 
frontages. 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Nixon Street 
(Brookfield Street 
to Naylor Street)  

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide 
carriageway.  Large street trees.  Some varied lot size/dimension and layout along 
street frontage lots but this is not immediately apparent from street (rear lots vary).  
Lot layout reasonably consistent with some variation with different typologies and 
garage in one front yard.  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
General consistency in architecture, with weatherboard and Huntly brick; some 
variation but not sufficient to impact on overall impression of consistency.   Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, including some dominant fences 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Nixon Street 
(Naylor Street to 
Albert Street) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide 
carriageway.  Large street trees.  Generally consistent lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots (rear lots vary).  Lot layout reasonably consistent but a 
number of garages in front yard areas (this does not reduce the overall quality of 
the area).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. General consistency in 
architecture, with weatherboard and Huntly brick; some variation but not sufficient 
to impact on overall impression of consistency.   Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, including some dominant fences 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Nixon Street 
(Albert Street to 
Wellington 
Street) 

                

West side of street is in existing residential intensification zone.  Street/block layout 
forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide carriageway.  Large 
street trees.  Generally consistent lot size/dimension and layout along street 
frontage lots on East side of street.  Lots size and shape less consistent on west side 
of street.  Rear lots vary.  Lot layout reasonably consistent despite varied lot shape, 
although less consistent on the west.  There are a number of garages in front yard 
areas (this does not have a very significant impact on the overall quality of the 
area).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Some variation in 
architecture, which has a small impact on the impression of consistency.   Some 
variation in street frontage treatments, including some dominant fences 
(particularly in the northern part of the west side) 

5/7 - Would 
score more 
highly if 
only scored 
East side of 
street. 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Nixon Street 
(Cook Street to 
Clyde Street) 

                

West side of street is in existing residential intensification zone.  Street/block layout 
forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, wide carriageway.  Large 
street trees, although some inconsistency in spacing.  Generally consistent lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots on East side of street.  Lots size 
and shape less consistent on west side of street.  Rear lots vary.  Grid layout is 
imposed over broadly flat landform. Architecture generally consistent on east side 
of street, but overall impression is that west side is varied (despite there being 
some good quality older buildings).  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
including some dominant fences (particularly both sides of street in the centre of 
this block). 

5/7 - Would 
score more 
highly if 
only scored 
East side of 
street. 

Recommen
d HHA- 

EAST SIDE 
OF STREET 

ONLY is 
both 

Representat
ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Wellington Street 
(Nixon to 
Galloway) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Some 
gaps in street trees on south side (some pollarded).  Some variation in lot width but 
overall impression is that lot size and layout appears consistent .  Whilst there are 
some garages in front yards these do not take away the overall impression of 
consistency (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. 
General consistency in architecture (limited number of newer buildings do not 
detract from the overall impression).  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
with some dominant fences. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Wellington Street 
(Galloway to Fox 
St) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Some 
gaps in street trees on south side.  No front berm on south side.    Some variation in 
lot width but overall impression is that lot size and layout appears consistent .   Grid 
layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Some inconsistency in architecture 
with some buildings having a detrimental effect on the character of the areas.  
Some variation in street frontage treatments, but generally fences are not 
dominant. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Wellington Street 
(Fox St to 
Waiwere) 

                

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern.  Some 
gaps in street trees on south side.  No front berm on south side.    Some variation in 
lot width but overall impression is that lot size and layout appears consistent.   Grid 
layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Some inconsistency in architecture 
with some buildings having a detrimental effect on the consistency of the areas.  
Some variation in street frontage treatments, but generally fences are not 
dominant. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Hayes Paddock HHA 

Bledisloe Terrace 

                

Informal street alignment, within Hayes Paddock; curved alignment following rising 
ground.  Narrow berms with regular street trees.  Regular lot frontages, although 
shape and depth vary due to curved street design.  Lot layout reasonably regular, 
although height of dwellings above street varies due to topography.   Consistent 
architecture and materials (weatherboard elevation with clay tile roofs dominate).  
Some variation in front boundaries, with open plan, planting and low fences. 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Fergusson Street 

                

Whilst this is a cul-de-sac it is an integral part of the overall Hayes Paddock street 
layout, allowing street access into the centre of the large block formed by Jellicoe 
Drive and Plunket Terrace (size of block may have been dictated by topography 
across wider area?).  No berms or street trees.  Regular lot size and lot layout 
(narrower frontages at ends of cul-de-sac but still regular building layout).  
Consistent architecture and materials (mainly weatherboard elevation with clay tile 
roofs dominate).  Some variation in front boundaries, mainly open plan, planting 
and low fences (limited high fences). 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Galway Avenue 

                

Informal street alignment, within Hayes Paddock; curved alignment following rising 
ground.  Narrow berms with regular street trees.  Regular lot frontages, although 
shape and depth vary due to curved street design.  Lot layout reasonably regular, 
although height of dwellings above street varies due to topography (some retaining 
walls).   Consistent architecture and materials (weatherboard elevation with clay 
tile roofs dominate).  Some variation in front boundaries, but open plan or planted 
dominate (at northern end some tall dominant fences; but these are insignificant 
given whole length of the street). 7/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Jellicoe Drive 

                

Informal street alignment, within Hayes Paddock; curved alignment broadly 
following river.  Narrow berms with regular street trees.  Consistent lot frontages, 
although depth varies due to curved street design. Some redevelopments of 
existing sites and multi-units on site close to Hayes Common.  Overall, lot layout 
reasonably regular, although height of dwellings above street varies due to 
topography.   Generally consistent architecture and materials (weatherboard 
elevation with clay tile roofs dominate); new developments retain general materials 
and shapes/form of older dwellings but often far larger.  Some variation in front 
boundaries, but generally low fences (with retaining where required). 6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Mac Farlane 
Street (Brookfield 
to Albert) - 
Including Onslow 
Street 

                

Part of a connected block structure to the west of Grey Street.  Small street trees in 
narrow berms (more regular on west side of street); despite trees the carriageway 
remain quite dominant.  Lot frontage widths quite consistent on the west side; less 
so on east side due to varying typologies.  West side reasonable consistency in lot 
layout (although some large areas of hard surface) but less so on east.  Very clear 
consistency in architecture and materials on west side (despite limited 
redevelopments) but lacks continuity on the east side where there is wider range of 
building ages and typologies.  Street follows topography with rising ground to east.  
Mainly low fences or planting on frontages (some higher fences) and planting.   

WEST SIDE: 
6.5/7  

East side 
would score 
below 
threshold 

Recommen
d HHA 

(west side 
of street 
only)- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

MacFarlane 
Street (Albert to 
Wellington) 

                

Part of a connected block structure to the west of Grey Street.  Small street trees in 
narrow berms; despite trees the carriageway remain quite dominant.  Lot frontage 
widths quite consistent on the west side; less so on east side due to varying 
typologies.  West side reasonable consistency in lot layout (apart from some 
garages and extensions in front yard area) but less so on east.  Very clear 
consistency in architecture and materials on west side apart from redevelopment at 
corner of MacFarlane with Jellicoe (EXCLUDED FROM SCORING) and limited altered 
buildings/redevelopments.  Lacks continuity on the east side where there is a wider 
range of building ages and typologies.  Street follows topography with rising ground 
to east.  Mainly low fences or planting on frontages (some higher fences and 
garages). 

WEST SIDE: 
6/7  

East side 
would score 
below 
threshold 

Recommen
d HHA 

(west side 
of street 
only)- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Plunket Terrace 

                

Straight alignment bisects Hayes Paddock through a valley area, with many of the 
houses on both sides being on higher ground. Narrow berms with regular street 
trees.  Consistent lot frontage and depth. Lot layout reasonably regular, although 
height of dwellings above street varies due to topography and a number of 
dwellings have added garages in front yards.  The impact of these is mitigated by 
the large street trees.   Generally consistent architecture and materials 
(weatherboard elevation with clay tile roofs dominate.   Some variation in front 
boundaries, but generally low fences at south with open plan frontages dominant 
north of intersection with Jellicoe Drive. 7/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Hooker Avenue HHA 

Hooker Avenue / 
Lynwood Place 

                

Very long cul-de-sac.  Quite narrow street with street trees in berm. Overall 
impression is that lots are consistent size and layout.   Some dominant 
parking.  No linkage to green space.  Mainly brick buildings, mostly single 
storey but some disruption from redevelopments.  Frontages mainly open 
or planted. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Jamieson Crescent HHA 

Jamieson 
Crescent 

                

State Housing.  Some continuity on south side of east-west section (only this 
part scored).  Links between two roads but not fully connected network.  
Narrow carriageway, narrow berms and small street trees. Consistent lot 
size and layout, recognising detached and duplex typologies.  No link to 
topography or but large trees in private land.  Buildings weatherboard with 
corrugated roofs.  Open frontages.  Overall impression is disrupted by lack 
of consistency in buildings, dominant parking, fences etc in remainder of 
street. 

5.5/7 

South side 
of East 
West 
section 
only 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Jennifer Place HHA 

Jennifer Place                 

Curving street responds to local topography although as cul-de-sac does not link to 
other streets.  Whilst lots sizes vary, frontage width is relatively consistent.  Lot 
layout responds to topography, with added interest of buildings being above street 
level.  Some inconsistency in building typologies and frontage treatment (although 
generally open plan and planted with low retaining where required). 5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Lamont, Freemont, Egmont and Claremont HHA 

Egmont Street                 

Forms part of wider grid with other mountain streets, attractive street with small 
regularly spaces street trees in front berm, with views along street stopped by 
dwellings and trees beyond at each end.  Generally regular lot pattern, lot layout 
and architecture/typology with buildings responding positively to the street.   Little 
influence of topography or green structure.  Mainly open plan with some low 
fences/walls, a limited number of higher fences. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Freemont Street                 

Forms part of wider grid with other mountain streets, attractive street with small 
regularly spaces street trees in front berm, with views along street stopped by 
dwellings and trees beyond at each end.  Generally regular lot pattern, lot layout 
and architecture/typology with buildings responding positively to the street, 
although less regular than Egmont Street.   Little influence of topography although 
some retaining at west end.  Mainly open plan with some low fences/walls, apart 
from west end where some retaining. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Lamont Street                 

Forms part of wider grid with other mountain streets, attractive street with small 
regularly spaced street trees in front berm.  Views along street are less attractive 
than Freemont and Egmont; west end does not have direct view of dwelling and 
east end curves.  Generally regular lot pattern, lot layout and architecture/typology 
with buildings responding positively to the street, although less regular than 
Egmont Street.   Little influence of topography although some retaining at west 
end. Brick seen on the majority of buildings.  Mainly open plan with significant 
planting within some front yard areas.  Chartwell Mall is a dominant feature seen 
over buildings within the street. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Marama Street HHA 

Marama Street 
(north) and 
Moana Street 

                

Significant change within street. West side at northern end less change.  This area 
only assessed -  Provides link from Lake Road to Seddon Street.  Regular street 
trees; some in buildouts.  No berms.  Reasonably regular lot size and layout 
(including setback).  Consistent building design and materials (weatherboard with 
corrugated roof), although some alterations made to budlings.  Picket fences and 
planted boundaries. 

5.5/7 

(west side 
at north 
end only) 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Marire Avenue, Parr and Taniwha Streets HHA 

Marire Avenue 

                

Cul-de-sac off north side of Norton Road.  Does not appear to provide linkage to 
gully to the north.  Very substantial street trees within wide berms.  Reasonably 
consistent lot width and lot depth (some differences in depth but not readily 
apparent from street).  Also, consistent lot layout (although some garage/parking in 
front yard areas).  Road does not take account of topography or green structure, 
other than not extending further northwards (due to location of gulley).  Overall 
impression is of good continuity of architecture and materials (especially on east 
side) although there are some out of character buildings (materials and design).  
Mainly open frontages, planting and/or low fences. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 



Parr Street 

                

Cul-de-sac off north side of Norton Road.  Does not appear to provide linkage to 
gully to the north.  Very substantial street trees within wide berms.  Reasonably 
consistent lot width, although depth varies (difference not readily apparent from 
street).  Also consistent lot layout (although some garage/parking in front yard 
area).  Road does not take account of topography or green structure, another than 
not extending further northwards (due to location of gulley).  Good continuity of 
architecture and materials.  Mainly low fences/walls or planting. 5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Taniwha 
Street  

(West Side 
only) 

                

One of a small grid of street connecting with Norton Road and via pedestrian routes 
to Mill Street    Trees within berms along most of the street. Wide carriageway; 
impacts on cohesiveness of areas with the street trees not able to mitigate width of 
street. Lot depth and frontage reasonably consistent until northern end where alters 
in relation to topography (and subdivision of additional lot).  Lot layout reasonably 
consistent, although varies a little at north due to landform/topography etc.   Mainly 
consistent architecture and materials and building forms (although some two 
storey).  Frontages include some very attracted open frontages with planting, which 
are the dominant impression despite some more dominant fences.   

5.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representa

tive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistenc
y Criteria 

Matai, Hinau and Rata Streets HHA 

Hinau Street 

                

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and Maeroa Road; some of 
the block are long, although connectivity improved with Lafferty Street and Miro 
Street breaking up blocks.  Street laid over steep topography. Reasonably wide 
carriageway.  Regularly spaced street trees.  Lot size and dimensions consistent 
(apart from where subdivided; even in these circumstances only additional 
driveways take away from the uniform appearance).  Lot layout and setbacks 
reasonably consistent despite topography and some buildings being above and 
below the level of the street.; some garages in front yard areas.  Strong response to 
topography.  Some consistency in architecture and buildings, although 
redevelopments take away from this.  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences 
particularly at eastern end and some dominant open driveways and garages. 

5.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 

both 
Represent
ative and 

scores 
sufficientl
y high in 

Consistenc
y Criteria 

Matai Street 

                

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and Maeroa Road; some of 
the blocks are long, although connectivity improved with Lafferty Street and Miro 
Street breaking up blocks.  Street laid over steep topography. Reasonably wide 
carriageway.  Regularly spaced street trees.  Lot size and dimensions consistent 
(apart from where subdivided; even in these circumstances only additional 
driveways take away from the uniform appearance).  Lot layout and setbacks 
reasonably consistent (despite topography and some buildings being above and 
below the level of the street; some garages in front yard areas.  Strong response to 
topography.  Reasonable consistency in architecture and buildings; weatherboard 
and Huntly brick dominate although detailed architecture does vary (likely with 
building age).  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences and garages. 

6.5/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representa

tive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistenc
y Criteria 



Rata Street 

                

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and Maeroa Road; some of 
the blocks are long, although connectivity improved with Lafferty Street and Miro 
Street breaking up blocks.  Street laid over steep topography. Reasonably wide 
carriageway.  Regularly spaced street trees.  Lot size and dimensions consistent 
(apart from where subdivided; even in these circumstances only driveways take 
away from the uniform appearance).  Lot layout and setbacks reasonably consistent 
(despite topography and some buildings being above and below the level of the 
street; some garages in front yard areas.  Strong response to topography.  Some 
consistency in architecture and buildings, although redevelopments take away from 
this.  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences particularly and some dominant areas 
of parking and garages. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Myrtle Street and Te Aroha (West) HHA 

Myrtle Street 

                

Road alignment responds to the location of location of the Railway and Claudelands 
Bridge (with lots to the north of the east-west section of the road backing onto the 
railway).  The street has wide berms and regular street trees, with a relatively wide 
carriageway (which currently appears to be used as commuter parking).  Lots vary 
in width and depth, although this is not noticeable from the street, apart from at 
the corner.  Lot layout relatively consistent but some garages on street frontage; 
these are generally small and do not take away from the street.  Whilst there is 
significant consistency with the architecture and materials of the majority of 
buildings, a number of newer developments do stand out and have an impact on 
the consistency of the street; in particular the three storey semi-detached building 
at 31 and the buildings at 11, 16 and 17.  Low walls and fences and planting with 
some more dominant solid fences. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Te Aroha (River 
Rd to Gray St) 

                

Key link from River Road to Grey Street, forming part of a wider network of 
linkages.  Relatively narrow carriageway, wide berms and large regularly spaced 
street trees. Views down street across river to CBD.  Reasonably regular lot 
frontages (alter with topography at east end, south side of road).  Reasonably 
regular setback and lot layout.  Road cuts directly down the incline from Grey Street 
to River Road.  General consistency in buildings (with some inconsistency at 
western end).  Some dominant fences which take away from the character of the 
area. 6/7 

Recommen
d HHA- is 

both 
Representat

ive and 
scores 

sufficiently 
high in 

Consistency 
Criteria 

Oxford Street (East) HHA 

Oxford Street (West) HHA 

Oxford Street 

                

Cul-de-sac from Heaphy Terrace, to Poutney Park, but forms part of a wider grid 
layout between Heaphy Terrace and Peachgrove Road.  Wide berms, narrow 
footpaths and regular street trees.  Regular lot size (width and depth).  Some 
variation in lot layout where redevelopment taken place and garages on street.  
Unclear how responds to topography although links to park at end of street.  
Sections of consistent architecture and materials, including at west end and east 
end (with railway cottages on north side of street at east end).  Frontages vary, but 
not too many dominant fences. 

6/7 - 
ASSUMES 
exclude 
central 
section of 
street. 

Recomme
nd 2 x 
HHA, one 
at east end 
of street 
and other 
at west 
end of 
street - is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 



Riro Street HHA 

Riro Street (West 
Section) 

                

Located on a flat area of land alongside the River.  Riro Street connects from River 
Road and leads down to the edge of the Waikato River.   There are wide berms and 
good sized street trees along the south side of the street.  Lot sizes vary, becoming 
larger towards the river, but lot layout is reasonably consistent.  Most dwellings are 
weatherboard, with one brick building and one with shingle elevations; overall the 
buildings appear consistent.   Front boundaries are generally low fences, open or 
planted; whilst these vary, they provide the street with a consistent appearance. 7/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Sare Crescent HHA 

Sare Crescent 

                

State housing. Loop road.  Narrow street with regular street trees.  Reasonably 
regular lot size, width and lot layout (varies on bend) but for one large 
redevelopment.  Some dominant parking.  Not influenced by topography or green 
structure.  Mainly weatherboard buildings (or other white painted) and both gabled 
and hipped roofs.  Mainly tiles but also corrugated.  Disrupted by redevelopment in 
centre of street and at Heaphy Terrace end. Mainly open frontages, some low 
fences. 5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Seifert Street HHA 

Seifert Street 

                

Cul-de-sac; does not contribute to the connectivity of the wider local grid street 
network but typical of its period.   Regularly spaced street trees. Regular lot size and 
frontage. Wide lot frontages.  Street rises with topography at west end with two 
storey buildings cut into the rising levels (ground floor garaging).  No links to green 
structure. Mainly brick buildings with reasonable consistency in architecture.   
Mainly low walls with planting along frontages; some low fences.  Dwellings at 
entrance to street vary from this description. 

5.5/7 - 
Excluding 
dwellings at 
entry to 
street 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Springfield Crescent HHA 

Springfield 
Crescent 

                

Loop road.  Narrow street with regular street trees.  Reasonably regular lot size, 
width and lot layout (mainly with long building frontage to the street).  However 
some dominant parking.  Not influenced by topography or green structure.  Mainly 
brick buildings with both hipped and gabled roofs with both tiles or corrugated.   
Mainly open frontages; with low walls. 5.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 



Sunnyhills Avenue HHA 

Sunnyhills 
Avenue, Dawn 
Rise, Lorraine 
Place 

                

Very long cul-de-sac.  Street trees in berm. Overall impression is that lots are 
consistent size and layout, although this does vary with levels.   Some dominant 
parking.  No linkage to green space.  Mainly brick buildings; mix of single and two 
storey., but some retaining and tall fences.  Frontages mainly open or planted. 5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Te Aroha (East) HHA 

Argyle Street & 
Warr Street 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south off of Te Aroha.  Regular street trees, 
although carriageway quite wide.  Lots regularly sized and general consistency with lot 
layout.  Significant consistency in architecture, although some sites do not contribute to 
the consistency of the area.  Overall impression is that frontages generally medium 
height or lower fences; the few higher fences do not impact on this impression. 

6.5/8 - 
would 
potentially 
score more 
highly if did 
not include 
buildings at 
either end. 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Armagh Street 

                

Provides link from Argyle Street to reserve to west.  Wide berms but few street trees.  
Good view along street to reserve.  Consistent lot size and general layout, although 
garage in front garden at no.2 is dominant.  Some newer buildings,(incl. 4.8 and 7 
disrupt the consistency of the street.   6/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficiently 
high in 
Consistenc
y Criteria 

Bains Ave 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south of Te Aroha.  Good street trees with wide 
berms.  Lots regularly sized and general consistency with lot layout (garage to front of 
building on south side does not have a significant impact overall).  Significant 
consistency in architecture on south side of street, but inconsistent on north side of 
street (with a number of buildings which do not contribute.   Low fences and planting 
predominate; some taller fences including on south side of street.  North side of street 
is inconsistent 

6.5/7 (south 
side of 
street only).   

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 



Bell Street 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south of Te Aroha.  Good street trees (smaller on 
west side of street) and with wide berms.  Lots regularly sized and general consistency 
with lot layout.  Significant consistency in architecture and materials; mainly 
weatherboard with some brick and plaster (latter with Moderne influences).  One two 
storey buildings; appears to be original building raised.  Many open plan frontages, low 
fences and a few medium height fences.   7/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

Bond Street 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south off of Te Aroha.  Limited street trees and 
no front berm on west side of street and carriageway quite wide.  Lots regularly sized 
and general consistency with lot layout.  Significant consistency in architecture, 
although a limited number of buildings which do not contribute, overall the impression 
is of consistency. Overall impression is that frontages are generally medium height or 
lower fences or planting, with a limited number of taller fences. 6.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

James Street 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south of Te Aroha.  Good street trees with wide 
berms.  Lots regularly sized and general consistency with lot layout (limited number of 
garages/car ports to front of dwellings does not have negative impact overall).  
Consistency in materials (weatherboard and some brick) and quality of architecture.   
Low fences and planting predominate. 6/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

St Olpherts 
Avenue 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south of Te Aroha.  Good street trees (smaller on 
west side of street) but wide carriageway with narrow berms.  Lots regularly sized and 
general consistency with lot layout (not including rear sites).  Good consistency in 
architecture and materials on east side of street, but less consistent on west side.  
Range of different fences including some medium height fences.   6/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

St Winifreds 
Avenue 

                

Forms clear block of streets north and south of Te Aroha.  Good street trees (smaller on 
west side of street) and with wide berms .  Lots regularly sized and general consistency 
with lot layout.  General consistency in architecture and materials; mainly 
weatherboard with some plaster.   Many low fences or planted hedges along front 
boundaries with some medium height fences.   6.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 



Te Aroha Street 
(Gray St to 
Peachgrove Rd) - 
including Whyte 
Street. 

                

Key link from Grey Street to Peach Grove, forming part of a wider network of linkages.   
Wide carriageway, wide berm on north side with regularly spaced street trees, and 
narrower berms with large areas without street trees on the south.  Reasonably regular 
lots sizes and lot layout/setbacks (some garages in front yards).  Significant consistency 
in buildings; more recent buildings are not sufficiently frequent in the street to have an 
impact on the overall impression.  Some dominant fences which take away from the 
character of the area.  That part of Whyte Street close to Te Aroha is consistent with 
this assessment; the southern part of Whyte Steet is overall consistent and would be 
excluded from any HHA. 6/8 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

Whyte Street (N) 

                

Forms part of a group of streets linking from Te Aroha to Claudelands Road.  Good 
street trees.  Lots regularly sized and general consistency with lot layout on east side of 
street but less consistency on east due to redevelopment.  Significant consistency in 
architecture and materials (weatherboard) on east side but redevelopment underway 
and other more recent building on the west.  Range of front boundaries, including block 
wall, low fences. 5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

Templeview HHA 

Templeview 
Campus 

                

The Templeview campus is located to the east of Tuhikaramea Road.  The road has been 
landscaped with attractive landscaping and new walls along both sides.  The 
regenerated campus has clearly defined boundaries, with the layout of buildings 
providing a clear focus to the Temple.  The site maintains the original topography of the 
area, albeit with the areas of car parking located on the lower ground and care and 
attention has been given to the creation of open spaces and landscaped areas.  Whilst 
the detailed design of individual buildings varies, there is a clear influence of the design 
of the Temple over the site as a whole, with white elevations being common to all 
buildings.  High quality frontages are provided Tuhikaramea Road with attractive 
building frontages and the consistent new boundary wall.  7/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

Victoria Street HHA 

         

An integral part of the central city connected grid street layout. The environmental 
improvements which have already been implemented in the street have resulted in an 
attractive environment for pedestrians and other users.  Buildings generally built to the 
street frontage. Overall location of the street has been influenced by local topography.  
A number of well-designed open spaces in the local area. Most buildings have painted 
plaster or brick elevations, providing continuity to the area.  - 7/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 



Wilson Street and Pinfold Avenue HHA 

Pinfold Avenue & 
Watts Crescent 

                

Consistent street design with berms and (in places irregular) street trees.  Lot width 
varies in response to building typology.  Land is flat so no direct response to 
topography.  Consistent State Housing buildings typologies and materials (including a 
variety for forms; detached, semi-detached).  Frontage either open plan or low wall or 
low fence. 6.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 

Wilson Street 

                

Substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout along 
street frontage lots; although there are some garages in front yards these do not take 
away from the overall impression of consistency. Street layout is imposed over broadly 
flat landform. Significant consistency in architecture (particularly on each side of the 
street).  Some variation in street frontage treatments, including dominant timber 
fences.  5.5/7 

Recomme
nd HHA- is 
both 
Represent
ative and 
scores 
sufficientl
y high in 
Consisten
cy Criteria 
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Appendix 3 – Historic Heritage Area Assessments – Other streets 
 (not recommended as HHAs) 
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The area displays consistency in physical and visual qualities that are representative of their identified Heritage Theme and assessed as being at least moderate value in relation to the 
majority of the consistency criteria: 
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That the area 
is 
representativ
e of a period 
of 
development 
which has 
historic 
heritage 
significance 
in the 
development 
of the city 

A consistent 
Street/Block 
Layout which 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area 

Consistent 
Street 
Design, 
including 
street trees, 
berms, 
carriageways 
and other 
planting 
within the 
street which 
make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area. 

Consistency 
in Lot Size, 
Dimensions 
and 
Developmen
t Density, 
including 
shape and 
size of lots 
which makes 
a positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area. 

Consistent 
Lot Layout, 
including 
position of 
buildings on 
lots, 
dominance 
of car 
parking, and 
landscape 
and tree 
planting 
within the 
lot which 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area. 

Whether the 
overall 
Topography 
and Green 
Structure of 
the area 
makes a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area.  

Consistency 
of styles of 
Architecture 
and Building 
Typologies, 
including 
overall 
shape, form 
and material, 
and whether 
these factors 
make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area. 

Consistency 
in Street 
Frontage 
Treatments, 
such as 
walls, fences 
and planting, 
and whether 
these make a 
positive 
contribution 
to the 
character 
and quality 
of the area. 

      

Abbotsford 
(south)                 

Does not form part of a legible street network. Area closest to 
Ulster Street is commercial.  Overall street would score similar to 
Abbotsford (north).  This assessment relates to west frontage to 
street, 38 to 46.  Regular lot sizes and shape (albeit that appear to 
be cross leased with additional dwelling to rear).  Regular lot 
layout (relative to site frontage).  No apparent response to 
topography or contribution to green structure.  Consistent 
architecture and materials.  Inconsistent frontages, including high 
fence.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Aberdeen Drive                 

Part of wider connected street network.  Some street trees in front 
berms.  Lot width and size vary.  Lot layout varies; setback and 
position of buildings (above street) follow the topography.  
Dominat parking/driveways   Street follows topography and rises 
up hill.  Architecture varies as does frontage treatments, although 
overal impression is retaining or low fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Aberfoyle Street 
(west section), 
Ranui Street                 

Create a loop road.  Narrow carrageway, some street trees.  
Reasonably consistent lot size and shape. Setbacks vary.  Buildings 
vary. Front boundaries include tall dominant fences and some 
retaining. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Airdrie Lane                 
Small cul-de-sac off of Victoria Street.  Not visited.  Does not 
appear to display usual characteristics expected in a street.    

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Alanbrooke                 

Cul-de-sac.  Consistent street trees in berms.  Reasonably regular 
lot size (although some subdivision of lots).  Varied setbacks and 
lot layout, with some large areas of hard surface along street 
frontages.  No apparent response to topography or green 
structure.  Varies architecture and materials (more consistent on 
south side).  Variation in frontages with some dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Alderson Road, 
Betley Crescent, 
Erika Place                 

Part of a wider connected network with cul-de-sacs off of it.  Wide 
carrageway with street trees alongside.   Reasonably consistent lot 
size and shape, but lot layout varies (some angled buildings, 
limited number of varied setbacks and garages in front yards). 
Some redevelopment.   Little influence from topography.  
Dwellings vary in design as do front boundaries which include 
open frontages but show a high proportion of tall fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Alfred Street                 

One of a grid of streets which links from Heaphy Terrace to Peach 
Grove Road. Street deflects along its length and road corridor in 
west is approximately 5m wider than in east; this inconsistency 
impacts representativeness of street.  East end, narrow 
carriageway, narrow berms and footpaths with irregular street 
trees.  West end, wide carriageway, narrow berms and footpaths 
and a greater number (still not consistent) street trees; street 
appears vast and featureless.  Lot sizes and frontage widths vary 
along street.  Building setbacks also vary and some garages in front 
yards.  Grid network overlaid on relatively flat topography.  Some 
consistency with building materials and building styles (especially 
at east end).  Some redevelopment.  Frontages vary including open 
plan, planting, low fences and some dominant higher fences.  2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Alison Street                 

Provides connection as part of wider street network; curving 
alignment and topography add to interest.. Inconsistent street tree 
planting and some areas without berm.  Reasonably consistent lot 
frontage but depth and shape of lots varies.  Varied lot layout.  
Some dominant areas of parking.   Varied architecture and 
materials, and varied boundaries including some retaining and tall 
fences. Road an busses very dominant features. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Allen Street, 
Bandon Street, 
Primrose Street, 
Smith Street                 

Part of connected street network.  Narrow berms and street trees 
(berms wider in Smith Street).  Reasonably consistent lot shape 
and width.  Setback not consistent, garages in front yard. 
Redevelopments. Architecture varies, with older weatherboard 
bungalows and cottages, and brick contemporary dwellings.  
Frontages vary including picket fences, up to tall dominant fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Allenby Street / 
Montgomery 
Crescent/ Slim 
Street                 

State housing. Loop roads and Culs-de-sac.  Regular street trees.  
Lot size regular; some dominant parking.  Not obviously influenced 
by topography or green structure; follows river but not connected 
to this.  Mainly weatherboard buildings with and both gabled and 
hipped roofs.  Mainly tiles but also corrugated.   Quite a large 
number of dominant fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Amanda Avenue, 
Poaka Avenue                 

Part of wider connected road network; relatively limited 
connections into area give its size. Wide carrageway with anrrow 
berms with street trees.  Curved alignment adds interest. 
Reasonably regular lot width and size; varies with curved stret 
alignment.  Site layout varies, with some buildings on set above 
street level, angled alignments and dominant areas of parking.  
Development responds to topography.  Some consistency in 
architecture and materials.  Frontages vary, from open, various 
heights of retaining and tall fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Amethyst Place                 Smaller units at end of street are not consistent with remainder of 
street.  Street layout does not make contribution to character of 
area and does not link with landscape beyond.  Inconsistent lot 
size and layout with units at end of street.  Good street trees 
within front berms, but otherwise street has no memorable 
features.  Architecture and materials are not consistent.  High 
front fences have negative impact on overall character of street. 
Views down street of large trees within Donny Park.  Open space 
link to Emerald Place.  Development does not make best use of the 
quality of its location close to Donny Park; standard cul-de-sac 
layout. 2/8 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Anderson Road, 
Mabian Crescent                 

Part of wider connected road network.   Infrequent street trees in 
Anderston, more regular in Mabian.  Irregular lot size and 
inconsistent lot layouts (setback, angled buildings, dominant 
parking).  Little obvious influence of topography or green space.  
Some inconsistency in dwelling including redevelopments.  
Frontages vary, from open plan to tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Anglesea Street - 
Anzac Parade to 
Palmerston Road                 

East Side - supermarket/commercial - not assessed.  West Side = 
Part of connected grid network. Wide berms, and street trees with 
very wide carriageway.  Some variation in lot width, and significant 
variation in lot layout.  Some dominant parking areas.  Boundaries 
vary; open to fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ann Street                 

Single sided street, overlooking the river (with open space 
alongside river).  No street trees.  Lot sizes reasonably consistent 
along street frontage.  Building setback varies.  Street follows 
alignment of river, and buildings viewed against backdrop of rising 
ground and trees to the rear.  Architecture is not consistent.  
Frontages generally open with informal planting within the front 
yard area.  4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Annabel Place / 
Manor Place / 
Norrie Street                 

State housing. Loop road and Culs-de-sac.  Regular street trees.  
Lot size varies but appears regular from the street; some dominant 
parking.  Not obviously influenced by topography or green 
structure.  Mainly weatherboard buildings with and both gabled 
and hipped roofs.  Mainly tiles but also corrugated.   Mainly open 
frontages, but some dominant fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ansford Place,  
Anthony Crescent                 

Cul de sac.  Narrow carrageway, regular, good sized street trees in 
berms.  Inconsistent lot width, and shape.  Inconsistent layout 
including setbackand garages in front yards.  Inconsistent 
architecture.  Variation in front boundaries including open plan, 
low to medium fences, and some more dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Arkle Place, 
Durham Street, 
Holmes Street                 

Part of connected road network and culs-de-sac connected tothis.  
Berms with street trees in Durham and Holmes; no street trees in 
Arkle.  Regular lot size and shape.  Lot layout varies with 
inconsistent setback, some angled layouts and many end 
elevations towards street frontage.    Architecture and materials 
reasonably consistent, with brick, plaster and weatherboard with 
gabled roofs.  Mainly open plan or low fences but some taller 
fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Ascot Road                 

Part of a connected street network.  Some good areas of street 
trees, but inconsistent overall.   Lot sizes and widths reasonably 
consistent in parts of the street, but not overall.  Some variation in 
lot layout, including angled buildings, different typologies and 
garages in front  yards.  Little evidence of topography or green 
stucture being import design elements, although street does fall 
from north to south. Some consistency inarchitecture and 
materials in the south as state house designs, althugh varied use of 
brick (red and buff) and weatherboard.  Whilst some lots retain an 
open frontage, there are many tall and medium height fences 
which reduce the consistency of the street. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ash Place, 
Challinor Street, 
Clematis Avenue, 
Cullimore Street, 
Cypress Crescent, 
Fuchsia Avenue, 
Kohekohe Place, 
Manuka Street, 
Pohutukawa 
Drive, Norfolk 
Place,  Tanekaha 
Place, Totara 
Drive                 

Part of a connected street network, large street trees, consistent 
lot size/dimensions, some variation in layout including setback,  
angled buildings garages in front yards, little obvious influence 
from topography and green structure (greater in Challinor, 
Cullimore, Cypress Pohutukawa where some dwellings located 
above/below street level and where rising and falling street adds 
interest), some variation in architecture and materials. Varied 
frontages but a large number of dominant tall fences.  Some 
redevelopments which disrupt consistency. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ashurst Avenue, 
Elmwood 
Crescent, Oakfield 
Crescent, 
Sherwood Drive                 

Series of linked roads.  Wide carriageway (especially Sherwood 
Road).  Good street trees.  Varied lot sizes and dimensions across 
area (although more consistent in pockets).  Varied lot layout; 
position on site, setbacks.  Little influence of topography or green 
structure.  Some consistency in dwellings.  Many tall fences 
(although less so in Ashurst).   3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Aspiring 
Crescent 

                

Diversity of house types.  Limited contribution from the block 
pattern (which does not form grid with other surrounding roads. 
No street trees; relies upon trees and planting within lots to create 
its existing planted appearance/quality. Reasonably consistent lot 
size, density and layout. Little account taken of surrounding green 
structure (does not operate as a clear extension of link from 
Ruapehu).  Mix of frontage treatments; open plan, hedges, fences 
(or varying heights) 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Aurora Terrace, 
Brennan Place, 
Dorothy Place, 
Scotland Place                 

Part of connected street network.  Narrow carriageway.  Regular 
street trees on one side of the street.  Lot sizes reasonably regular 
(apart from on corners).  Some variation in lot layout, including 
garages in front  yards. Some redevelopments.  Architecture 
varies. Open plan, low walls, low retaining walls through to some 
dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Avalon Drive                 

Part of connected network.  Very dominant carrageway/traffic.  
Varied lot shape and size.  Lot layout varies, including setback, 
garages in front yards.  Range of architecture, including villasa, 
bungalows, state houses.  Mainly weatherboard,but some brick.  
Overall impression is of variation.  Tall fences dominate.   1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Avon Street                  

One of a small grid of street connecting with Norton Road and via 
pedestrian routes to Mill Street (although it is effectively a cul-de-
sac).  Street trees within berms, although some gaps within trees.  
Lot depth and frontage vary.  Lot layout also varies with some two 
storey flat developments and large areas of parking.  Properties 
back on to gulley to north, although no direct access to this apart 
from at east end of cul-de-sac.  Some continuity with architecture 
and materials but disrupted by flat developments (and landscape 
character of street not sufficiently strong to mitigate this effect as 
in Claudelands).  Frontages include a number of dominant fences, 
along with more open frontages with large areas of parking in 
front yards. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Awatere Avenue                 

Links down from Beerescourt Road to follow alignment of the 
River with a curved street which also follows the varying 
topography.  From the street the location of the river is not 
obvious, being obscured by dwellings.  Regular street trees in 
berms (position of footpath alters, from between berms to front 
on east and removed on west near south end of street.  at south 
street climbs up steep topography and dwellings set above and 
below (in part out of sight).  Whilst development appears regular, 
lot size, dimension and layout alters along street, due to 
topography.  There are a number of large, dominant parking areas 
in front yards.  Street layout has been influenced by the 
topography, although there are not direct views of the Waikato 
River from the street.  Architecture varies.  Front boundaries vary, 
including s number of dominant fences, walls and large parking 
areas. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bader Street                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Wide carrageway with 
some street trees (although not consistent in all areas).  Good 
consistency in lot width, and shape, and also in layout (some 
varietion with different typologies).  Consistent state house 
architecture.  Variation in front boundaries including open plan 
through to tall fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bailey Avenue                 

Long cul-de-sac off Peachgrove.  Work being undertaken at time of 
Site Visit which may provide pedestrian access eastwards beyond 
end of street?  Wide berms with regular street trees; curve in 
middle of street adds additional interest.  Lot size varies along 
street (with some subdivided to provide rear lots).  Lot layout also 
varies with some garages in front yard areas, angled layouts etc.  
Grid layout laid over relatively flat terrain. Whilst there is some 
continuity with building design and materials, the overall 
impression is that there is not consistency along the street.  Front 
boundaries vary;  including open plan, planting, low fences,  
dominant higher fences and garages close to the front boundary. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Balfour Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac. Narrow berms and limited street trees. Lot widths and 
size consistent on north section, but varies in south.  Overall lot 
layout varies (dominant parking).   Inconsistent buildings; 
materials.  Inconsistent frontages; open plan, low retaining 
through to dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Banbury 
Crescent                 

Not part of a coherent block structure.  Street design varies along 
its length; some areas have street trees.  Lot shape and size vary 
along street.  Significant redevelopments taken place, altering lot 
layout.  Whilst responds to topography, this is not positive, 
appears as efforts to accommodate development rather than 
being led by topography.  Significant variation in architecture and 
boundary treatments. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bankwood Road 
(Comries to 
Hukanui) 

                The street and block layout is relatively consistent, although this 
does not make a contribution to the character and quality of the 
area. The street layout  includes street trees along much of its 
length. Lot sizes, density and layout are generally consistent.  It is 
possible to see the relationship of the street to the surrounding 
landscape within Chartwell Park.  There is general consistency with 
building styles and types, although these are not of any significant 
interest of quality so as to make a positive contribution to the 
character and quality of the area.  Boundary treatments are 
inconsistent, with a range of fences of various heights, planting 
and open plan treatments. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bankwood Road 
(Tongariro to 
Comries) 

                
The street layout is neutral in its contribution to the area, there 
are no street trees and it relies upon trees and planting within lots 
to provide quality. At the southern end lots are consistent, but 
they vary in size towards the north, including subdivided/cross 
lease lots. The area is generally flat  with topography and green 
structure making no contribution to the quality of the area.  
Architecture and materials varies.  Frontage treatments include 
low fences and open plan layouts, none of which make a 
particularly significant contribution to the character of the area. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Barrie Crescent, 
Dalesford Street, 
Southsea 
Crescent, 
Yorkshire Road, 
Leeds Street, 
Sheridan Street, 
Nevada Road                 

Cul-de-sac and connected grid.  Narrow berms with regular street 
trees. Varied lot size and lot layout.  No apparent influence of 
topography.  Reasonably continuity of architecture.  Range of 
frontage treatment, including in parts tall fences which provide the 
lasting impression. 2.5 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Beatty Street                 

Part of wider connected network.  Street trees in narrow berms.  
Significant on street parking. Variation in lot size and shape.  
Significnat variation in lot layout, with a number of more intensive 
redevelopments.  Architecture and materials and frontages vary 
significantly, in part due to redevelopments. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Beaumaris Place, 
Caernarvon 
Street, Glamis 
Avenue, 
Kenilworth Place                 

Part of wider connected street network (including culs-de-sac).  
Narrow front berms, with street trees (limited in culs-de-sac).  
Follows topography and has corved aligment (adds interest). Some 
consistency in lot width and size, but there is variation.  Lot layout 
reasonably consistent; varies with curves of streets.  Some 
dominant parking. A number of end elevations facing the street.  
Streets follows topography.  Materials vary.  Open frontages 
dominant, low retaining and dominant tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Beech Crescent, 
Cedar Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with regular street trees.  Lot 
shape and sizes reasonably consistent (varies at intersections and 
on bends), as is general site layout and setback (although some 
areas of dominant parking).  No apparent influence of topography.  
Variation in architecture, design and materials.  Front boundaries 
include open plan, medium height fences and planting. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Beerescourt 
Road                 

Busy street with wide carriageway, although does not connect well 
to the north (beyond the study area).  In parts the street trees are 
relatively small with inconsistent spacing.   In part follows 
alignment of river, along edge of higher ground.  Curving 
alignment and following topography; adds interest, but 
carriageway is dominant. Lot width relatively regular along street 
(less so in south).  Lot layout (including setbacks from street) 
varies, with some buildings and garages built close to the street 
frontage.    Architecture varies.  Front boundaries vary, including s 
number of dominant fences responding to the busy street 
environment. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bellmont 
Avenue 

                
Forms part of wider block layout with other mountain streets, but 
seems to just link these rather than more positive function.  
Inconsistent street trees. Reasonably consistent lot size and 
density is disrupted by Park and Church at north.  Some 
inconsistency in lot layout (angled buildings).  Does not have 
contributing topography or green structure.  Architecture shows 
some variation and does not make positive contribution.  Some 
variation in frontage treatments, including open plan, planting and 
low fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Berkley Avenue, 
Cranwell Place, 
Linthorpe Place, 
Lysander Place                 

Part of series of cul-de-sac, single point of entry.  Street trees in 
Berkley, but inconsistent elsewhere.  Narrow carriageways in side 
cul-de-sac.  Varied lot width/dimensions and varied 
setbacks/layout (garages in front yards).  Mixed of architecture 
and materials.  Some tall walls and fences but balanced by good 
planted boundaries. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bernard Street,  
Hillary Street                 

Quite narrow streets with street trees in berm (although some 
inconsistency in Bernard Street). Overall impression is that lots are 
consistent size.  Some inconsistency in layout, including reduced 
setback and dominant parking.   Some dominant parking.  Narrow 
link to green space.  Mainly brick buildings (some variation); 
Mixture of single and two storey.  More fencing than seen in 
Hooker Avenue; disrupts overall consistency of street. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bettina                 

Forms part of a series of streets off west side of Heaphy Road, but 
does not  form part of a wider connected street pattern.  Regularly 
spaced small street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout 
along street frontage lots with some intrusions into usual front 
yard area).  Street layout is imposed over broadly flat landform, 
but cul de sac end does not link to area of bush beyond.  
Significant consistency in architecture and materials; mainly 
weatherboard and some brick. The few more modern buildings do 
not detract from the overall impression.  Some variation in street 
frontage treatments, including dominant timber fences.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Birch Hill Place, 
Culverdon Street, 
Edith Place, Hatea 
Place, Lancaster 
Street, Salmond 
Place                 

Part of wider connected road network; relatively limited 
connections into area give its size and includes a number of culs-
de-sac, . Wide carrageway with narrow berms mainly with street 
trees (except in some culs-de-sac). Reasonably regular lot width 
and size, given challenges of topography and curving street 
alignment.  Site layout varies, including setback (responding to 
topography), angled alignments and some dominant areas of 
parking.  Responds to topography. Some consistency in 
architecture and materials (including artificial weatherboard ) but 
not the best examples of the period.  Mainly open frontage, low 
fences or low retaining but some dominant tall fences detract 
from the area. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Blackburn Street                 

Part of connected network.  Wide carrageway and limited street 
trees.  Consistent lot width and shape. Site layouts vary, including 
setback and some redevcelopments.  Architecture and materials 
vary.  Site frontages vary from open plan through to tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Bollard Street, 
Rose Street, 
Windsor Road                 

Provides link from Forest Lake Road to Maeroa Road, but not very 
legible.  Bollard and Rose are imposed over sloping land, and 
Windsor runs more along hill.  Provides linkages to Bowling Club 
and Tennis Club.  Street trees are relatively small.  Lot size and 
layout varies (responding to topography with some buildings 
above or below street level).  Responds in part to topography.  
Range of building ages and materials.  Range of frontage 
treatments including dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bolmuir & 
Hinton Avenue                 

East end is cul-de-sac from Steele Rd, with west section linking 
Steele Rd to Mitcham Ave.  Whilst part of a wider grid network, 
the blocks are long with limited north south connections,  and fails 
provide complete connections in all directions. Areas where street 
trees are only on one side of street (where there is overhead 
power on the other), and some gaps; more complete at western 
end.  Curve in street and rising ground add significantly to interest 
and character of western end.  some variation in lot width, 
although this is not immediately obvious from street.  Many lots 
subdivided.  Some variation in setbacks and some buildings and 
garages set forward quite close to street frontage.  As west end lot 
layout response to topography, with buildings set above street on 
north side and below street on south side.  Street responds to 
rising topography at western end.  Whilst many buildings exhibit 
similar materials (brick and weatherboard) there is some variation 
of styles which disrupts the overall continuity of the street.  Many 
attractive frontages, with good planting, although there are also 
some dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Boundary Road 
(River to 
Heaphy Terrace)                 

Key vehicular linkage; very harsh environment with significant 
traffic movements and multilane road.  Reasonably consistent lot 
size and layout on north side of street but more varied on south 
(with setbacks varying significantly).  A number of sites 
redeveloped on the south side of street, less so on north side of 
the street.  Many high, dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bowen Place                 

Cul-de-sac linking to Heath Park.  Very narrow berms with limited 
street trees.  Lot shape and dimension varies from one side of 
street to the other, although consistency in general layout and 
appearance of lots.  Links to green space.  Mainly brick and split 
face brick, with gabled roofs.  Some variation in architecture.  
Good open frontages but some dominant fences (although in 
some cases screened with planting, still do not allow interaction 
with house).  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bradley Place, 
Lindsay Crescent, 
Millar Place, Prior 
Place                 

Connected culs-de-sac.  Narrow berms with stret trees.  
Reasonably consistent lot size and shape, apart from at ends of 
culs-de-sac.  Lot layout varies; setback and some end elevations 
towards street and some dominnt garages.  Some consistency with 
materials (artificial weatherboard), overall impression is that it is 
varied.  Front boundaries include open plan and low/medium 
fences.   3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Braithwaite 
Avenue, Pollock 
Drive, Kelly Place, 
Arran Road                 

Pleasant area.  Series of linked streets; limited connection to River 
Road.  Streets are narrow with good street trees.  Varied lot size 
and shapes.  Layouts are not consistent (some wide frontages, 
others narrow, setbacks vary and dominant garages).  Arran links 
to Days Park, but remainder of streets do not link to the River.  
Architecture and materials vary; redevelopments/refurbishments 
add further inconsistency.  Frontages vary; some retaining walls 
and tall walls  2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Breckons Avenue, 
Dominion Road, 
Karaka Street, 
Puriri Street, 
Rawene Street, 
Sunnyside Road, 
Wall Street                 

Part of connected network.  Very dominant carrageway/traffic.  
Regular street trees.   Some variation in lot width.  Lot layout 
varies, including setback, garages in front yards. Some 
redevelopment. Range of architecture, including older styles.  
Mainly weatherboard.  Overall impression is of variation. 
Frontages vary and include a number of tall fences.  2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bremworth 
Avenue, Dalton 
Crescent, Leong 
Avenue, Riccarton 
Place                 

Part of wider connected road network; relatively limited 
connections into area give its size. Wide carrageway with narrow 
berms with some street trees. Reasonably regular lot width and 
size.  Site layout varies, angled alignments and dominant areas of 
parking.  A number of house present narrow end elevation to the 
street.  Some consistency in architecture and materials.  Frontages 
vary, from open through to tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Brocas Avenue                 

Part of a connected street network.  Street trees on south side of 
street only (overhead electricity on north side).   Reasonable 
consistency in lot size, some inconsistency in site layout (including 
setback).  No apparent influence of green structure or topography.  
Some consistency in architecture and materials, hipped roofs with 
corrugated sheet or tiles, red or buff brick, or weatherboard 
elevations. Boundaries vary including open plan through to tall 
fences.  4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Brookfield 
Street (West of 
Gray)                 

South side, forms part of the wider Hamilton East street pattern, 
substantial regularly spaced street trees at the east end, and 
smaller trees in remainder of the street.  Lot width is not 
consistent., although all lots appear generally spacious and 
variation not immediately apparent from the street.    Street 
imposed on rising ground; house at far west end located well 
above street level.  Reasonable consistency in architecture, 
although some more recent buildings do detract from the overall 
impression.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, 
including a number of high fences.  4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Brooklyn Road                 

Provides the eastern boundary to the Claudelands Events Centre 
and Jubilee Park.  The east-west (southern) section is commercial. 
This assessment relates to the section directed south-west from 
the Five Cross Roads roundabout.  The carriageway is wide, with 
narrow berms alongside with the position of the narrow footpaths 
altering along its length.  There are limited street trees (although 
the western boundary is in part against a large area of trees in 
Jubilee Park).  Lot sizes, dimensions and layout vary along the 
street.  The alignment of the road provides a firm boundary to the 
eastern edge of Jubilee Park.  Architecture and materials vary, with 
some sites having been subdivided and redeveloped.  There is 
more consistency in architecture and materials in the south, where 
dwellings continue onto the street frontage from East Street, 
Young Street and Gillies Avenue.  Frontages vary, with a number of 
dominant solid fences, dense hedges, and low walls, as well as 
some more open frontages. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Brough Place, 
Morrow Avenue, 
Totara Drive 
(south)                 

Loop road and cul-de-sac.  Regular street trees.  Lots are 
reasonably consistent is shape and width, although lot layout 
varies. Some influence of topography with buildings sited above 
street level.  Overall, architecture and materials vary.  Frontages 
vary with some tall fences (with other open plan, low fences, low 
retaining etc). 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bruce Avenue, 
Gwendoline 
Place, Jeanette 
Street, Keitha 
Place, Lewis 
Street                 

Series of linked roads/cul-de-sac.  Relativley narrow carrageway, 
regular street trees in berms (size varies).  Some consistency in lot 
width, and shape (although give size of arae assessed there is 
some variation).  Inconsistent layout including setback and various 
angled and perpedicaular buildings (some redevelopment).  
Includes Glenview Park. Building materials varies.  Variation in 
front boundaries including open plan, low to medium fences, low 
retaining. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Bryant Road                 

Part of wider street network.  Wide carriageway with some good 
street trees.  At west (within pre 1980 area) variation in lots, and 
lot layout.  No apparent influence of topography or green 
structure.  Inconsistent buildings; brick, weatherboards (with 
redevelopments).  Dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Burwood Place, 
Carlson Crescent, 
Regent Street                 

Series of cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway, small street trees.  Lot 
dimensions quite regular apart from at corners and end of cul-de-
sac. Some variation in lot layout, including setback (including some 
newer buildings, garages stepping towards street etc).  Some 
dominant parking. Little influence of topography but provides link 
to Jansen Park.  Mainly single storey but some two storey 
buildings.  Brick, weatherboard and gabled and hipped roofs.  
Newer buildings vary and detract from continuity. Boundaries vary 
with some tall fences to open frontages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Byron Road                 

Reasonably consistent street trees (although less frequent on one 
side of street).  Some variation in lot shape due to curved 
alignment and due to varying typologies; however appearance is  
regular overall.  Unclear how responds to topography .  State 
housing; generally consistent architecture and materials.  
Frontages vary, but not too many dominant fences.  Overall, 
consistent but not of any noteworthy quality. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Callard 
Place/Geoffrey 
Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  No street trees and narrow berms. Variation in lot 
width.  Variation in lot layout, particularly setback. Large amount 
of dominant parking.  Street follows topography; adds interest. 
Inconsistent dwellings, designs and materials.  Some retaining 
walls, some tall fences - inconsistent frontages. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cambridge Road                  

Part of wider strategic street network.  Very wide carriageway and 
significant traffic flows.   No significant street trees.  Variation in 
lot width and depth.  Variation in lot layout; changes in level to 
each side of street, reduces visibility of many buildings.  
Topography is important to position of street but to detriment of 
dwellings alongside.  Varied architecture.  Many tall dominant 
fences, or dense planting. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cambridge 
Road/Riverlea 
Road                 

Wide carriageway (especially Cambridge Road), dominated by 
traffic.  Varied lot shapes.  Varied lot layout, with differing setbacks 
(garages and parking in front yards).  Road follows topography but 
not a distinguishing feature.  Buildings vary in design and 
materials.  Frontage treatments vary. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Camelia Place , 
Hibiscus Avenue, 
Kowhai Street                 

Kowhai is part of connected network.  Wide street.  Irregular street 
trees.  Reasonably regular lot frontages and some consistency in 
lot depth, although some variation in layout.  Many transportable 
homes. Front boundaries vary include planting and picket fencing. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cameron Road, 
Hogan Street, 
Snead Place, 
Littler Place, 
Greensbro Street, 
Beaumont Street, 
Denver Place, 
May Street, June 
Street, Knighton                 

Summary: Significant redevelopment within this area.  Series of 
connected streets.  Inconsistent street trees.  Significant variation 
in lot size, shape and layout, no apparent influence from 
topography and green structure, varied building typologies, scale 
of buildings and architecture. Frontage treatments vary including 
many dominant fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Road, Tralee 
Place 

Campbell Street, 
Maitland Street, 
Sayer Street                 

Part of a connected network. Street trees in berms.  Regular size 
lots, but setbacks are inconsistent and there are some 
redevelopments (which has led to changes to the pattern of 
development)  Architecture, building typologies and frontage 
treatments all vary, particulary with redevelopments. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cardrona Road                 

Cul-de-sac; provides access to Edgecumbe Park.  Wide berms with 
regularly spaces street trees.  Some variation in lot width, variation 
in layout and setback.  Some garages in front yard.  Links green 
space to the south.  Varied architecture (includes some very nice 
art deco).  Front boundaries generally low walls, open, planting.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Carey Street                 

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and 
Maeroa Road; some of the block are long.  Street laid over steep 
topography, and responds to depression to north with access to 
that area being via a short 'service' cul-de-sac below the alignment 
of the main street.  No street trees.  Generally wide carriageway, 
except in centre of street above depression, where the 
carriageway narrows significantly.   Lot size and dimensions vary.  
Lot layout and setbacks vary (partly due to changes in 
topography).  Strong response to topography.  Architecture and 
buildings vary (although greater consistency in west and in area in 
depression (although latter is standard house types which do not 
contribute to overall character and significance of area).  
Boundaries vary, with some tall fences, areas of retaining,  3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Carlyle Avenue                 

No significant interest in street/block layout.  Some small street 
trees. Lot width varies along street.  Angle of buildings on lots also 
varies (although opposite Chedworth Park buildings tend to be 
parallel to street).  Park to west and significant areas of trees to 
the east make significant contribution to the character of the area.  
Buildings have some variation.  Variation in frontage treatments, 
including low fences, planting and open plan.  1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Carolyn Place, 
Fitzroy Avenue, 
Patrick Place                 

Series of connected culs-de-sac; one way in only.  Street trees in 
berms.  Some consistency in lot width.  Lot layout varies, with 
some narrow building frontages, angled buildings, some dominant 
parking etc.   Overall impression is there is not consistency in 
architecture and materials.  Frontage treatments vary and include 
a large number of dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Carrington 
Avenue, Orelio 
Street, Defoe 
Avenue                 

A long street forming part of a  connected street network.  Wide 
carriageway with regular street trees.  Reasonably consistent lot 
widths.    Redevelopments with varied setbacks, plus some garages 
in front yards.  Little influence of topography or green structure.  
Redevelopments also have varied designs and typologies.  Large 
number of high fences are detrimental to the consistency of the 
street. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Casey 
Avenue/Ranfurl
y Avenue - 
Tamihana 
Avenue  to  
Fairfield Road                 

Key link from Boundary Road to Fairfield Road; busy street. 
Irregular street trees.  .  Frontage lots vary in size/width (rear lots 
not considered). Inconsistent lot layout.   Road follows the 
topography and provides link to Ranfurly Park.  Varied 
architecture.  Frontage treatments vary, including planting, fences 
of various heights.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cecil Street, 
English Street, 
Hugh Place, 
Larnach Street, 
Mears Road                 

Linked roads with limited access from Sandwich Road.  Street trees 
in berms.  Consistent lot size, but lot layout varies (setbacks, angles 
of buildings, garages in front  yards, some dominant parking).  
Little obvious influence from topography or green structure.  
Mixture of mainly single storey designs; some buildings provide 
poor frontages to the street. Inconsistent front boundaries, from 
open plan, low fences to tall fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Charlemont 
Street                 

Some street trees, but inconsistent size and spacing.   Lot size and 
lot layout inconsistent as a result of redevelopment  (recent 
developments along with older flat developments).  At northern 
end the street links to Edgecumbe Park (which is viewed as a 
landmark viewed along the street) .  Architecture and frontages 
are inconsistent. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Charles 
Crescent, Philip 
Street and 
Elizabeth Street                 

Provides link from Beerescourt Rd to Vercoe Road, but not part of  
legible road network.  Narrow berms with narrow carriageways 
(Charles is wider as provides linkage) and few street trees.  
Reasonable consistent lot width (with some variation).  Lot layout 
varies; some garages in front yard areas and buildings close to 
street.  Street laid over topography but not obvious desire to 
otherwise respond to this and no influence from green network.  
Frontages vary; some open plan but a number of harsh fences and 
buildings on boundaries. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Chartwell 
Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac.  Redevelopments.  Narrow berms with street trees.  
Varied lot size and shape, with lot layouts also varying (particularly 
setback and some areas of dominant parking).  Little obvious 
influence from topography and green structure.  Architecture 
varies, particularly with redevelopments and renovations.  Some 
tall dominant walls disrupt consistency of street (given its small 
length they have a significant impact). 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Chedworth 
Avenue 

                

Street/block layout does not make significant contribution to 
quality of area, nor does street design due to relatively small street 
trees.  Lot dimensions vary (especially frontage widths).  Lot 
layout, some angled buildings and changes in level from street 
(with retaining).  Original topography adds some interest but too 
urbanised to be clearly read.  Architecture varies significantly.  
Variation in frontage treatments, including various designs of low 
wall with and without low fences above. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Chedworth 
Avenue                 

Part of a wider linked network of streets.  Wide carrageway with 
wide frontage lots facing on to it.  Regualr street trees.  Lots 
appear generally consistent size.  Generally consistent lot layout, 
with long building frontage to the street.  Hillary Park fronts the 
street. Some variation in building design and materials.  Frontages 
vary. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Chequers 
Avenue 

                

Curving street provides interest, although street trees are 
irregular.  Lot sizes and frontage widths do vary, although overall 
appears reasonably consistent.  Most lot layouts consistent.  
Variation in building designs and materials and frontage 
treatments (including tall fencing and open plan). 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Chesterman 
Road, Norma 
Place, Olympia 
Place                 

Part of a wider connected network of streets (although Norma and 
Olympia are cul-de-sac off of main through route). Narrow 
carriageway; narrow berms but regular spaced street trees. 
Reasonable consistency in lot width and depth.  Some variation in 
lot layout; some buildings face street other are end on to street. 
Some dominant parking.  Street is flat with no significant influence 
from topography.  Some consistency in buildings (mainly brick - 
red, buff and split face, many with gables).  Area is well established 
with significant planting in front yards, some variation in frontages 
including some dominant fences, low retaining, and many hedges. 
Overall area does not look consistent. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Christie Street                 

Cul-de-sac which does not contribute to connectivity of wider local 
grid network.  Some small street trees.  Narrow carriageway.  Lot 
sizes vary at entrance to street, but consistent within it (even 
facing street at end of cul-de-sac).  Lot layout consistent, apart 
from where vary for typology entering street).  No obvious 
response to typology or link to green network.  Architecture and 
materials reasonably consistent (one frontage dwelling varies plus 
a rear lot at the end of the cul-de-sac).  Consistent frontages 
(low/open plan) apart from at entrance to street. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Churchill 
Avenue and 
Stokes Crescent                 

Curved alignment of both streets and their response to the 
topography adds interest.  Narrow carriageway with narrow berms 
and irregular street trees (more regular in Stokes Crescent).  
Redevelopment and associated subdivision has altered the lot size 
and layout, so that this is becoming inconsistent. Some garages in 
front yard areas. Some response to topography with street 
alignment following gulley; limited linkages to gulley area (some to 
reserve at Stokes Crescent).  Architecture and materials becoming 
inconsistent with redevelopments.  Frontage treatments vary from 
open plan through to fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Clarence Street, 
Hunter Street                 

Part of connected street network.  Some street trees.  Lot sizes 
and layouts vary with more recent developments.  Follow 
topogaphy of area.  Architecture and frontage treatments vary 
significantly. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Clark Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with street trees along each side 
(narrow berms).  Reasonably even lot width and depth although 
some variation at entry and at end of cul-de-sac.  Mainly 
consistent site layout (some variation).  Rising topography adds to 
character. Reasonable consistency in buildings; single storey, 
mainly steel hipped roof with brick elevations.  Chimneys. Some 
variation in frontages, including v. low walls, low fences of 
different styles, open frontages and significant planting.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Clark Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway, narrow berms and regular street 
trees.  Lot shape and sizes reasonably consistent, as is general site 
layout and setback.  Road slopes upwards although no other 
apparent influence of topography.  Reasonable consistency in 
architecture, design and materials (buff brick and weatherboard).  
Front boundaries include open plan, medium height fences and 
planting. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Clarkin Road                 

Part of a wider connected street network. Wide carriageway with 
good sized street trees.  Whilst lot widths vary, the overall 
impression is of consistent lots along the street.  Some variation in 
site layout, angles of buildings, placing of the building including 
setback.  Provides access to Fairfield Park.  Buildings are a mixture 
of ages and designs.    Many frontages are enclosed with medium 
to high fences. 

3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Claude Street                 

One of a grid of streets which links from Heaphy Terrace to Peach 
Grove Road. Narrow carriageway, wide berms and footpaths with 
irregular, large street trees.    Lot sizes vary, due to lot widths 
varying along street (wider at west) and due to significant number 
of sites being subdivided.  A large number of garages, large hard 
surfaced parking areas and driveways disrupt front yard areas.  
Grid network overlaid on relatively flat topography.  Some 
consistency with building materials and building styles but garages 
in front yards, alterations etc take away from this Some 
redevelopment.  Frontages vary including open plan, planting, low 
fences and some dominant higher fences.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Claudelands 
Road                 

Forms part of a group of streets linking from Te Aroha to 
Claudelands.  North side of street characterised by commercial and 
residential development which does not follow historic patterns or 
forms.  Large, but irregular, street trees.  On south, lots appear 
relatively regular but there is a range of development including 
two storey flats which appear at odds with the original character.  
The two storey developments impact on the apparent consistency 
of the architecture on south side of street.   layout on east side of 
street but less consistency on east due to redevelopment.  
Significant consistency in architecture and materials 
(weatherboard) on east side but redevelopment underway and 
other more recent building on the west.  Range of front 
boundaries, including block wall, low fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Clements 
Crescent, Samuel 
Place, McInnes 
Place                 

Series of links loop streets/cul-de-sac.  Regular street trees (vary in 
size in each street).  Lot size and shape reasonably regular.  Lot 
layout also reasonably regular.  Some areas of dominant parking.   
Clements Crescent fronts Tauhara Park.  Reasonable consistency in 
dwellings; impression is that they are mainly brick with tile and 
corrugated roofs.  Front boundaries vary significantly with open 
plan, low retaining through to dominant fences (the latter having a 
significant impact on quality and appearance of area). 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cleveland Street, 
Dermont Street                 

Cul de sac.  Narrow carrageway, regular, good sized street trees in 
berms (apart from at end of cul-de-sac).  Inconsistent lot width, 
and shape.  Inconsistent layout including setback and dominant 
parking.  Inconsistent architecture.  Variation in front boundaries 
including open plan, low to medium fences, and some more 
retaining walls. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Clifton Road                 

Part of city centre grid network.  Narrow carriageway with large 
street trees. West side is commercial.  Lot sizes and layout and 
architecture frontages all inconsistent. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Clyde Street                 

Key link from City Centre to Hillcrest/University.  Dominant 
carriageway; some street trees but becomes more harsh and 
urban towards west.  Lot size and layout varies along street.  Does 
not directly respond to topography or green structure.  
Redevelopments at west end; overall architecture and typology 
varies.   Frontage treatments vary, including open plan through to 
dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Coldwell Place                 

Cul-de-sac. Consistent small street trees.  Varied lot size and width 
(1 and 1A are duplex). Setback and site layout varies (some angled 
buildings on wide lots). Some dominant parking. No apparent 
influence of topography or green structure.  Some consistency in 
architecture, although variety of materials including brick (buff and 
split face), plaster and weatherboard.  Mainly open frontages 
(some with low retaining wall), but some dominant tall fences 
disrupt the consistency of this. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Coleridge Drive 
with Shelly 
Court, Brooke 
Way, Burns 
Court.                 

Reasonably consistent street trees along Colleridge Drive (no 
street trees in courts).  Some variation in lot shape due to curved 
alignment; however appearance is  regular overall.  Unclear how 
responds to topography .  State housing; generally consistent 
architecture and materials.  Frontages vary, but not too many 
dominant fences.  Overall, consistent but not of any noteworthy 
quality. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Colins Road                 

Part of a wider connected road network.  Road is dominant.  
Berms with some street trees, although irregular and not on both 
sides of stret in any one section of street.  Reasonably regular lot 
size, with narrow frontages to street, but lot laout varies including 
setback and general position of buildngs on sites.  Some links to 
green structure, with open space linking onto the street.  Whislt 
there are some common themes in architecture, overall the 
impression is that is it not consistent.  Frontages vary from open to 
dominant fences, however the overall impression is that fences 
are tall and dominant. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



College Place 

Cul-de-sac.  Very narrow carriageway, no street trees.  Some 
variation in lot width, although not noticeable from street.  
Regular site layout; some dominant parking. Not influenced by 
topography or green structure.  Brick and weatherboard buildings 
with mainly tiled hipped roofs.  with generally corrugated roofs. 
Dominant high fences/walls disrupt the consistency of the area. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as does 
not score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Colquhoun Place, 
Glendale Drive, 
Glenmorgan 
Place, Stirling 
Place 

Link and cul-de-sac with limited connectivity.  Narrow berms with 
irregular street trees.  Consistent lot size and shape. Consistent 
site layout, although some dominant parking.  Street and lots 
follow topography.  Some variation in architecture and materials.  
Many sites are open plan, but there are a number of retaining 
walls and some dominant fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Comries Road 

Road plays a strategic transport function but does not contribute to the 
quality  of the area.  Whilst there are some large street trees these are 
not consistent along the street.  Lot sizes and dimensions vary, as does 
the placement of buildings on some lots.  There is no apparent 
contribution of topography or green structure or any consistency in 
architecture (apart from a dominance of single storey dwellings).  
Frontage treatments vary, with some high fences and significant planting 
responding to the busy nature of the street. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended as 
HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score sufficiently 
high in 
Consistency 
Criteria 

Constance Street, 
Queenwood 
Avenue 

Part of a wider connected road network.  Regular street trees in 
berms; curves and follows topography which adds interest.  Some 
variation in lot width and lot layout (including setback, garages in 
front  yards and dominant parking).   Redevelopments have taken 
place.  No clear influence from topography and green structure. 
Lack of consistency in architecture, in part due to redevelopments.  
Low walls, fences and hedges dominate, although some lots vary 
from this, particularly when redevelopment has taken place. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cook Street 
(Firth St to 
Nixon St) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern.  Regularly spaced street trees (some small).  Variation in 
lot width and significant variation in lot layout due to 
redevelopments on both north and south side of street .  
Significant variation in architecture due to redevelopments, 
despite some retained  older buildings.   (especially at eastern 
end).  Variation in street frontage, including some plaster walls, 
timber fences and some more open frontages. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cook Street 
(Galloway to 
Dey) 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, range of street trees, some large (although in places at 
west end large gaps between).  Carriageway appears very 
dominant.  Whilst lots widths vary has impression of regular lot 
size/dimension.  Some consistency with lot layout but some 
garages in front yards or close to frontages, an dominant parking 
areas (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Some noticeable variations in architecture.  Some 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



variation in street frontage treatments, overall impression is 
medium height fences but some more dominant timber fences.  

Corbett Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow berms with no street trees.  Lot sizes vary 
from north side of street and south.  Setbacks vary.  Topography 
adds interest.  Variation in dwelling design and materials.   Some 
tall fences, retaining walls (overall inconsistent boundaries) 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Corrin Street                 

Linked to Tawa Street, with limited connectivity.  Narrow 
carrageway with some street trees (not fully regular along street).  
Some variation in lot width.  Lot layout varies with varied setback 
and some dominant areas of parking.  Topography has influenced 
form and layout of street.  Architecture and materials vary (with 
some older buildings).  Frontage treatments vary including open 
plan, low retaining and taller fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cotter Place                 

Does not form a clear part of the Hamilton East grid street 
network.  No street trees.  Lots along sides of street regular, with 
narrow frontages at cul-de-sac head.  Reasonably consistent lot 
layouts.  Architecture not very consistent; mix of brick and 
weatherboard (which is typical of area).  Front boundaries vary 
including open plan, planting and soldi fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Courtney Avenue, 
Maple Avenue                 

Part of connected road network.  Maple has wide berms and 
regular street trees (Courtney has limited street trees and 
narrower berms).  Some variaion in lot width and depth.  Some 
vairaion in lot layout, with angled layouts and some ends of 
buildngs facing street.  Some consistency in architecture.  Some 
dominant fences, in addition to open plan and low retaining. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Croall Crescent                 

State Housing.  Loop road which does not form direct links to 
outside of the area.  Narrow carriageway, narrow berms and large 
street trees. Consistent lot size and layout (although some 
dominant parking).  No link to topography or green network.  
Buildings brick or weatherboard with corrugated or tiled  roofs.  
Range of frontage treatment, including wide range of wall and 
fence designs which detract from consistency of area. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Crosby Road (pre 
1980 
development)                 

Part of a wider street network.  Wide, dominant road but large 
street trees .  Inconsistent lot widths and layout varies (including 
garages in front yards).  No apparent influence from topography or 
green structure.  Architecture varied.  Front boundaries not 
consistent. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Crosher Place                 

Cul-de-sac. Inconsistent street trees, although central reserve area 
with trees.  Lot size and layouts vary with redevelopments.  
Provides green space at centre.  Architecture and materials vary 
significantly.  Mainly open frontages or railings. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cunningham 
Road                 

Provides link from Verdon Road to Vercoe Road.  Consistent street 
trees in berms on east.  Less consistent street trees on west as 
berm removed to provide angled parking.  Reasonably regular lot 
size.  Reasonably consistent lot layout and setbacks, although 
some garages in front yard areas. No apparent response to 
topography or green structure.  Some consistency in architecture 
and materials brick or weatherboards).  A number of open 
frontages and planted frontages, with low walls and   a number of 
dominant fences. Parking along west side of street impact overall 
score 4/7  

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Cussen Road                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow curving carriageway, with regular small street 
trees.  Lot size, shape and layout varies (garages, car ports and 
dominant parking in front yards).  Does not directly respond to 
topography or green structure.  Mainly weatherboard with tile 
roof (some variation), but overall buildings do not appear 
consistent.  Frontages vary, open to tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dalethorpe 
Avenue                 

Not part of coherent street pattern.  No berm on east side, wide 
berm with no footpath on west side. Limited street trees.  
Reasonably regular lots; some subdivision/infill.  Very varied 
architecture and materials, and frontage treatments with some 
very dominant walls; not consistent. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Dalgliesh 
Avenue                 

Whilst part of a wider grid network, the blocks are long with 
limited north south connections,  and fails provide complete 
connections in all directions.  Very wide carriageway, narrow 
berms (in part no berm on south side).  Very limited number of 
street trees.  Some variation in lot widths and some 
buildings/garages close to street.  Overall impression is variation in  
architecture and materials.  Mainly low fences and walls, with 
some open plan frontages, although some large dominant parking 
areas seen from the street. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Darley Street                 

Links from Ulster Street to Maeroa Rd.   Street trees (some gaps).  
Reasonably regular lot frontage and size, but layout varies with 
garages in some front yards.  No apparent response to topography 
or green structure.  Some consistency with architecture and 
buildings, with weatherboard or brick elevations.  However, overall 
inconsistent appearance.  Front boundaries vary, with some tall 
fences, garages and open areas of parking which do not 
contribute. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Deanwell Avenue                 

Part of wider connected road network.   Irregular street trees 
although some are large.  Mainly consistent lot size and shape .  
However some variation in lot layouts (setback, angled buildings, 
dominant parking).  Little obvious influence of topography or 
green space.  Some inconsistency in dwellings and some poor end 
elevations towards the steet.  Frontages vary, from open plan, low 
retaining walls to tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Delamare Road                  

Part of a grid of connected streets , although limited connection 
out of the area.  Street trees in berms along both sides of street.  
Reasonable consistency in lot size/width and lot layout (although,  
varies at Bupa care home area, garages in front yard area and 
some buildings step closer to the street).  Not directly linked to 
topography or natural feature.  Brick, tile and weatherboard 
buildings, with various roof shapes and designs (including single 
and two storey).   Some open plan frontages, low retaining walls, 
and variety of medium/tall  height fences (which disrupt the 
cohesiveness of the area).   4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Denz Street                 

Note: Variation in Denz street as a whole. This assessment relates 
only to the 4 x two storey state houses at the end of the cul-de-
sac.  Cul-de-sac not providing any linkage as part of wider street 
network.  Narrow carriageway with narrow berms; no street trees.  
Variation in lot size and layout; however some consistency with 
four  two storey houses, with narrow street frontages and lots 
which widen to rear, and consistent lot layout with driveway to 
side and consistent setback.    Cul-de-sac does not continue and 
provide linkage to open space at Stokes Road.  Variation in 
architectural style of street as a whole (with some 
redevelopment).  Four two storey houses exhibit different detailed 
design to each other, but similar style and materials 
(weatherboard with clay tile roof).  Frontage treatments along 
street vary, including retaining wall, low fences, open with large 
areas of parking.  3/7  

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Deseret Road                 

Cul-de-sac.  West side is more urban in appearance with east 
consisting of larger lots (although lot sizes still vary on west).  No 
footpaths.  No street trees. Lot layout (setback and position of 
building) varies.  Sites follow topography but not a significant 
influence on overall design.  Buildings vary in design and materials. 
Front boundaries vary. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

DeVere 
Crescent 

                

Crescent street layout adds interest, as do the regular (small) 
street trees.  Lot dimensions vary a little along the street due to 
the crescent street.  This also brings some variation in setbacks; 
this does not bring a consistent character.  There is no apparent 
influence of topography or green structure. Frontage treatments 
vary, including tall fences, low fences, planting and open plan. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dey Street  
(Brookfield to 
Clyde)                 

Forms eastern edge of the Hamilton East street pattern.  Over 
setting and quality of the environment has been significantly 
compromised with construction of Wairere Drive.  Despite fence 
between Dey Street and Wairere Drive, the overall space devoted 
to cars appears very dominant.  Whilst lots size and layout is 
reasonably consistent, and there is variation in the architecture 
and in street frontage treatments.  Overall the  area has been 
significantly compromised. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dey Street 
(Clyde to Wilson 
Street)                 

Over setting and quality of the environment has been significantly 
compromised with construction of Wairere Drive.  Despite fence 
between Dey Street and Wairere Drive, the overall space devoted 
to cars appears very dominant.  Large redevelopments have 
brought lot sizes, lot layouts and architecture which are not 
consistent.  Overall the  area has been significantly compromised. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dinsdale Road                 

Part of wider connected street network.  Only rear berems, in 
parts, some street trees.  Lot width and size varies.  Lot layout 
varies; setback and some dominant parking.   Street follows 
topography and rises up hill.  Architecture varies as does frontage 
treatments which includes some tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Donny Avenue, 
Charmaine 
Crescent, Chelsea 
Place, Conway 
Place, Mayfair 
Avenue                 

Series of linked culs-de-sac (provides access to Donny Park).  Nice 
area, but lacks overall consistency.   Narrow carrageways, wide 
berms and street trees (although no street trees in Conway, 
inconsistent in Chelsea where berms are very narrow).  
Reasonalbel consistency in lot width and depth within 'sub areas 
although some redevelopment with multiple units.   Varied site 
layout, including setbacks, dominant parking and garages in front 
yards and also where redevelopment.  Follows topography to 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



provide access to Donny Park.   Varied architecture, and some 
dominant fences (which disrupt consistency of area). 

Douglas Crescent, 
McPherson Place, 
Kenney Crescent, 
Hockin Place                 

Part of a wider connected street network culs-de-sac.   Curve in 
Douglas adds interest (although also limited street trees in 
Douglas) .  Lots shape and sizes  consistent apart from end of culs-
de-sac.  Some varied setbacks and angled buildings, leading to less 
consistency.  Little influence of topography or green structure.  All 
buildngs of state housing designs, with mainly hipped tiled roofs.    
Mixture of mainly open frontages or medium height fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dovedale Place, 
Lachlan Drive, 
Leonard Place, 
Vincent Place                 

Link road and associated culs-de-sac.  Lachlan is wide carrageway 
with large street trees; culs-de-sac do not have street trees. 
Streets follow topography.  Reasonably consistent lot size and 
shape (varies where streets curve).  Layout varies, in part due to 
topography.  Some areas of dominant parking.  Streets and lot 
layouts respond to topography.  Architecture and materials vary.  
Frontages include open plan, retaining and dominant fences/walls. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dover Road                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide berms, with good street trees.  No footpath on 
west side.  Reasonably consistent lot width but some inconsistency 
in setback including garages in front yards.  No apparent influence 
of topography.  Inconsistent buildings exacerbated by 
redevelopment. Varied boundaries with a some dominant fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Duncan Road                 

Cul-de-sac, with further through connection.  Narrow carriageway, 
some large street trees but not consistent along street.  
Inconsistent lot size and layout (in particular setbacks).  Links to 
Pukete Park. Architecture inconsistent.  Frontages vary 
significantly. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Dunvegan Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Street trees within two islands in centre of street (not 
in berms).  Dominant carrageway.  Some consisency in lot size. 
Resaonably consistent lot layout but dominant parking detracts.  
Street responds to topography.  Reasonable consistent 
architecture and materials.  Mainly open frontages, with some 
retaining due to sloping street (some tall dominant fences) 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Dyer Street                 

Mainly commercial on west.  Large street trees, but inconsistent 
spacing.   Lot size becoming varied t as a result of redevelopment.  
Lots on north respond to topography .  Architecture and frontages 
are inconsistent. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

East Street (East 
of Peach Grove) 
and Gillett Lane                 

Long cul-de-sac off Peachgrove (Gillett Lane is driveway off of East 
Street with few characteristics expected on a street).  Large vacant 
site at intersection with Peachgrove.  Work being undertaken at 
time of Site Visit which will provide pedestrian access eastwards 
beyond end of street.    Wide carriageway, with berms and street 
trees.  Street trees not consistent, and whilst large do not have 
sufficient presence to overcome the appearance of the vast 
carriageway.   Lot widths (and overall size) vary, providing some 
inconsistency with the spacing of buildings and overall appearance 
from the street. Some large areas of off street parking. There is 
some inconsistency with architectural styles and materials, with 
some site having been redeveloped.  Front boundaries vary 
including open plan, planting, low fences, dominant higher fences 
and garages. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

East Street 
(West of Peach 
Grove)                 

The only continuous direct link from Brooklyn Road to Peachgrove 
Road.  Relatively wide carriageway, with berms and regularly 
spaced street trees. Lot widths (and overall size) vary, providing 
some inconsistency with the spacing of buildings and overall 
appearance of spaciousness from the street.  There are a number 
of lots with garages in the front yard areas, along with driveways 
to rear lots which further disrupt the appearance of the area.  A 
number of lots retain trees within them, and these are an 
important feature of the area.  There is reasonably consistency 
with architectural styles and materials, although some sites have 
been redeveloped.  Front boundaries vary including open plan, 
planting, low fences, dominant higher fences and garages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Edgecumbe 
Street                 

Mainly commercial at south end.  Large street trees, but 
inconsistent spacing.   Lot size and lot layout inconsistent as a 
result of redevelopment  (recent developments along with older 
flat developments).  At northern end the street responds to the 
topography, dropping down towards Victoria Street and linking to 
Edgecumbe Park .  Architecture and frontages are inconsistent. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Edinburgh Road                 

Part of a connected street network.  Some street trees but limited 
by overhead electricity. Wide carriageway and inconsistent berms.  
Topography and curving alignment adds interest. Reasonable 
consistency in lot width (although depth varies), some 
inconsistency in site layout (including setback and garages in front 
yard areas).  Topography evident.  Whilst there are areas of 
consistency in architecture and materials, hipped roofs with 
corrugated sheet or tiles, red or buff brick, or weatherboard 
elevations, overall there is not consistency with significant 
variation. Boundaries vary including low retaining through to a 
number of tall fences.  3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Edwin Street, 
Grassy Downs 
Place                 

Part of a grid of connected streets (although Grassy Downs Place is 
a cul-de-sac off of this), although limited connection out of the 
area.  Street trees in berms along both sides of street.  Reasonable 
consistency in lot size/width and lot layout, although there are 
some areas of dominant parking which disrupt this and some 
buildings step closer to the street.  Not directly linked to 
topography or natural feature.  Brick, tile and plaster buildings, 
with various roof shapes and designs (including single and two 
storey).   Many open plan frontages, some with dense planting, 
and a variety of medium height fences (which disrupt the 
cohesiveness of the area).   4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Eliot Street - 
Shakespeare 
Avenue                 

Berms but no street trees.  Some variation in lot shape due to 
curved alignment.  Redeveloped sites moving away from typical 
set backs etc.  Unclear how responds to topography .  State 
housing; was generally consistent architecture and materials, but 
sites cleared and redevelopment taking place which is bringing 
significant variation.  Frontages vary; many open plan but low 
fences and open fences too. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ellicott Road                 

Part of wider connected street network.  Only rear berms, in parts, 
some street trees.  Lot width and size reasonably consistent.  Lot 
layout varies; setback and position of buildings (above or below 
street) follow the topography.   Street follows topography and 
rises up hill.  Architecture varies as does frontage treatments, 
although overal impression is planted boundaries or low fences.. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Emerald Place                 

Street does not make a positive contribution to the area.  Whilst 
street design is consistent with street trees, lot dimensions vary 
due to cul-de-sac form of the street.  Lot layout varies, in setback 
and position of buildings at end of street.   The relationship of the 
street to the topography and green structure is seems with the 
reserve joining the street.  Building materials vary. Generally open 
plan or low fences along frontages (some more dominant fences 
closer to Bankwood Rd). 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Enderley 
Avenue                 

Long cul-de-sac off Peachgrove, supplementing access to Tramway 
Road and other streets connected to this.    Wide, dominant 
carriageway, with narrow berms.  Limited street trees.  Lot widths 
(and overall size) vary, providing some inconsistency with the 
spacing of buildings and overall appearance from the street.  
Compounded by lanes off the  street providing access or rear sites.  
Lot layouts and setbacks vary significantly.  Inconsistency with 
architectural styles and materials, with some sites having been 
redeveloped.  Front boundaries vary including open plan, planting, 
low fences, dominant higher fences and garages. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Eton 
Drive/Beverley 
Crescent                 

Cul-de-sacs. Pleasant environment with regular  street trees.  Lot 
widths and lot layouts vary (inconsistent setbacks). Some 
dominant parking.  Little influence of topography or green 
structure.  Buildings vary in architecture and materials.  Some 
dominant walls and fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Exeter Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Good street trees in front berm, although not fully 
consistent along street. Carrageway is wide.   Lot shapes/sizes, and 
lot layout all vary (some perpendicular laouts, some angled, some 
wide frontage to street, others narrow building frontage to street).  
Some dominant parking.  Road runs down topography adding 
interest.  Varied architecture and materials.  Mainly open (and 
planted) frontage, with some low fences and some retaining. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fairfield Road - 
River Road to 
Haultain                 

Significant link from River Road to Heaphy Terrace.  Varies along 
length, but generally street trees and berms (some wide).  Lot sizes 
and layouts vary (some accessed off driveways rather than direct 
from street).  Street alignment responds to topography.  
Architecture and front boundaries vary significantly. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fariview Street, 
Watkins Street, 
Cowen Place, 
Wattle Place                 

All part of a connected street network, with other culs-de-sac off 
of it. Fairview is a very long straight street, mainly with street trees 
(although there are gaps in these).  Lots are reasonably regularly 
sized on Fariview, although does vary in the culs-de-sac.  Lot layout 
does vary, with angles buidings, varying setback etc.  Little obvious 
influence of topography and green structure, apart from Fairview 
Street following the undulating topography.  Architecture and 
materials vary, as do front boundary treatments (which include a 
large number of tall fences). 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fend 
Street,Balmoral 
Rise, St Pauls 
Road, Ngaere 
Avenue                 

Group of connected roads; forming loop from Bankwood Road.  
Narrow carrageway with berms and regular street trees 
(recongising some limitations brought by overhead wires).  Lot 
sizes vary.  Lot layout also varies with a number of garages in front 
yards and some areas of dominant parking.  No obvious influence 
from topography or green structure.  Some consistency in 
architecture (buff brick) but redevelopments have deviated from 
this, and are promient due to reduced setback etc.  Simple steel 
garages in front yards also take away from this continuity.  Front 
boundaries include low fences, low walls, low retaining through to 
tall fences. The latter disrupt the consistency of the area and are 
dominant features. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Fenwick Crescent                 

Loop road.  Narrow carriageway, narrow berms and regular street 
trees.  Lot shape and sizes reasonably consistent (varies at 
intersections and on bends), as is general site layout and setback 
but buildings in front yards).  Some redevelopments.  No apparent 
influence of topography.  Variation in architecture, design and 
materials.  Front boundaries include open plan, medium height 
fences and planting. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fernleigh Street, 
Cascade Place, 
Lovelock Place                 

Fernleigh is part of a connected street network (Lovelock and 
Cascade are culs-de-sac).  Only street trees in Lovelock.  Some 
variation in lot sizes and widths.  Also some variation in lot layout, 
including angled buidings, long and short frontages to street, and 
differing typologies.  Little evidence of topography or green 
stucture being import design elements. Some consistency of 
architecture, but overall impression is that it is mixed.  Whilst 
some lots retain an open frontage, there are  tall and medium 
height fences which reduce the consistency of the streets. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fifth Avenue                 

Busy road with wide carriageway and limited street trees 
(although those on the northern side are very large and make a 
significant contribution to the local area).  Very inconsistent lot 
size and layouts as a result of large number of redevelopments.  
No apparent contribution from topography or to green structure.  
No consistency with architecture and varied frontage treatments. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Flynn Road, 
Bretton Terrace, 
Vectis Road, 
Foster Avenue, 
Sutton Crescent, 
Garthwood Road, 
Vista Terrace                 

Part of series of cul-de-sac, single point of entry.  Consistent street 
trees.   Reasonably consistent lot width and dimensions in each 
street.  Reasonable consistency setbacks/layout; some dominant 
parking.  Some consistency in architecture and materials.  Some 
retaining walls, low fences etc and some tall  fences but balanced 
by other good boundaries. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Forest Lake 
Road                 

Significant link between Te Rapa Road and Avalon Drive and 
locations to the west.  Runs along ridge.  Wide carriageway with 
berms along much of the street with some street trees.  Whilst 
there are reasonably consistent lot sizes along street, lot layout 
(including setbacks) varies along street, in part as some dwellings 
are above or below street level, responding to topography.  Street 
follows topography of area.  Variation in architecture and 
materials (including redevelopments); whilst there are some good 
quality older buildings these are not the lasting impression.  
Frontage treatments vary, including dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Forsyth Street                 

Part of wider street network.  Good, regular spaces street trees.  
Variation in lots, and lot layout (setback). Some garages in front 
yards.  No apparent influence of topography.  Inconsistent 
buildings as a result of redevelopments. Varied boundaries with a 
number of dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fow Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide berms,  street trees and narrow carriageway.  
Lot size and layout varies; significant variation in setback.  Garages 
in front yards along with significant areas of dominant car parking.  
Significant number of redevelopments; design and materials of 
developments vary.  Front boundaries vary including tall fences, 
low fences and open plan. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fowlers Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac.  No street trees.Lot shape and layout varies (including 
redevelopments).   Street climbs up steep hill.  Varied architecture 
and materials.  Frontages vary, from open to walls and tall fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fox Lane (Adj. 
to SH1)                 

Forms southern edge of Hamilton East street pattern.  Narrow 
carriageway sandwiched alongside SH1.  Lot sizes and dimensions 
vary, as does building setback.  Buildings are inconsistent as are 
frontage treatments (with some open  with whole of front yard  
set over to parking and others with dominant fences. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Fox Street                 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, substantial regularly spaced street trees.  Regular lot 
size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots; except for 
area between Fox Street-Brookfield Street-Dey Street which is 
recent development (rear lots vary).  Grid layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform.   Driveways to rear lots are a dominant 
feature and disrupt the frontages.  Some consistency in 
architecture, but taken as a whole the overall impression is that 
there is a range of styles which together do not form a coherent 
area.  Some variation in street frontage treatments, including 
some dominant fences 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Frances Street                 

Forms clear block of streets north and south  of Te Aroha.  Good 
street trees with wide berms .  Lots regularly sized and general 
consistency with lot layout at west and centre, but varies from this 
in the east.  inconsistent architecture, despite there being some 
buildings which would merit consideration in their own right.  
Range of front boundary treatments, including dominant tall 
fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Frederick Drive                 

Cul-de-sac. Narrow berms with street trees.   Lot shapes and sizes 
vary.  Layout of lots varies, including angled buildings,  setback, 
garages in front yards and dominant parking.  No overall 
consistency with architecture and materials.  Frontages vary, 
including open plan through to some dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

French Street / 
Joffre Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide carriageway with narrow berms.  Some street 
trees.  Tall fences, redevelopments, wide driveways and dominant 
parking.  Some uniformity in site size/width but not entirely 
consistent and site layout varies.  Varied setbacks and dominant 
parking.  Position of Joffre Street appears to be to provide views 
over lake.  Redevelopments with different building styles and 
materials takes away from continuity of older buildings.  Some tall 
fences (particularly French Street). 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Galbraith 
Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac  without linkages beyond.  Narrow street, with berm on 
one side and footpath on the other.  No street trees.  Lot shapes, 
sizes and layouts vary (including buildings close to street 
frontages)  No obvious response to topography or links to green 
structure.   Frontages vary, but includes a number of dominant 
fences.   0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Garden Heights 
Avenue                 

Part of a wider road network but limited connection out of area.  
Curving alignment adds interest but wide carrageway. 
Regular/good street trees.  Lot shapes and widths reasonably 
consistent given curving alignment of street.  Site layout varies 
(variation in setback and placement of buildings).  Varied 
buildings/architecture, some redevelopment, and varied 
frontages. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Garnett Avenue                 

Dominant wide carriageway with in parts only one berm.  No 
street trees.  Lots (not on intersections) are generally similar width 
and size.  Setbacks vary.  No apparent response to topography, 
although street fronts reserve/water world.  Some redevelopment; 
impacts consistency of development.  Fences vary, although lasting 
impression is of fences, including some dominant high fences.  
Overall, the street dominates the character of the area. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Garrick Place                 

Cul-de-sac from Te Rapa Road.  Provides pedestrian access to 
Vardon Park.  Regular, but small, street trees within berms.  
Regular, wide but shallow lots.  Reasonably consistent lot layout, 
although some dominant parking areas. No apparent influence of 
topography, although does provide link to Vardon Park.  
Architecture and materials reasonably consistent (single storey 
brick with hipped roofs, and some gabled roofs).  Frontages mainly 
open, but some very dominant fences.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Gerrand Place                 

Cul-de-sac layout adds little to character, although narrow street 
with street trees is attractive.  Lot layout and sizing not consistent, 
little evidence of design responding to green structure of area.  
Buildings of varying design and materials.  Mainly open plan 
frontages but some low walls and fences.  2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Gibson Road                 

Part of wider connected road network; relatively limited 
connections into area give its size. Wide carrageway with narrow 
berms with street trees.  Reasonably regular lot width and size; 
some more intensive development close to Poaka Avenue.  Site 
layout varies, with some buildings on set above and street level, 
with setback responding to this and dominant areas of parking.  
Development responds to topography.  Some consistency in 
architecture and materials.  Frontages vary, from open, various 
heights of fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Gilbass Avenue, 
Hastings Place, 
Rimmington Drive                  

Series of cul-de-sac, do not connect more widely. Inconsistent 
street tree planting.  Inconsistent lot frontage and shape.  
Reasonably consistent lot layout.  Dominant areas of parking.   
Varied architecture and materials, and varied boundaries including 
some retaining and tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Gillies 
Avenue/Griffiths                  

Consistent berms and generally regularly, generally large, spaced 
street trees (no berms or street trees in Griffiths place). Lot widths 
(and overall size) as a result of the alignment of the railway to the 
south.  This provides some inconsistency with the spacing of 
buildings and overall appearance of spaciousness from the street.  
There are some  lots with garages in the front yard areas,  these 
are not too disruptive to the overall appearance of the area.  A 
number of lots retain trees within them, and these are an 
important feature of the area.  There is reasonably consistency 
with architectural styles and materials.  Front boundaries vary 
including open plan, planting, low fences, and a limited number of 
dominant higher fences and garages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Glading Place                 

Cul-de-sac. Very narrow carriageway.  Inconsistent street trees in 
berms.  Inconsistent lot sizes and setbacks.  Some dominant 
parking.  Topography and green structure do not appear to have 
influenced the layout.  Architecture varies. Tall dominant  fences.  0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Glen Lynne 
Avenue (East, 
Chartwell 
section) 

                

Street layout responds to the topography and makes a 
contribution to the character of the area.  The carriageway is wide 
and reasonably dominant, with only a small length of central 
median.  Whilst at the east end there are regular street trees, this 
is less so further to the west, with reliance on planting within lots 
and reserve areas.  Lots vary in shape and width.  Buildings along 
the street vary, as do frontage treatment (including low walls, 
fences and planting). 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Glen Lynne 
Avenue (West, 
Queenwood 
section)                 

Part of a wider street network.  Wide carriageway with regular 
street trees.  Regular lot size and shape.  Some variation in lot 
layout, including setback, garages in front yard.  Little evidence of 
influence of topography or green structure (part from where 
Tauhara Park meets road at junction of east and west sections of 
the street.  Some variation in dwellings from different materials 
etc.  Front boundaries vary with some dominant tall walls and 
fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Glenview Terrace                 

Part of a wider road network.  Road follows topography but wide 
carrageway. Regular/good street trees.  Lot shapes and widths 
vary.  Site layout varies ( variation in setback and placement of 
buildings).  Varied buildings/architecture, some redevelopment, 
and varied frontages. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Golden Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with regular street trees.  Some 
variation in lot width.  Reasonably regular site layout; some 
dominant parking. Not influenced by topography or green 
structure.  Mainly brick facades, some weatherboard with 
generally corrugated roofs. Mainly gables; some hipped roofs.  
Mainly open frontages; some low open fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Goldsmith 
Street Incl. East 
end of Rimu 
Street                 

Curved street alignment, wide berms and street trees within 
Goldsmith contribute to the character of the area.  Lot shape and 
size varies within and outside of block (and due to typology).  Lot 
layout varies with some garages in front yard areas and with 
different typologies/newer development.   Street alignment 
responds to gulley area outside.  Some consistency in architecture 
and materials of older buildings, but infill development dilutes this.  
Some dominant high fences and large areas of parking on 
frontages. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Goodall Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Curving aligment, berm only on one side and no street 
trees. Some consistency in lot size, but varies where street curves.  
Lot layout responds to topography with some buildngs above and 
some below street. Many do not provide positiv efrontage to the 
street. Street follows topography.  Architecture design and 
materials vary.  Frontage treatments vary and include some large 
areas of retaining bank and retaining walls. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Gordon Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow street.  Street trees in Mullane only. Lot size, 
shape and layout varies.  Some dominant parking.  Mullane fronts 
green space at school.  Architecture varies.  Mixed boundaries.  
Some dominant tall fences detract from the streets. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Grandview Road                 

Part of connected network.  Very dominant carrageway/traffic.  
Some street trees (varies along length).  Consistent lot shape and 
size.  Lot layout varies, including setbacks and garages in front 
yards.  Range of architecture.  Overall impression is of variation.  
large number of tall fences.   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Grange Avenue                 

Part of connected network.  Dominant carrageway, with large 
street trees (although not fully regular/consistent along the 
street).  Some consistency in lot shape, although width varies.  Lot 
layout varies; angled buildings, some end elevations to the street, 
setback varies.  Some redevelopments.  Consistent maintly 
transportable architecture.  Frontages vary, from low fences, to 
taller fences to fully planted.  Overall impression is of planting 
along frontages. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Greta Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Regular street trees but straight alignment of 
carrageway makes it dominant.  Reasonalby regular lot size and 
shape, but layouts varies including setbacks and garages in front 
yards, and dominant parking.  Architecture/materials varies and 
some dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Grey Street 
(north end, 
Dawson Street 
to Te Aroha 
Street)                 

Excluding commercial and community use sites - Key route into 
Hamilton East from the north; significant traffic.  Road runs 
through cutting with houses adjacent (south) and above  (and on 
west also below) when closer to Te Aroha intersection (these are 
accessed by service roads).    Southern area of no significant 
character.  Houses off service lanes have reasonably regular lot 
frontage width and lot layout, although some newer developments 
disrupt this..  Respond to original topography of area.  Reasonable 
consistency in architecture and materials (mainly weatherboard 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



and some brick), although disrupted by some newer 
developments. Varied front boundaries, including walls and 
fences. 

Grove Place, 
Jasmine Avenue, 
Madison Place, 
Tattersfield Place,                   

Link road and series of culs-de-sac.  Narrow berms and very limited 
street trees.  Generally consistent lot width and shape.  Layout 
inconsistent with angled buildings and varied setback. Architecture 
and materials consistent with artificial weatherboard and gabled 
roofs being predominant (albeit low quality).  Boundaries vary, 
including tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Halberg Crescent, 
Lydiard Place                 

Loop road (and cul-de-sac).  Curving alignment adds interest to 
street, and narrow carrageway but very few (one?) street trees. A 
very large berm area in north east.  Lots shape and sizes do vary 
but on the whole site layout is very consistent and impression is of 
overall consistency in layout, size and shape of lots.  Little obvious 
influence of topography or green structure.  All buildngs of state 
housing designs, with a mixture of hipped and gabled tiled roofs.  
However the variation in buildngs materials (brick, weatherboard 
etc) impact on the apparent consistency of the area.  Many 
frontages are open, but some have tall fences, low fences and/or 
dense planting. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hamblyn Crescent                 

Part of connected road network.  Mainly street trees (some parts 
inconsistent).  Regular lot size and shape.  Lot layout varies with 
inconsistent setback,  some angled layouts and end elevations 
facing street.  Overall impression is of varied architecture and 
materials (including some two storey).  Frontages vary including 
low retaining, medium and tall fences and planting.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hamilton 
Parade                 

Single sided street, overlooking the river (with footpath alongside 
river).  Large berm on west side, with informally arranged large 
tree within this.    Lot width reasonably consistent along street 
frontage.  Building setback reasonably consistent.  Street follows 
alignment of river, and buildings viewed against backdrop of rising 
ground and development to the rear.  Architecture is not 
consistent.  Frontages generally open with trees or some planting 
within the front yard area.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Hammond Street                 

Significant proportion of redevelopment.  Part of the partly 
connected block pattern.  Wide berms with large street trees.    
Lots reasonably consistent in width but lot layout varies where 
redevelopment has taken place and setback varies in older sites 
too.  Some dominant parking areas and garages in front yards.  
Architecture is varied due to redevelopments.  Frontage treatment 
varies including some tall fences, open fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hardley Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with large street trees. West side 
is commercial.  Some consistency in lot sizes and layout, 
architecture and materials in south only.  Overall impression is that 
the area is inconsistent. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Harlech Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Only rear berms with no street trees. Lot sizes and 
layouts vary.  Some dominant parking.  Architecture and materials 
vary.  Mainly open frontages, but some  tall dominant fences at 
start of street. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Haultain Terrace                 

Provides link from Fairfield Road to Clarkin Rd.  Large street trees.  
Reasonably regular lots; lot shapes vary in south where street 
curves; some redevelopment.  Reasonably consistent architecture 
and materials (weatherboard and some brick), but two storey 
redevelopment of two storey varies significantly.  Frontage 
treatments consistent with fences, open plan and planting. 5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative  

Hawk Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow berms with no street trees.  Lot size and shape 
vary.  Lot layout varies; angled buildings and many end elevations 
towards street and some dominat garages.  Whilst some 
consistency with materials (including split face and  
weatherboard), overall impression is that it is varied.  Front 
boundaries mainly low/medium fences.   1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hazelwood 
Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide carrageway.  Lot width and size not consistent.  
Lot layout varies with some end elevations facing street. Varied 
architecture and materials. Frontages open plan, planted or low 
retaining.   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Heaphy Terrace                 

Significant north-south route.  Wide dominant carriageway, with 
street trees in parts (but not within study area and insufficient to 
overcome the dominance of the road).  Lot sizes/width varies as 
does setback of buildings.  Diverse building styles and frontage 
treatments along street (although could break into 'zones' and find 
consistency).  Many responding to busy environment with tall 
fences or dense planting. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Heaphy Terrace 
(north of 
Boundary Road)                 

Significant north-south route.  Wide dominant carriageway, with 
street trees in parts but not consistent (and insufficient to 
overcome the dominance of the road).  Lot sizes/width reasonably 
consistent as is setback of buildings.  Diverse building styles and 
frontage treatments along street (although could break into 
'zones' and find consistency).  Many responding to busy 
environment with tall fences or dense planting. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Heaphy Terrace 
(south of 
Boundary Road)                 

Significant north-south route.  Wide dominant carriageway, with 
street trees in parts but not consistent (and insufficient to 
overcome the dominance of the road).  Lot sizes/width vary, as 
does setback of buildings.  Diverse building styles and frontage 
treatments along street, many responding to busy environment 
with tall fences or dense planting. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Heath Street, 
Cotton Street                 

Part of wider street network.  Wide carriageway with only limited 
street trees.  Variation in lots, and lot layout (setback).  No 
apparent influence of topography but does include Heath Park.  
Inconsistent buildings; with redevelopment.  Varied boundaries 
with a number of dominant fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Herbert Road                 

Part of a wider street network.  Wide carriageway with regular 
street trees.  Redevelopment has taken place.  Variation in lot 
sizes/shape, and in lot layout including setback.  Little evidence of 
influence of topography but long frontage with Chartwell Park .   
Architecture and front boundaries vary significantly, especailly 
with new development.   2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Higgins Road                 

Part of wider connected network.  Commercial to east side of 
street (and some commercial on west).  No street trees on 
residential side.  Wide dominant carrageway.   . Variation in lot 
width and size.  Variation in lot layout, including some cleared sites 
and dominant garages.  Architecture and materials and frontages 
all vary; includes a large number of dominant tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Hillcrest Road                 

Part of wide street network.  Wide carriageway and significant 
traffic flows.  Variation in lot width and depth.  Variation in lot 
layout (setbacks; garages and redevelopments)  Topography adds 
interest to street does not overcome significant lack of interest of 
the street design.  Whilst there are some interesting houses (Art 
Deco, Cottages and other older buildings) overall architecture is 
varied.  Generally planted, open or medium height fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hilton Road                 

Part of wider street network.  Wide carriageway, with large street 
trees on north side (less on south due to overhead wires).  
Variation in lots, and lot layout (setback). Some garages and 
dominant parking in front yards.  No apparent influence of 
topography.  Inconsistent buildings exacerbated by 
redevelopment. Varied boundaries with a some dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hobson Street                 

Consistent street trees (smaller on the east side of street). Regular 
lot frontages, but depth varies as significant number of rear lots; 
leading a  number of dominant driveways to rear lots.   Lot layout 
varies (some buildings not perpendicular to street) and some 
garages in front yard areas.  No obvious responses to topography 
or links to green structure.  Some consistency in architecture and 
materials (weatherboard and brick) but overall impression of 
variation (with newer developments deviating from older).  
Frontages vary with some very dominant fences and walls. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Holden Avenue                 

Whilst part of a wider grid network, the blocks are long with 
limited north south connections,  and fails provide complete 
connections in all directions.  Small street trees .   Lot size and 
layout varies with sites subdivided, and some garages close to 
street.   Lot layout also responds to rising topography.  Street rises  
with landform.  Some consistency with architecture and materials, 
but varies, with new infill.  Some dominant tall fences/retaining. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Holland Road                 

Only south side of street within Area Plan area; both north and 
south of street considered in this assessment.  Provides link from 
Heaphy Terrace to Peachgrove Road.  Curving street alignment 
brings interest with substantial, regular street trees.  Lot size and 
lot layout as consistent as can be achieved with curving alignment 
of street.  Not clear how street alignment has been influenced by 
topography, and does not relate to any green structure.  
Architecture is generally consistent (some redevelopment is 
bringing changes to this).  Frontage treatments are mainly low 
fences, but there are some dominant fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Holloway Place                 

Cul-de-sac; does not contribute to the connectivity of the wider 
local grid street network.  .  Regularly spaced street trees. Lot 
shape/layout varies.  No apparent response to topography or links 
to green structure.  Overall the impression is of variation of 
architecture and materials.   Mainly open plan layouts or low walls, 
with planting. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Horne Street - 
Selwyn to Tidd                 

Redevelopments have taken place.  Part of the partly connected 
block pattern between Pembroke street and the River.  Good sized 
regularly spaced street trees in berms.  Lots vary in width and 
depth.  Lot layout varies where redevelopment has taken place 
and setback varies in older sites too.  Some dominant parking in 
front yards. Street runs parallel to ridge.  Architecture is varied.  
Frontage treatment varies including tall fences, open railings. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Horne Street - 
Tidd to Park 
Terrace                 

Less varied than above.  Some redevelopment (not recent).  Part of 
the partly connected block pattern between Pembroke street and 
the River.  Good sized regularly spaced street trees in berms.  Lots 
vary in width and depth.  Lot layout varies where redevelopment 
has taken place and setback varies in older sites too.  Street runs 
parallel to ridge.  Architecture is varied.  Frontage treatment varies 
including some tall fences, open fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Houchens Road                 

Part of a wider road network.  Very wide carrageway, with street 
trees only on one side .  Lot shapes and widths vary.  Site layout 
varies (significant variation in setback).  Varied 
buildings/architecture, and varied frontages. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Howden Road                 

Forms part of a series of streets off west side of Heaphy Road, but 
does not  form part of a wider connected street pattern.  Street 
trees in wider berms.   Broadly lot shape and layout in east-west 
section, with varied layout in north-south section.  Street layout is 
imposed over broadly flat landform.  Whilst there are older 
weatherboard buildings in the east-west section, these do not 
create a clear character, and buildings vary significantly in the 
north-south section.   Varied frontage treatments, including walls 
and some dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Howell 
Avenue/Louise 
Place                 

Part of a wider network of streets.  Good size, regular street trees.  
Wide carriageway. Variation in lot width.  Some variation in lot 
layout, although mainly narrow frontages to street. Some 
dominant parking.  Street follows topography; adds interest. Some 
consistency in dwellings, mainly brick with gabled roofs.  Mainly 
open frontages or low fences; some retaining walls and  taller 
fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Hudson Street 
(excluding 
Hammond Park)                 

Part of a wider connected network of streets. Wide carriageway; 
only one footpath in central section. Consistent street trees. Some 
variation in lot width/depth.  Lot layout varies (setback, 
orientation of garages etc and some dominant parking).  Street 
follows topography which adds interest.  Inconsistent buildings; 
architecture and materials.  Low walls, retaining and open plan 
frontages with a number of dominant fences at the south. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Huia Avenue                 

Part of a grid network of streets to the west of Forest Lake Road. 
Regular street trees; with topography add significantly to the 
character of the street.  Reasonably consistent lot width and size 
(varies with infill).  Lot layout varies.  Street sits on topography, via 
other local streets provides access to Minogue Park. Variation in 
buildings (potentially some railway cottages?).  Frontages a mix of 
low fences, planting, retaining.  4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Hukanui Road                  

Wide, dominant road, providing strategic link.  Includes some good 
large street trees.  Whilst there is some consistency in lot shape 
and size along the street (apart from where there are non-
residential uses), there is variation in the design and architecture 
of buildings and in the frontage treatments (many of which 
respond to the dominance of the road).   Some redevelopments 
which do not add to the consistency of the area. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Insoll Avenue                 

Part of a wider connected street network. Wide carriageway with 
some good sized street trees (but irregular).  Lot dimensions vary, 
with redevelopments.  Significant variation in site layout, 
particularly with redevelopments.  Road follow topography but 
topography and green structure do not appear to have 
significantly influenced the design of the area.  Buildings are a 
mixture of ages and designs.    A wide range of frontage 
treatments. 

1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Irene Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac.  No street trees.Lot shape and layout varies (differing 
width frontages).  Lot layout varies with some buildings end on to 
street and at angle to the street.  Some areas of dominant parking.  
Varied architecture and materials.  Generally open frontages, 
although some walls/planting. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Irvine Street                 

Part of connected network.  Wide berm with regular street trees.  
Consistent lot width and shape. Site layouts vary, including 
setback.  Architecture and materials vary.  Site frontages vary from 
open plan through to tall fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Joanna Place                 

Part of wider connected road network.   Infrequent street trees 
although many are large.  Consistent lot size and shape (apart from 
at bend in street).  However some variation in lot layouts (setback, 
angled buildings, dominat parking).  Little obvious influence of 
topography or green space.  Some inconsistency in dwellings and 
some poor end elevations towards the steet.  Frontages vary, from 
open plan, low retaining walls to tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

John Street                 

Wide berms, with footpath only on west side.  No street trees.  
Inconsistent lot size and lot layout (including setbacks).  No 
apparent contribution from topography or to green structure.  No 
consistency with architecture and varied frontage treatments 
(although no overly dominant fences). 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Johns View 
Terrace                 

Part of a wider network of streets.  Narrow berms and footpaths 
with street trees. Lots widths and shapes vary.  Some 
inconsistency in lot layout (angled buildings).  Topography 
(rising/falling road) adds to interest of area.  Varied architecture 
and materials (brick, plaster and weatherboard)  Mixed front 
boundaries including open plan, planting, railings and tall fences.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Johnson Street, 
Rothwell Street                 

Cul-de-sac. Wide berms with large street trees. Lot sizes and 
shapes are reasonably consistent (except at multi unit site and 
around stream).  Lot layout varies, including setbacks and some 
redevelopment. Some dominant parking.  Stream through area is 
maintained and cuts across street.  Architecture and materials 
vary.  Some dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Kahikatea Drive                 

Part of a connected network of streets.  Narrow berms, irregular 
street trees and wide carriageways.  Lot widths vary on bends and 
corner sites.  Site layout varies; angled placement of buildings and 
setbacks (garages in front yards).  Some consistency in buildings; 
brick and weatherboard.  Significant variation in front boundaries 
including some dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Kakanui Avenue                 

Part of a wider connected street network (although provides link 
across rather than critical route).  Rising topography and bend in 
street provide interest.  Berms and street trees, although design 
and regularity of trees varies. Lot sizes relatively even, apart from 
on bend.  Ground rises to east, with buildings set above street 
level, and below on west.  Broadly similar site layout, apart from 
responding to topography.  Some areas of dominant parking.  
Development responds to topography.  Mainly hipped roofs, brick, 
block and weatherboard; however there is some variation in 
buildings.  Front boundaries include planting, low fences, walls and 
retaining.  Some retaining within front yards is dominant. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Karen 
Crescent/Lethbor
g Street/Evelyn 
Court                 

Part of a connected network (south section of Karen Crescent is 
cul-de-sac).  Narrow berms with street trees.  Reasonably regular 
lot size and shape, but lot layout varies.  No significant influence of 
topography.  Some consistency with architecture (mainly 
weatherboard transportable homes).  Frontage treatment vary, 
including fences, planting and open.  Some redevelopments. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Keats Crsecent, 
Shakespeare 
Avenue, 
Masefield Drive                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Narrow carrageway, 
some street trees (not in Shakespeare).  Overall lot width and 
depth inconsistent.  Some variation  in lot layout including 
buildings angled on the site, varied setback, garages in front yards.  
Some continuity with building designs, as generally state house 
designs.  Front boundaries vary,from open through to dominant 
fences.   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Kensington Place                 

Cul-de-sac. Curving street alignment adds interest.  Good street 
trees, although they are not consistent along the street.   Lot 
shape and dimension vary.  Lot layout(setbacks) also vary. Some 
dominant car parking.   No apparent influence from topography or 
green structure.  Whilst some similarities in architecture (apart 
from redevelopment close to the start of the street), overall the 
impression is not of consistency. Front boundaries vary but a 
number of tall fences which disrupt the consistency of the street. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Kingsley Street                 

Short cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with berms and regularly 
spaced street trees. Lot shape/layout varies close to Vardon Rd 
and at end of cul-de-sac.  Lot layout generally consistent with 
some variation in east side centre of street.  No apparent response 
to topography or links to green structure.  Some consistency in 
architecture, but overall the impression is of variation.   Mainly 
open plan layouts or low walls, with planting (taller fences in 
centre of street) 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Kingsway 
Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac which does not contribute to connectivity of wider local 
grid network.  Some  street trees.  Lot sizes and layouts vary, 
responding to topography (with buildings above and below street 
level).   Some response to typology although does not link to green 
network.  Architecture and materials vary.  Frontages vary, with 
some dominant fences.   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Kiwi Avenue                 

Part of a grid network of streets to the west of Forest Lake Road. 
Some inconsistency in spacing and size of street trees.  
Inconsistent lot width and size.  Lot layout varies.  Street sits on 
topography, via other local street provides access to Minogue 
Park.  Some consistency in buildings but overall impression is that 
there is variation.  Frontages vary, with some dominant fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Kotahi Avenue                 

Small cul-de-sac off of Victoria Street.  Not visited.  Does not 
appear to display usual characteristics expected in a street. Some 
buildings of quality, but overall likely to not meet criteria.   

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Krippner Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide arrrageway and no berms or street trees.  Lot 
shape varies at end of cul-de-sac, as does lot layout.  Some 
consistency with architecture.  Tall fences disrupt the area. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lafferty Street                 

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and 
Maeroa Road; some of the block are long, although Lafferty Street 
(with Miro Street) assists with breaking up the blocks and 
improving the connectivity. Street sits on top of steep topography.  
Narrow  carriageway. Regular street trees in berms.  A number of 
the sites were corner lots, facing other streets, so present long 
frontage to Lafferty.  However, some redeveloped (multiple units 
on some).  This has impacted lot size and lot layout/setbacks.  
Strong response to topography.  Whilst there are some good 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



quality buildings on some corners, overall there is not consistency 
in architecture and buildings.  Boundaries vary, with some tall 
fences particularly and some dominant areas of driveway . 

Lake Road (in 
area of 
intersection with 
Queens Avenue)                 

Provides important cross city connection; busy route.  Wide 
carriageway with footpaths and irregular street trees.  Lot shape 
and width more regular on north, in part due to topography.    
Some historic weatherboard buildings.  However, recent and 
historic redevelopments throughout street disrupt overall 
consistency.  Boundaries vary with a number of tall fences; 
recognising that this is a busy street. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lancewood 
Avenue, Filmer 
Place                 

Cul-de-sacs.  Reasonably regualr lot frontages (although overall 
size and shape varies).  Varition in lot layout.  Links to Mahoe Park.  
Some inconsistency in dwelling designs (some two storey).  Front 
boundaries vary with open plan through to various fence/walls. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lansdowne 
Crescent, 
Ridgeway Place, 
Splitt Avenue                 

Series of linked roads/cul-de-sac.  Wide carrageway, irregular 
street trees in berms.  Some consistency in lot width, althugh 
overall variation in width and shape.  Inconsistent layout including 
setback and some dominant parking.  Building architecture varies.  
Some dominant retaining walls and some taller/dominant fences 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lawrence Street                 

Narrow carriageway and curve in street provides some interest,  
regular street trees along street.  Lot shape and sizes vary on north 
and south side of street, providing an inconsistent appearance.  
Some consistency in buildings, with use of brick on many.  Some 
large dominant fences take away from the character of the street. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lee Place, 
Rawlings Street, 
Willis Street                 

Part of a wider connected street network (although limited 
connections to wider area).  Limited street trees.  Good 
consistency in lot width, and shape.  Some variation in layout 
including setback, garages in front yards, dominant parking.  
Consistent state house architecture.  Variation in front boundaries 
including open plan through to tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Leslie Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Only one street tree.  Regular lot sizes (even at end of 
cul-de-sac).  Howevresome variationin lot layout (angled 
buildings).  Little obvious contribution of topography and green 
space.  Some consistency with dwellings but a number of poor end 
elvations facing the street.  Frontages vary from open paln to a  
number of tall fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lilac Street, 
Bembridge Place, 
Katherine Place                 

Culs-de-sac.  Good street trees in berms alongside wide 
carrageway (less in Bembridge and Katherine).  Regular lot size 
(varies a little on bends).  Reasonably consistent site layouts, 
frontage follow the street although areas of dominant parking.  
Little response to green structure; dwellings back onto green area, 
not face it.  Some consistency with dwellings although a number of 
poor end elevations facing the street.  Mainly low fences along 
frontages, although some open plan and taller fences. number of 
tall fences, although some open frontages.   3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Livingstone 
Avenue, Magnolia 
Crescent, Simon 
Place                 

Part of connected network.  Street trees.  Curving alignment on 
road.  Lot width and sizes vary.  Lot layout varies  including setback 
(in part due to westside of street lots higher than street and some 
on east side lower than street.  Some influecne of topography.  
Architecture and materials vary (including mix of single storey and 
two storey).  Range of boundareis including retaining, and a 
number of tall fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lugton Street, 
Mooney Street                 

Loop off side of connected road network.  Very wide berms with 
street trees.  Regular lot size and shape.  Lot layout varies 
withinconsistent setback,  some angled layouts and many end 
elevations towards street frontage.  Some redevelopment.   
Architecture and materials reasonably consistent, with brick, split 
face and weatherboard with gabled roofs.  Mainly open plan or 
low fences but some taller fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Lyon Street                 

Part of a connected network. Large street trees in berms.  Regular 
size lots, but setbacks are inconsistent and there are some 
redevelopments (which has led to changes to the pattern of 
development)  Architecture, building typologies and frontage 
treatments all vary, particulary with redevelopments. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Macdiarmid 
Road                 

Curving street linking from Beerescourt Road to Victoria Street.  
Wide carriageway (with traffic calming).Some street trees; mainly 
as part of traffic calming.  Lots on outside of bend generally 
consistent width and size.  Site layout varies, particularly on inside 
of bend.  Some garages and buildings close to site frontages. On 
inside of bend many lots are wider.  Not apparent response to 
topography or link to green structure. Architecture varies, 
particularly with more recent development.  Frontages vary, with 
open plan, low fences and some dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



MacDonald Road,                  

Part of a series of connected roads.  Wide berms with regular 
street trees.  Narrow carriageway.  Lots reasonably consistent (in 
groups along the street). Lot layout varies, with varying setback, 
angled buildings and garages in front yards.  Also some 
redevelopments.  Buildings imposed on the topography.  Variation 
in buildings, including redevelopments.  Front boundaries vary, but 
significant number of dominant fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

MacFarlane 
Street (Sillary to 
Brookfield)                 

Part of a connected block structure to the west of Grey Street.  
Small street trees in narrow berms plus large street trees in central 
median; despite trees the carriageway remain quite dominant.  Lot 
frontages vary, although some consistency in building setbacks and 
layout of sites (instance of garage direct on frontage).  Some 
consistency in architecture and materials on east side, but lacks 
continuity on the west side, where more recent development are 
quite prominent and disruptive.  Street follows topography with 
rising ground to east.  Range of frontage treatments, including 
open, fences, retaining and planting.  Driveways to rear lots are 
wide and disrupt the continuity of the frontages. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Macmurdo 
Avenue, Oban 
Avenue, Colstone 
Street, Forth 
Crescent                 

Series of linked road, although limited access from MacDonald 
Road.  Narrow street with mainly regular street trees in narrow 
berms (does vary a little throughout the area).  Lot width and 
depth reasonably consistent through area.  Lot layout less 
consistent, with garages in front yards, angled buildings, some 
dominant parking.    Links to Rest hills Park. Mainly brick buildings 
or weatherboard with both hipped and gabled roofs with mainly 
corrugated streel covering.   Mainly low walls, fences, retaining 
and/or planting;  although there are some more dominant fences, 
particularly in Colstone. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Madill Road                 

Pre-1980 section only. Part of a grid of connected streets, although 
limited connection out of the area.  Wide carriageway, and street 
trees on east side.  Reasonable consistency in lot size/width and 
lot layout.  Whilst street runs down hill not directly linked to 
topography or natural feature (no direct link to River).  Brick, tile 
and plaster buildings, with various roof shapes and designs 
(including single and two storey).  However, there are some 
buildings which disrupt the appearance of the area.  Many open 
plan frontages, some with dense planting.  However there are also 
dominant walls and fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Maeroa Road                 

Links Victoria Street with Ulster Street; via Cardrona Road links to 
Edgecumbe Park.  Berms with regularly spaces street trees; wide 
carriageway.  Some variation in lot width, variation in setback.   
Varied architecture (includes some very nice buildings).  A number 
of tall, dominant fences and walls. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Magee Place, 
McIntosh Street                 

Linked culs-de-sac.   Slight curve in Magee and rising topography of 
McIntosh adds interest .  Narrow carrageway and no street trees.   
There are some large trees n front yards.  Lots shape and sizes very 
consistent apart from end of culs-de-sac.  Some influence of 
topography or in McIntosh.  All buildngs of state housing designs, 
with a mixture of hipped and gabled tiled roofs. Some have a 
ground floor garage cut into the site where ground slopes; appear 
very consistent.    Many frontages are open, but some have tall 
fences, low fences and/or dense planting. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mahoe Street                 

Part of a wider linked road network.  Street trees only on one side 
of street at east end (at west end where topography is more level 
there are trees on both sides of the street).  Varied lot sizes and 
varied lot layout, particulary setback, in reponse to the differing 
topography/levels across the street (showing how topography has 
influenced the design) - greater consistency at west end.  
Architecture and materials vary, as do front boundaries which 
include a range of fences, retaining walls, and planting. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Malcolm Street 
(pre 1980 section)                 

Part of a wider connected network of streets.  Good size, regular 
street trees.  Average carriageway width. Reasonable consistency 
in lot width. Reasonable consistency in lot layout. Some dominant 
parking.  Street follows topography; adds interest. Some variation 
in dwelling design etc.  Frontages vary, with some retaining walls 
and dominant taller fences and walls. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Manning Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Wide berms, small street trees and narrow 
carriageway.  Lot size and layout varies.  Garages in front yards.  
Significant number of redevelopments.  Front boundaries vary 
including tall fences, low fences and open plan. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mansel Avenue                 

Forms part of a wider connected street network.  Wide 
carriageway and significant traffic flows.  Inconsistent street trees 
along the two sections of the street.   Lot width and depth 
inconsistent.  Some variation  in lot layout (particularly setback) 
and some garages and sleepouts in front yards.  Some rise and fall 
along street, but not significant.   Some continuity in architecture 
and materials (brick and weatherboard elevations) but area does 
not stand apart.  Mixture of frontage treatments, with open plan, 
but medium fences provide the lasting impression. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Marama Street 
(south)                 

cul-de-sac.  Wide carriageway, with narrow berms and regular 
street trees.  Irregular lot sizes and layout.  Buildings heights 
respond to local topography (above and below street level).  
Mixed architecture, although small group of 3 buildings on west 
side of street which reflect historic significance of area.   Front 
boundaries vary.  Some dominant parking. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Mardon Road                 

Wide, dominant carriageway. Berms.  Large trees along southern 
side (although large breaks at intersections, where there are 
commercial uses etc.  Variation in lot size and lot layouts (with a 
number of garages within front yard areas).  No apparent influence 
from topography or links to a green structure (although Enderley 
park does front the street).  Diverse architecture and materials.  
Frontage treatments vary, including garages on the frontage. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Marnane Terrace                 

Cul-de-sac does not provide access to adjacent golf club.  Berms 
with street trees. Street becomes more spacious along its length.  
Lot shapes and dimensions vary, as does lot layout (especially at 
south end).  Some dominant parking.  Road responds to 
topography but no links to green structure.  Some continuity of 
architecture, and brick, plaster, weatherboard, but older dwelling 
disrupts cohesiveness.  Some dominant walls/fences and retaining. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Marne Street                 

Cul-de-sac so does not play any significant role in the overall layout 
or connectivity of the wider street network.   Short street, with 
mainly wide berms with established street trees (except in front of 
6B where no berm) .  Lots along each side, evenly sized with larger 
lots at end of street.  Lot layout similar for most lots, except for 
those at end of street.  Cul-de-sac, rather than linked street 
heading north, has allowed retention of bush area to north which 
is viewed behind the dwellings..  Two more recent dwellings 
deviate from weatherboard which typifies older dwellings.  
Frontages include a number of dominant timber fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Marshall Street - 
West End - East 
end see Yeats 
Crescent                 

Provides link from Heaphy Terrace  to Peachgrove Road.  
Alignment/shape of street deviates in Yeats Crescent areas (see 
separate assessment).   Street design (footpath along street or 
within berm alters along its length.  Generally regular lot size 
(width and depth) on straight parts of street. Reasonably 
consistent lot layout; some garages in front yards.   Unclear how 
responds to topography .  Sections of consistent architecture and 
materials.  Some buildings may be railway cottages forming block 
with those in Oxford Street (Needs to be checked).  Frontages vary, 
with some dominant fences and garage close to frontage. The area 
of Railway Cottages would score more highly if considered as 
group with those in Oxford Street. 4.5/7  

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mary Street                 

Connected street and cul-de-sac.  Street trees in berms, but street 
design varies.  Lot size and shape varies,  setbacks are inconsistent 
and there are some prominent redevelopments.  Architecture, 
building typologies and frontage treatments all vary, particulary 
with redevelopments. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Masons Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac so does not play any significant role in the overall layout 
or connectivity of the wider street network.  Curving alignment 
provides interest.  Wide berms with regular street trees on west, 
and gaps along east side .  Lots vary in dimensions and size.  Lot 
layout generally consistent, recognising that setback alters along 
curved street (some garages/car ports in front yards).  Cul-de-sac, 
rather than linked street heading south, has allowed retention of 
bush area to south (although there does not appear to be a link to 
this).  Whilst there is some consistency in dwellings (mainly 
weatherboard with some Huntly brick) a number of more recent 
developments do stand out, due to their overall design, materials 
and paved areas.   which is viewed behind the dwellings..  Two 
more recent dwellings deviate from weatherboard which typifies 
older dwellings.  Frontages are generally low fences/walls, many 
with planting. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Masters Avenue                 

A long street forming part of a wider connected street network.  
Wide carriageway and significant traffic flows.  Some very good 
street trees, but there are areas with no trees.   Lot width and 
depth reasonably consistent within each section of the street 
(gradually varies along the width of the street).  Some variation in 
lot layout and some areas of dominant parking.  Topography adds 
interest to street.  Overall there is a lack of continuity in 
architecture although some continuity with materials (brick and 
weatherboard elevations).  Mixture of frontage treatments, but 
medium to high fences provide the lasting impression. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Matthews 
Crescent, Minifie  
Avenue                 

Part of a network of linked streets.  Irregular street trees.  Overall 
lots are not consistnet.  Some variation in lot layout, setback, 
dominant parking..  No obvious influence of topography or green 
structure.  Some variation in architecture and building design 
(some two storey).  Front boundaries vary; open through to 
medium fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

McCracken 
Avenue                 

Part of a wider network of streets.  Medium berms and footpaths 
with street trees. Lots widths and shapes vary.  Some 
inconsistency in lot layout (whether wide building frontage or 
narrow building frontage to street) and some garages in front 
yards.  Topography (some buildings above street level and some 
below adds to interest of area.  Varied architecture and materials.  
Varied front boundaries including retaining walls and some tall 
fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

McGregor Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Curving alignment, with narrow berms and street 
trees.  Lot shape and sizes varies, as does site layout and setback 
(including garages in front yards.  Street follows topography.  
Some consistency in architecture, design and materials, but some 
exceptions to this.  Front boundaries include areas of retaining, tall 
fences, retaining and planting - overall inconsistent. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



McLaren Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Very narrow berms and no street trees.  Some 
inconsistnet lot shapes/sizes, and layout.  Some dominant parking.  
Some influence of topography as buildings above street level, but 
not a signifcant issue which has influenced the overall design.  
Dwelling designs vary.  Mix of frontages including some very 
dominant walls/fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mcmeekan 
Avenue, Upham 
Place                 

Part of a wider linked network of streets.  Wide carrageway.  
Regular street trees (Mcmeekan only).  Lots appear generally 
consistent size.  Generally consistent lot layout, with short building 
frontage to the street.  No obvious influence of topography or 
green structure.   Some variation in building design and materials.  
Frontages mainly open with some low retaining (and limited taller 
walls). 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

McNicol Street, 
Martin Street, 
Rumney Street                 

Linked cul-de-sacs. Street trees in wide berms (berms more narrow 
in Martin and Rumney).   Varied lot shape and width, and varied 
layout/setbacks (particularly where redevelopment has taken 
place and garages in front yards).  Follows topography and runs 
towards school sites. Architecture varies, particularly with 
redevelopments.  A number of dominant fences and buildngs with 
reduced setback have negative impact on consistency of the 
streets. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Menzies Street                 

Short cul-de-sac off Te Rapa Road.  Narrow carriageway, with 
street trees on both side of street (footpath on only one side of 
street).  Some variation in lot width and depth.  Lot layout 
(including setback) varies; some dwellings above street level.  No 
apparent response to topography or links to green structure.  
Materials reasonably consistent (red and buff brick colours), but 
some variation. Mainly open frontages (with planting) disrupted by 
driveways to rear lots and large areas of parking in front yards.  2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mews Place                 

Cul-de-sac; does not contribute to the connectivity of the wider 
local grid street network (which itself is below parr).  Narrow 
berms, with no street trees.  Curving, narrow carriageway.  Lot 
sizes, dimensions and resulting layouts vary (setbacks vary), with 
some rear lots too.    No influence from topography or links to 
green structure. Mainly brick buildings but diversity in roof shapes 
and significant variation in bricks used brings overall impression of 
variation.   Mainly open plan frontages. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Michael Avenue                 

Part of a connected street network.  Regular street trees in berms. 
Lot shape and layout varies (differing width frontages).  Lot layout 
varies with some buildings end on to street and at angle to the 
street.   Some consistency in architecture and materials.  Generally 
open frontages, although some walls/planting. 4/7  

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Minchin 
Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac  without linkages beyond.  Narrow street, with no 
berms and footpaths on both sides.  No street trees.  Lot shapes, 
sizes and layouts vary  on inside of bend but more consistent on 
outside.  No obvious response to topography or links to green 
structure.   Recent developments take away from consistency of 
architecture.  Frontages vary, includes some fences and large 
driveways/parking. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Miro Street                 

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and 
Maeroa Road; some of the block are long, although Miro Street 
(with Lafferty Street) assists with breaking up the blocks and 
improving the connectivity. Street sits on rising topography.  
Narrow  carriageway. Regular street trees in berms.  A number of 
the sites are corner lots, facing other streets, so present long 
frontage to Miro.  However, some redeveloped (multiple units on 
some).  This has impacted lot size and lot layout/setbacks.  Strong 
response to topography.  Whilst there are some good quality 
buildings on some corners, overall there is not consistency in 
architecture and buildings.  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences 
and some dominant areas of driveway . 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mitcham 
Avenue                 

Whilst part of a wider grid network, the blocks are long with 
limited north south connections,  and fails provide complete 
connections in all directions (Mitcham Av fails to connect 
northwards, although does provide access to Minogue Park at 
north end).  Reasonably dominant wide carriageway.  Irregular 
street trees.    Lot size and layout varies (layout responds to 
topography with sites above and below street level).   Street rises 
and falls with landform.  Architecture varies.  Reasonably 
consistent front boundaries, many with planting and glimpsed 
views into lots (although some fences).   A number of dominant 
tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Moncrieff 
Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac so does not play any significant role in the overall layout 
or connectivity of the wider street network.   Short street, with 
relatively wide berms with  street tree .  Lots along each side, vary 
in frontage width and depth.  Setbacks/lot layout varies.  Cul-de-
sac, rather than linked street heading north, has allowed retention 
of bush area to west which is viewed behind the dwellings 
(although the number of dwellings off of private driveways at end 
of street has a negative impact on these views).  Dwellings are, 
overall, not consistent with a range of different dwelling types and 
materials.  Frontages vary including open plan, low fences, 
planting and some more  dominant timber fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Montana Place, 
Mountbatten 
Place                 

Cu-de-sac.  Only rear berms and no street trees.  Lot shape and 
size varies.  Layout and setback not consistent. Architecture varies 
and materials varies. Frontages vary including open plan through 
to tall walls. 0.5/7   



Morrinsville Road                 

Part of wider strategic street network.  Very wide carriageway and 
significant traffic flows.   No significant street trees.  Reasonable 
consistency in lot width and depth.  Variation in lot layout; 
setbacks and areas of dominant parking.  Varied architecture and 
some redevelopment.  Some tall dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Morris Road, 
Willow Road                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Wide carriageway, 
regular street trees.  Lot width and depth inconsistent.  Some 
variation  in lot layout including buildings angled on the site.  
Provides access to Jansen Park (although dwellings back on to 
this).   Some continuity in architecture and materials (brick and 
weatherboard elevations) but area does not stand apart.  Mixture 
of frontage treatments, with open plan, but medium fences 
provide the lasting impression. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Morrison 
Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac.  Small Street trees; not at end of street.  Irregular lot 
shape and size.  Varied site layout; setback, dominant parking and 
garages in front yards.  Some redevelopment; further impacts on 
consistency.  No apparent influence from topography or green 
structure.  Architecture and materials vary with redevelopments. 
Boundaries vary, with some open frontages and range of fences 
and walls (some dominant). 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mount View Road                 

Part of a network of linked streets.  Wide berms with street trees.  
Some consistency of lots widths  Some variation in lot layout.  No 
obvious influence from topography or green structure.  Some 
variation in architecture and building design (redevelopments with 
dominant garages and parking).  Front boundaries vary; open 
through to tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Mullane Street, 
Gordon Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow street.  Street trees. Lot size, shape and layout 
varies.  Some dominant parking.  Fronts green space at school.  
Architecture varies.  Mixed boundaries.  Some dominant tall fences 
detract . 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Naylor Street 
(Fox Street to 
Dey Street)                  

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern.  No street trees.  No berm on north side.  Variation in lot 
width and in lot layout .    Low retaining along the front of some 
lots. Some consistency in architecture (more brick than in areas to 
the west).  Variation in street frontage treatments, with some 
dominant fences. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Nelson Street                 

Does not form part of the wider Hamilton East block pattern, 
although does align with Old Farm Road to the north.  Street trees 
(with some gaps). Regular lot width and  lot layout (one garage set 
forward of main building).  Some consistency in architecture and 
materials.  Variation in street frontage treatments. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

New Street                 

Forms part of a group of streets linking from Te Aroha to 
Claudelands Road.  Street trees.  Inconsistent lot sizes and layouts 
(semi-detached single storey buildings and two storey flats).  
Inconsistency in architecture and front boundary treatments. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Newcastle Road                 

Part of wider connected street network.  Only rear berms, in parts, 
some street trees.  Lot width and size varies.  Lot layout varies; 
setback and position of buildings (above or below street) follow 
the topography.   Street follows topography and rises up hill.  
Architecture varies as does frontage treatments which includes 
some tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Nixon Street 
(Wellington 
Street to Cook 
Street)                 

West side of street is in existing residential intensification zone.  
Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, wide carriageway.  Good street trees.  Generally 
consistent lot size/dimension and layout along street frontage lots, 
particularly on East side of street.  Rear lots vary.  Lot layout 
reasonably consistent despite varied lot shape.    Grid layout is 
imposed over broadly flat landform. Some variation in architecture 
(both sides of street, but more so on west) which has an impact on 
the impression of consistency.   Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, including a number of dominant fences.  Driveways to 
rear lots on east side quite dominant and take away from the 
continuity of the street frontage. Would score more highly and 
meet criteria if scored only East side of street. 4/7  

Not 
Recommend 
HHA- as does 
not score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Norton Road                 

Key route into the City Centre from the north. Significant traffic 
flows, with wide carriageway.  Narrow berms (and sections where 
there is not a berm) with reasonably regular street trees.  
Residential lots have relatively consistent frontage width to street, 
although vary in depth due to subdivision. Lot layout and setbacks 
vary.  No obvious response to topography or links to green 
structure.  Whilst there are a large number of good quality older 
houses, there are many other flat and residential developments 
which do not reflect the character of these.  Significant number of 
high, dominant fences responding to the significant traffic along 
the street.  1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Oakley Avenue                 

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow 
carriageways with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  
Grid layout arranged following topography alongside the river.  
The high proportion of newer developments (including two storey 
flats) disrupt the continuity of the older buildings.  Frontages vary 
from open plan to dominant fences.  At western end some low 
retaining walls along front boundaries.  Dominance of trees 
reduces apparent importance of front boundaries to overall 
character of the area. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Odette Street, 
Richardson Road, 
St.Lukes Place                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Some street trees, but 
irregular.  Come consistency in lot width, and shape.  Inconsistent 
layout including setback, garages in fron yards, some 
redevelopments.  Inconsistent architecture.  Variation in front 
boundaries including open plan, low to medium fences, and some 
tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ohaupo Road                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Dominant multi lane 
road.  Lot shapes, sizes and layouts vary. Building design and 
materials, and frontages, all vary. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Old Farm Road                 

Part of connected street network.  Some street trees.  Lots sizes 
and layouts vary; significnat number of redevelopments.  Variation 
in architecture and frontages; redevelopments. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Old Farm Road 
& Cassidy Street                 

East side of Old Farm Road and n north side of Cassidy Street = 
new development; this has impacted representativeness of the  
streets as a whole.   Some large street trees; mainly on sides of 
street which have not been redeveloped.  Regular lot size and 
setback in areas not redeveloped.  Lot layout responds to 
typology.  Some garages/car ports in front yards which disrupt 
overall consistency of lot layout. Broadly consistent State Housing 
typologies. Frontages mainly medium height timber fences in Old 
Farm Road, with more dominant higher hedges and walls seen in 
Cassidy Road; these have had a negative impact on consistency of 
the area. 5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative  



Olwyn Terrace, 
Aberfoyle Street 
(east section)                 

Cul-de-sac. Wide berms with large street trees. Lot sizes and 
shapes are consistent, except end of cul-de-sac.  Lot layout varies, 
including setbacks and some garages in front yards.  Some 
dominant parking.  Architecture and materials vary.  Some 
dominant fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Opal Place                 

Cul-de-sac. Whilst street design is consistent with small street 
trees, lot dimensions vary due to cul-de-sac form of the street.  Lot 
layout varies, in setback and position of buildings (redevelopments 
have taken place).   Provides linkage to Donny Park. Architecture 
and materials vary, particularly with redevelopments. Generally 
open plan or low fences/retaining along frontages (but taller more  
dominant fences disrupt consistency of area). 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Orchard 
Avenue, 
Newport Place, 
Sandringham 
Road                 

Series of culs-de-sac; Sandringham link from Tramway Rd to 
Orchard Av.  Newport links from Orchard Av.  Very narrow berms 
and footpaths with no street trees.  Lot widths, shapes and overall 
size all vary.  Setbacks are reasonably consistent, although layout 
of buildings vary at ends of culs-de-sac. Significant variation with 
architectural styles and materials.  Front boundaries reasonably 
consistent with open plan and planting.   2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Palmer Street                 

Forms part of a group of streets linking from Te Aroha to 
Claudelands Road.  West side of street is commercial.  East side, 
mixed street trees (includes 2 x palms which do not make 
significant contribution to the street scene).  Lots and lot layout 
not regular; large area of parking at northern end against street.  
Some consistency in architecture but overall impression is that it is 
not coherent or clear character. Range of front boundaries, 
including block walls and fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Palmerston Street                 

Busy street; part of wider connected street network.  Wide 
carriageways with wide berms (position of footpath varies).  Levels 
change across street.  Lot sizes on south quite consistent apart 
from at retirement village; overall varied.  Varied architecture and 
materials (whilst there are some good older buildings).  Varied 
boundaries, including terraced landscaping at retirement village. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pamela Place, 
Susan Place                 

Culs-de-sac.  No street trees.  Regular lot sizes (although less so 
south side of Pamela).  However, some variation in lot layout 
(angled buildings and setback).  Little obvious contribution of 
topography and green space.  Some consistency with dwellings 
although a number of poor end elevations facing the street and 
varied materials.  High number of tall fences, although some open 
frontages. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Panair Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow berms with consistent street trees.  
Reasonably regular lot frontages (lot dimensions alter at end of 
cul-de-sac lots).  Inconsistent setback and lot layout.  Some 
consistency with architecture, design and materials.  Many 
dominant tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Park Terrace                 

 Not part of connected network.  Berms vary in width and street 
trees on one side only.  Lot dimensions and layout varies (both 
redevelopment and older) Follows above river. Architecture varies 
as do boundaries which include tall fences through to open 
frontages. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Parkdale Place                 

 Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carrageway and  street trees in narrow berm .  
Irregular lot size and shape.  Layouts vary including setbacks and 
and dominant parking.  Architecture/materials varies and  
dominant fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Partington Place                 

Short cul-de-sac off Vercoe Road.  Very narrow street; narrow 
carriageway and narrow berms.  Street trees on straight section at 
south end (from Vercoe) only.  Varied lot frontage and shape as a 
result of the curved alignment of the street, resulting in variation 
in layout and setbacks.  Does not reflect topography or link to any 
green structure.  Variation in architecture and materials.  Taller 
walls and planting as enter street, than more open frontages at 
north. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Paterson Street, 
Rhode Street                 

Part of connected network.  Wide berms and some street trees 
(more consistent in Patterson Street). Some consistency in lot size, 
but overall appearance of consistency disrupted by 
redevelopments and other more recent developments (which also 
impact consistency of lot layout).  Architecture/materials and 
frontage treatments vary (particularly with redevelopments) and 
include a number of dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Patricia Avenue, 
Robert Grigg 
Place, Scott 
Avenue                 

Part of connected street network. Some street trees.  Some 
variation in lot size and layout (setbacks, end elevations facing 
street).  Some consistency in architecture and materials.  Some 
open frontages, low walls and planting, but also some tall fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Paul Crescent, 
Ross Crescent                 

Loop roads.   Curved designs adds interest, street trees (although 
less consistent in Paul).  Lots shape and sizes reasonably 
consistent.  Some varied setbacks,  angled buildings garages in 
front yards, leading to less consistency.  Little influence of 
topography obut both link to Fairfield Park.  All buildngs of state 
housing designs, with mix of  hipped and gabled roofs.    Mixture of  
open frontages, planted frontages, medium height fences and tall 
fences. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Paulette Place                 

Narrow carriageway but lacks the regular street trees seen in 
Lawrence Street.    Lot shape and sizes relatively consistent, apart 
from end of street, which brings an inconsistent appearance (and 
where lot layout is not consistent). Buildings are varied.  Frontage 
treatments are inconsistent, with some open plan and a range of 
fences (some being high and dominant) 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Peachgrove 
Road                 

Only small residential area within study area.  Busy road with 
significant traffic. Limited street trees; traffic is dominant.  Lot 
widths generally similar, but overall dimensions and setback varies 
due to curved street.  Architecture varies.  Frontages not 
consistent and dominated by driveways. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Peacockes Road                 

Part of a wider connected network; although limited links in and 
out.  Footpath on one side of street only.  No street trees.  
Reasonable consistency in lot width, but varied site layout 
(including dominant parking and garages in front yards).  
Architecture, materials and frontage treatments vary. 1.5.7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pearl Place                 

Curving street provides interest, although street trees are 
irregular.  Lot sizes and frontage widths consistent.  Most lot 
layouts consistent.  Variation in building designs and materials and 
frontage treatments (including tall fencing and open plan). 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Pearson 
Avenue, Short 
Street, Daisy 
Street                 

Poorly connected street network with only a two points of entry 
and culs-de-sac which should (given their proximity to other roads) 
connect through.  Wide berms with reasonable numbers of street 
trees.  Some consistency in original lot size on south side of 
Pearson Av, but many now subdivided; overall does not feel 
consistent.  Lot layouts vary, with some dominant garages on 
street and large areas of hard surface for parking.  No apparent 
influence of topography or reflection of any green structure.  
Architecture varies.  Frontages vary; whilst some are open plan or 
have attractive planting, there are a number of dominant fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pelorus Street                 

Part of a wider road network but limited connection out of area.  
Curving alignment  and follows topography; adds interest. 
Regular/good street trees.  Lot shapes and widths vary, but overall 
impression is consistent given curving alignment of street.  Site 
layout varies (variation in setback and placement of buildings, 
some dominant parking).  Varied buildings/architecture, and 
varied frontages. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pine Avenue, 
Urlich Avenue                 

Part of series of linked roads.  Relativley narrow carrageway, 
overall irregular street trees in berms (size varies).  Some 
consistency in lot width, and shape (although  there is some 
variation given the length of the street and curving alignment).  
Inconsistent layout including setback and various angled and 
perpedicaular buildings, dominant parking and garages in front 
yards.  Some consisntency in architecture but building materials 
varies.  Variation in front boundaries including open plan, low to 
medium fences, and some more dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pollen Crescent                 

Cul de sac.  Narrow carrageway, limited street trees in berms (size 
varies).  Inconsistent lot width, and shape.  Inconsistent layout 
including angled layouts.  Come consistency in architecture.  
Variation in front boundaries including open plan, low to medium 
fences, and a number of very dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Portal Crescent                 

Links from Vercoe Rd to Beerescourt Road; no significant role in 
network.  Small (irregularly spaced) street trees.  Lot frontage, lot 
depth and lot shape varies with curved alignment of street.  Some 
variation in setback and a number of garages and dominant 
parking areas within front yards.  Does not reflect topography or 
link to any green structure.  Some consistency in architecture and 
materials; predominance of simple hipped roof bungalows with 
weatherboard, plaster or brick elevations, but not overall 
impression of homogeneity.  Variation in frontage treatments (low 
fences/walls, open plan etc but also a number of dominant 
fences). 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Portree Place                 

The cul-de-sac layout is imposed on the topography.  The street 
trees are irregular.  Lots vary in shape and width.  Buildings along 
the street vary, as do frontage treatment (including low walls, 
fences and planting). 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Priscilla Crescent                 

Part of a network of linked streets.  Very irregular street trees.  
Overall lots are not consistent in size, width or layout (in part due 
to topogaraphy and levels across street.  Some influence from 
topography.  Some variation in architecture and building design.  
Front boundaries vary; open through to tall fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Prisk Street                 

Part of a network of linked streets.  Street trees.  Some consistency 
of lots although does vary in centre of street.  Some variation in lot 
layout including some dominant parking.  Some influence from 
topography.  Some variation in architecture and building design.  
Front boundaries vary; open through to tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pukeke Road                 

Part of connected street network.  Regular street trees.  Lot sizes 
reasonably regular (many angled buildings).  Little influence of 
topography or green structure.   Buildings are not consistent.  
Front boundaries vary, many medium and tall fences - overall 
inconsistent.   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Pulham Crescent, 
McDowall Place                 

Loop street/cul-de-sac.  Regular street trees (vary in size in each 
street).  Lot size and shape reasonably regular.  Lot layout varies; 
some garages in front yards.  Some areas of dominant parking.  
Some consistency in dwellings, but those which vary stand out and 
give impression of inconsistency (some redevelopment).  Front 
boundaries vary  with open plan, low retaining through to 
dominant fences (the latter having a significant impact on quality 
and appearance of area). 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Queens Avenue ,  
Upper Kent Street 
, Islington Street                 

Provides connection from Killarney Road to Lake Road.  Wide 
carriageway with berms and footpaths (also has on street cycle 
lanes).  Regular street trees on east side; less regular on west due 
to overhead power lines.  Lot shape and width and lot layout vary, 
in part due to topography (buildings on east side are above street 
level) and also redevelopments.  Layouts respond to topography.  
Large number of historic weatherboard buildings, along with some 
brick and plater too.  However, large redevelopment at corner of 
Fraser Street and other recent and historic redevelopments 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



throughout street.  Boundaries vary with a number of tall fences; 
recognising that this is a busy street. 

Radiata Street, 
Rutland Street, 
Smart Place                 

Radiata part of a wider connected network with cul-de-sacs off of 
it.  Small street trees in Radiata but missing from the other streets.  
Some consistency in lot size and shape, but lot layout varies (some 
buildings on higher ground above the street).  Some influence 
from topography.  Dwellings vary in design as do front boundaries 
which include open frontages, low retaining through to tall fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Radnor Street                 

Steeply sloping towards River; part of connected block pattern.  
Narrow berm (missing at top of street) and only one footpath. 
Good street trees. Varied lot width and layout (setbacks); 
redevelopments.  Varied architecture and materials.  Frontages 
vary including some dominant plaster walls. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ranungawari 
Drive (etc) 

                

Road layout designed to make use of land between reserve and 
Wairere Drive; poorly connected to wider area.  Curving streets 
and street trees/planting add interest.  Lot size and layout 
reasonably regular, but development imposed onto the landscape.  
Architectural styles and materials show some consistency. 
Inconsistent frontage treatments with retaining walls, fences, 
open plan and planting. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Resthill Crescent                 

Loop road.  Narrow street with mainly regular street trees in 
narrow berms.  Lot width and depth reasonably consistent (duplex 
block varies).  Lot layout reasonably consistent.  Some dominant 
parking.  Buildings imposed on topography; also links to Resthill 
Park.  Mainly brick buildings with both hipped and gabled roofs 
with both tiles or corrugated.    Mixed frontages with planting; 
with some retaining walls although there are some more dominant 
fences.  Change in levels limits contribution that buildings make to 
street (as above  street level). .   4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rhonda Avenue, 
Marion Place, 
Margaret Place                 

Part of a wider street network.  Good street trees, although some 
areas with less trees along the street.    Reasonanalby consistent 
lot size (varies on bends) but lot layout with buildings at differing 
angles and dominant parking  in front yards.  Little obvious 
influence of topography but does provide a frontage to Deanwell 
Park .  Some consistency with dwellings (although poor end 
elevations facing street). Frontages vary.   Whislt this includes a 
number of tall fences, these are not a dominant feature in the 
street. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Richan Street, 
Tomin Road                 

Part of series of linked roads/cul-de-sac.  Relativley narrow 
carrageway, regular street trees in berms (size varies).  Some 
consistency in lot width, and shape (although  there is some 
variation).  Inconsistent layout including setback and various 
angled and perpedicaular buildings, dominant parking and garages 
in front yards.  Some consisntency in architecture but building 
materials varies.  Variation in front boundaries including open 
plan, low to medium fences, and some more dominant fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ridout Street                 

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and 
Maeroa Road; some of the block are long.  Street laid over steep 
topography, and responds in its curving alignment up the hill. 
Reasonably wide carriageway.  Regularly spaced street trees.  Lot 
size and dimensions vary; smaller lots in east section and larger 
lots in west, closer to top of hill.  Lot layout and setbacks vary 
(partly due to changes in topography); some garages in front yard 
areas.  Strong response to topography.  Some consistency in 
architecture and buildings.  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences, 
and dominant areas of parking and garages. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rigter Place                 

Attractive curving cul-de-sac off of East Street.  Narrow berms, 
footpath only on west side and some street trees.  Dwellings at 
south end back onto railway.  Lot shapes (and overall size) and the 
layout of buildings vary, as a result of the alignment of the road, 
providing the street with a less formal appearance.  Total 
consistency with architectural styles and materials, from use of 
transportable buildings on all lots.  Front boundaries reasonably 
consistent with open plan, low fences and planting.  Tall dominant 
fences only seen at entrance to cul-de-sac on buildings which front 
east street.  Overall, despite the overall consistency of the street, 
its score is impacted by the building types. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rimu Street 
(East of Maeroa 
Road)                 

Wide carriageway, linking to City Centre via Seddon Road. Street 
trees are reasonably regular, although some gaps in them.   Curved 
street alignment brings greater interest and contributes to the 
character and interest of the area. Lot size and dimensions 
reasonably consistent (main variation is at bends in street).  Lot 
layout and setbacks of older building is reasonably consistent, 
although some garages in front yard areas, and redevelopment 
(particularly on north side) has reduced setback.  Alignment of 
street appears to follow gulley to south.  There are some good 
quality buildings in the street, and reasonable consistency in 
architecture and materials (weatherboard and some brick).  There 
are a significant number of very tall fences and some dominant 
garages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rimu Street 
(West of 
Maeroa Road)                 

Part of grid network of street between Forest Lake Road and 
Maeroa Road; some of the block are long, although connectivity 
improved with Lafferty Street and Miro Street breaking up blocks.  
Street laid over steep topography.  Curves and rises and dips in 
street add interest and character. Reasonably wide carriageway. 
Street trees are irregular.  Some parts of north side has no berm.  
Lot size and dimensions consistent (apart from where subdivided; 
even in these circumstances only  driveways take away from the 
uniform appearance).    Setbacks vary; likely as result of 
topography with some buildings being above and below the level 
of the street. Some garages in front yard areas.  Strong response to 
topography.  Whilst there are some good quality buildings in the 
street, overall there is not consistency in architecture and 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



buildings.  Boundaries vary, with some tall fences particularly and 
some dominant areas of driveway and garages. 

Riro Street (East 
Section) & 
Opoia Road                 

Located on a flat area of land alongside the River.  Riro Street 
connects from River Road to Opoia Road, which in turn connects 
through to Jesmond Park.  There are good sized street trees along 
the west side of the street with smaller (replanted) trees along the 
east side.  Whilst lot widths are reasonably consistent, lot depths 
vary, due to the embankment to the east, due to the location of 
the river to the west and subdivision of lots.  Lot layout varies 
significantly. Whilst there are a group of consistent weatherboard 
buildings in the north-east, there is significant variation in 
architecture,  typology and materials including two storey flats.  
Front boundaries vary, including a number of dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

River Road 
(Boundary Road 
to Clarkin Road)                 

Road follows alignment of Waikato River, providing important 
linkage.   Inconsistent street trees and lack of berms in areas. Lot 
size and dimension, and lot layout all vary (with different 
typologies along street). Overall, d buildings are inconsistent.  
Many boundary treatments include high fences and walls. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

River Road (north 
of Clarkin Road)                 

Significant role in the east of river street network.  Significant 
traffic flows.  Some very significant street trees, although 
frequency and spacing varies.  Lot sizes and shape and layout along 
the river, responding to topography and development to the east.  
Follows the river and links to river with areas of reserve.  Varied 
buildings and frontage treatments. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

River Road 
(south of 
Claudelands Rd) 
including 
Memorial Drive 
and Rothbrook 
Street                 

Road follows alignment of Waikato River, providing important 
linkage.   Inconsistent street trees and no berm on west. Lot size 
and dimension, and lot layout all vary (with different typologies 
along street). Overall, despite there being some older buildings 
which display similar design and material, buildings are 
inconsistent.  Many boundary treatments include high fences and 
walls. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Riverview 
Terrace                 

Provides linkage from River Road to Casey, with the main part of 
the street running parallel to River Road (and the Waikato River).  
The street includes wide berms, regularly spaced street trees and a 
narrow carriageway (with build outs to slow traffic).  Lot widths 
vary but depth is regular; the variation of lot width is noticeable 
from the street and impacts on the cohesiveness of the area.  
Many buildings on the west are set below street level, reducing 
their contribution to the character of the street.  Architecture and 
material varies significantly (including both single storey and two 
storey dwellings).  Whilst there are some open front boundaries 
there most are walls with planting above, or taller fences, all 
designed to provide privacy to the houses. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rodney Street                 

Part of connected road network.  Mainly street trees.  Regular lot 
size and shape.  Lot layout varies with inconsistent setback,  some 
angled layouts and end elevations facing street. Reasonably 
consistent architecture and materials.  Frontages vary including 
low retaining, medium and tall fences and open plan.  3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rosalind Street                 

Part of a wider linked network.  Regualr street trees either side of 
a wide carriageway.  Reasonably consistent lot sizes.  Lot layouts 
vary; garages in front yard, dominat parking and redevelopent  at 
east end.  No obvious contribution from topography or green 
structure.  Some consistency with architecture, disrupted by 
redevelopment and also varied materials.  Many frontages are 
open or medium height fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rothesay Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow berms with some street trees. Lot sizes and 
layouts vary.  Some dominant parking and garages in front yards.  
Street and site layout responds to topography.  Architecture and 
materials vary.  Mainly open frontages, but some fences (including 
tall dominant fences). 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rotokauri Road, 
Odlin Crescent,                  

Part of connected network. Dominat carrageway and some street 
trees (although not consistent along street).  Lots consistent size 
and shape on north side, vary significantly on south side.  Site 
layout varies, including setback and garages in front yards.  
Architecture and materials vary.  Many dominant front fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Roy Street, 
Vernall Street                 

Part of connected network.  Narrow berms with street trees.  
Some consistency of lot size and shape (varies at south).   Some 
variation in site layout; setback and garages in front yards and 
dominant parking.  Varied architecture and materials.  Many 
planted front boundaries and low fences.  Some taller fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ruapehu Street                 

Forms part of wider grid with other mountain streets.  Less 
attractive than streets to the north; does not have street trees.   
Views along street are less attractive than Freemont and Egmont; 
due to curve at end of street at east end.  Generally regular lot 
pattern and  lot layout However buildings and front boundaries are 
less consistent than street to the north; some dominant tall 
fences..   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Russleigh Drive 
(east portion of 
street only)                 

Loop road.  Wide carriageway and narrow berms with street trees.  
Lot size and shape varies from one side of street to the other.  Lot 
layout consistent on west side of street only.  Some dominant 
parking.  Overlaid on topography with no links to green structure.  
Mainly brick and block buildings. some dominant retaining and tall 
fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Rutherford 
Street 

                

Lots have already been redeveloped.  Street layout does not 
connect well with surrounding network, although narrow 
carriageway and regular street trees (which include mature trees) 
do add to the character of the area.  Lot sizes and layout, and the 
consistency of architecture and consistency in frontages  have 
been impacted by redevelopments.  1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Ryan Avenue, 
Breidis Place                 

Part of a connected street network.  Lot sizes and widths 
reasonably consistent.  Some variation in lot layout, including 
angled buidings and setback (particulary evident in Breidis Place) 
but overall the impression is reasonably consistent.  Many 
driveways altered from lines of concrete to more substantial areas.  
Little evidence of topography or green stucture being import 
design elements. some consistency as state house designs, althugh 
varied use of brick (red and buff) and weatherboard.  Whilst some 
lots retain an open frontage, there are many tall and medium 
height fences which reduce the consistency of the streets. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Sacha Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carrageway.  No street trees.  Some 
consistency in lot size and shape, but varies at end of cul-de-sac.  
Layouts vary ininlcuding position of buildings and angled to street.  
Architecture/materials varies and  dominant fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sale Street                 

Forms part of a series of streets off west side of Heaphy Road, but 
does not  form part of a wider connected street pattern.  Street 
trees on west only.  Infill development only.   Street layout is 
imposed over broadly flat landform.  Infill development is not 
consistent with older development in joined streets. Variation in 
street frontage treatments.  1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sandford Place                 

Cul-de-sac does not link to mall beyond.  Very limited street trees.  
Lot shape and dimension varies.  No obvious influence from 
topography.  Buildings and frontage treatments not consistent. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sandwich Road                 

Part of a connected street network.  Wide carriageway. Regular 
street trees in berms.  Lot sizes/dimensions, and lot layout vary 
(including setbacks and garages in front yard).  No apparent 
influence of topography and green structure. Dwellings vary 
(including redevelopments).  Frontage treatments vary, from open 
to tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sapphire Place                 

Street does not make a positive contribution to the area.  Whilst 
street design is consistent with street trees, lot dimensions vary 
due to cul-de-sac form of the street.  Lot layout varies, in setback 
and position of buildings at end of street.   The relationship of the 
street to the topography and green structure is seems with the 
reserve joining the street.  Building materials vary. Generally open 
plan or low fences along frontages (some more dominant fences 
closer to Bankwood Rd). 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Saxbys Road                 

Part of a wider street network.  Footpath only on north side.  
Frequency of street trees is inconsistent.  Reasonanalby consistent 
lot size (in pre 1980 area) but lot layout with buildings at differing 
angles.  So dominant parking and garages in front yards.  Little 
obvious influence of topography and green structure.  Some 
consistency with dwellings (although poor end elevations facing 
street). Frontages vary and include a number of dominant tall 
fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Seamer Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Good street trees in narrow berms.  Reasonably 
consistent lot width but lot layout varies (including angled versus 
perpendicular, setback etc). No apparent influence of topography 
or green structure.  Architecture varies. Front boundaries vary; 
some tall fences but not dominant. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Seddon Road - 
east of 
intersection 
with Goldsmith 
Street                 

Key linkage to Mill Steet and city centre.   Wide carriageway, with 
flush central median.   No berms or street trees. Lot sizes and 
layout (setback) vary.  Road runs with topography.   Architecture 
and  buildings vary, along with some tall fences s on front 
boundaries. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Seddon Road - 
west of 
intersection 
with Goldsmith 
Street                 

Key linkage to Mill Steet and city centre.   Wide carriageway, with 
wide berms and limited street trees. Lot sizes and layout vary 
(garages in front yard areas).  No significant response to 
topography or green structure.  Architecture and  of buildings vary, 
along with tall fences and garages on front boundaries. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Seddon Street 
(southern section)                 

Part of connected street network.  No berm or street trees. 
Building set above street with garages and high retaining wall at 
street level.  Lots of consistent size.  Layouts vary due to 
topography of sites.  Architecture and materials vary, as do walls, 
parking and garages at site frontage. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sefton Crescent                 

Cul-de-sac form does not contribute to area.  There are very few 
street trees. Whilst there is some consistency in lot size/design and 
layout, there is not consistency in architecture/materials and 
variation in front boundary treatment.  Overall the area feels like a 
poor quality environment. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

SH1 (Grey Street 
to Nixon Street                 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, narrow carriageway with development only on north side.  
Footpath (no berms) on north side only.  No street trees.  Varied 
lot size/dimension and lot layout (rear lots vary).  Lot layout varies 
with different typologies.  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Significant inconsistency in architecture and front 
boundaries (including some open areas of parking through to 
dominant fences. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



SH1 Nixon 
Street to 
Galloway Street                 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern.  As west end, narrow footpath, no berm or street trees.  
Towards east berm area introduced and becomes a large open 
area containing trees by Galloway Street.  However this remains 
alongside a  very busy street which negatively impacts the quality 
of the environment.   Reasonably regular lot size/dimension and 
lot layout recognising there are different typologies(rear lots vary).  
Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat landform. Consistency in 
age and style of architecture.  Variation in front boundaries, 
(including some open plan but mainly dominant fences. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sheriff Place                 

Cul-de-sac. No street trees. Varied  lot width and depth.  Lot layout 
varies (setback and dominant parking).   Inconsistent buildings; 
architecture and materials.  Inconsistent frontages; open plan, 
through to dominant walls. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sillary Street                 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern, narrow carriageway with development only on north side.  
Footpath (no berms) on north side only.  No street trees.  Varied 
lot size/dimension and lot layout (rear lots vary).  Lot layout varies 
with different typologies.  Grid layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform. Significant inconsistency in architecture and front 
boundaries (including some open areas of parking through to 
dominant fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Silva Crescent                 

Part of a wider connected network of streets. Over whole, 
inconsistent street trees. Reasonably regular lot width (although 
depth varies).  Lot layout varies (setback and dominant parking).  
Street follows topography which adds interest.  Inconsistent 
buildings; architecture and materials.  Inconsistent frontages; open 
plan, low retaining walls and planting. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Snell Drive                 

Part of a wider connected street network. Wide carrageway with 
no street trees.  Whislt lot widths vary, the overall impression is of 
consistent development along the street.  Some variation in site 
layout, angles of buildings, placing of the building including 
setback.  Provides access to the area of bush and reserve at Snell 
Drive Walkway.  Buildngs of state housing designs, with a mixture 
of hipped and gabled tiled roofs; appear reasonably consistent.    
Many frontages are open, but some have  fences, lor dense 
planting. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Spenser Road                 

Reasonably narrow carriageway with street trees at north end.  
Reasonably consistent lot sizes for detached dwellings in south 
(those at Fifth Avenue intersection redeveloped) and for terraced 
dwellings at north end.   Unclear how responds to topography .  
State housing; generally consistent architecture and materials.  
Many open frontages, although some medium height timber 
fences.  Overall, northern area around terraced single storey units 
most consistent, with some fences now around front yard areas. 
However, overall area is not of any particularly noteworthy quality. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

St Andrew 
Terrace/Braid 
Road                  

Loop road off of a connected road network.  In part narrow 
carriageway and wide berms, but limited street trees.  Footpath on 
one side of street only.  Lot sizes and shapes vary.  Responds to 
location of Golf Course; overlooks this.  Variation in architecture.  
Mix of frontages; some retaining, low walls/fences, dominant 
fences.  Some redevelopment. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

St.Kilda Place, 
Hendon Road, 
Northolt Road, 
Terence Street, 
Reeves Close                 

Discrete areas of roads with limited access to it.  Wide carrageway.  
Street tres only in St.Kilda.   Reasonably consistent lot size and 
shape, but lot layout varies (some angled buildings, limited 
number of varied setbacks and garages in front yards).  Little 
influence from topography.  Dwellings vary in design as do front 
boundaries which include open frontages and include some tall 
fences. 

2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Stanley Street                 

Part of the Claudelands connected street block structure.   Narrow 
carriageways with large street trees.  Lot size relatively consistent.  
Grid layout arranged following topography alongside the river.  
The high proportion of newer developments (including two storey 
flats) disrupt the continuity of the older buildings.  Frontages vary 
from open plan to dominant fences; dominance of trees reduces 
apparent importance of front boundaries to overall character of 
the area. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Steele Road                 

Links into Te Rapa Road, but whilst part of a wider grid network, 
the blocks are long with limited north south connections,  and fails 
provide complete connections in all directions.  Wide, dominant 
carriageway (narrows at west end).   Consistent street trees; 
particularly at east to centre.  Lot size and layout varies with 
topography (some sites are above or below street level) and with  
recent redevelopment of sites.  Street rises and falls with 
landform.  Architecture varies, both historically and with new infill.  
Frontages are inconsistent, with open plan, panting, different 
fences, planted banks etc. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Storey Avenue                 

Part of a wider grid network, the blocks are long with limited north 
south connections,  and fails provide complete connections in all 
directions. Areas where street trees are only on one side of street 
(where there is overhead power on the other), and some gaps; 
more complete at western end.  Curve in street and rising ground 
add significantly to interest and character of western end.  some 
variation in lot width, although this is not immediately obvious 
from street.  Many lots subdivided.  Some variation in setbacks and 
some buildings and garages set forward quite close to street 
frontage.  As west end lot layout response to topography, with 
buildings set above street on north side and below street on south 
side.  Street responds to rising topography at western end.  Whilst 
many buildings exhibit similar materials (brick and weatherboard) 
there is some variation of styles which disrupts the overall 
continuity of the street.  Many attractive frontages, with good 
planting, although there are also some dominant fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Strowan Avenue                 

Not part of coherent street pattern.  Large street trees.  
Reasonably regular lots; some redevelopment.  Varied architecture 
and materials, and frontage treatments with some very dominant 
walls; not consistent. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Sussex Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  No street trees. Inconsistent lot size and shape. 
Inconsistent lot layouts.  No obvious influence of topography or 
green structure.  Dwellings vary.  Frontages include low retaining 
(plaster and timber), other open fences, open frontages, overall 
not consistent. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tainui Street                 

Part of connected street network.  No berm or street trees. 
Building set above street with garages,  retaining wall driveays, 
parking and garages at street level.  Lots vary in size and shape.  
Layouts vary due to topography of sites (and where large building 
developed at south end).  Architecture and materials vary.  Front 
boundaries vary with retaining etc as detailed above. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tamihana 
Avenue                 

Provides linkage from River Road to Casey.  The street includes 
mainly only rear berms.  Irregularly spaced street trees and a 
narrow carriageway (with build outs to slow traffic).  Lot 
size/dimensions and lot layout all vary (including setbacks).  Whilst 
there are some period buildings, overall architecture and material 
varies significantly (including both single storey and two storey 
dwellings).  Front boundaries vary, including dominant fences and 
walls.  Overall, whilst it is an attractive street it is not consistent 
and relies upon private planting to provide its treed appearance 
(apart from aa single group of street trees close to the west end).. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Taniwha Street 
(East Side only)                 

One of a small grid of street connecting with Norton Road and via 
pedestrian routes to Mill Street    trees within berms along most of 
the  street. Wide carriageway; impacts on cohesiveness of areas 
with the street trees not able to mitigate width of street. Lot depth 
and frontage vary.  Lot layout varies due to typologies, 
landform/topography etc.   Whilst there is some  continuity with 
architecture and materials the overall impression is that the street 
is diverse with a range of ages and designs (or modified buildings).  
Frontages include some very attracted open frontages with 
planting but lasting impression is of dominant fences and also 
areas of retaining responding to the rising land alongside the 
street.   4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tarbett Road                 

Cul-de-sac.  Limited street trees.  Narrow carriageway.  Lot widths 
vary. Setbacks vary.  Topography adds some interest.  Some 
existing architectural variation.  There is a development site in the 
street which is likely to bring greater variation.  Walls and low 
fences along frontages. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tauhara Drive                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow, curving alignment, dropping with topography. 
Regular street trees.  Pleasant street.  Lot dimensions, shapes and 
layouts vary. Road and buildings work with the topography and 
provide access to recreational land.  Buildings vary, as do front 
boundaries, from open to low fences to heavily planted. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tawa Road                 

Cul-de-sac with limited connectivity.  Wide carrageway, with street 
trees (although not consistent along street).  Lot width and size 
varies.  Lot layout varies with some redevelopments and some 
older building set back on elevated sites.  Topography has 
influenced site layouts.  Variation in architecture, materials and 
site frontages.  1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Taylor Terrace 
(north section)                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with small street trees on east 
side, some other larger trees. Footpath only on east side.  
Reasonably regular lot width (in sealed part of street). Lot layout 
inconsistent due to garages in front yard.  Some dominant parking.  
No apparent influence of topography or green structure.  
Inconsistent architecture and front boundaries, which vary from 
open to some taller dominant walls/fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Taylor Terrace 
(south section)                 

Part of a connected street network.  Wide carriageway. Large 
street trees but only on one side of street.  Lot sizes/dimensions, 
and lot layout vary (redevelopment).  No apparent influence of 
topography and green structure. Dwellings vary (including 
redevelopments).  Frontage treatments vary, from hedges to tall 
fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Te Anau Place, 
Manapouri Place                 

Linked Culs-de-sac.  Narrow carrageway and no street trees .  
Irregular lot size and shape and layouts vary including setbacks, 
garages in front yards, and dominant parking.  
Architecture/materials varies and  dominant fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Te Rapa Road                 

Key route into city centre.  Very wide dominant road, with multiple 
traffic lanes, very limited areas of berm, limited areas of planted 
central median and no street trees.  Area is very dominated by 
traffic.  Lot shapes, sizes and layouts are not consistent along the 
street.  Whilst historically it appears that there would have been 
consistency of architecture, more recent developments have 
disrupted this.  Whilst there is a variety of building frontages, the 
overall impression is of tall fences enclosing the street.  Overall, 
the harsh urban environment created by the large, busy road 
dominates the overall character of this area. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Teddy Street                 

Short cul-de-sac not providing any pedestrian access beyond.  
Wide berms, with good size street trees on north.  Varied lot size 
and layout.  Responds to topography, although not a particularly 
positive response.  Architecture and frontages vary, with different 
typologies and ages of buildings. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Templeview, west 
of Tuhikaramea 
Road (Goodwin 
Terrace, Cowley 
Drive, Foster 
Road, Market 
Street, McKay 
Drive, Maynard 
Place,                  

Forms a series of connected streets, although only one main entry 
from Tuhikaramea Road.  Narrow berms and few street trees.  
Along the straight sections of road lots have consistent width, 
although varies where the streets curve.  Lot layout varies; with 
differing setbacks in part responding to topography.  The overall 
impression is the lot size and layout does vary.  The layout of sites 
does respond to topography.  Architecture, materials etc varies, as 
does front boundary treatment, which includes retaining walls, 
low fences, planting and open plan.   1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Tennyson 
Road/Dryden 
Road                 

Large cleared site in Tennyson Rd.  Street trees more consistent in 
Tennyson Rd (only one side of street in Dryden).  Some variation in 
lot shape due to curved alignment; however appearance is  regular 
overall.  Unclear how responds to topography .  State housing; 
consistent architecture and materials (some redevelopment), 
Frontages vary, but not too many dominant fences.  Overall, 
consistent but not of any noteworthy quality. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Thomson Avenue                 

Part of wider connected street network.  Wide berms with some 
street trees.  Lot width and size varies.  Lot layout varies; setback 
and some redevelopments. On east side some buildings above 
street level, on west some below street level.  Street follows 
topography and rises up hill.  Architecture varies as does frontage 
treatments which includes some tall fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Thorpe Street,  
Sadler Street, 
Powells Road, 
Raymond Street, 
Craig Place                 

Part of a wider connected network with cul-de-sacs off of it.  Wide 
carrageway with street trees alongside.   Reasonably consistent lot 
size and shape, but lot layout varies (some angled buildings, 
limited number of varied setbacks and garages in front yards).  
Little influence from topography.  Dwellings vary in design as do 
front boundaries which include open frontages and include some 
tall fences. 

3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tisdall 
Street/Tisdall 
Terrace                 

Part of connected grid.  Two carriageways separated by change in 
levels. Street has berms and street trees. Varied lot size and lot 
layout. Varied architecture with recent developments. Some 
dominant fences/walls. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tongariro Street                 

Carriageway is wide and the dominant feature, with only small 
street trees.  Less attractive than streets to the north.   Curved 
street pattern provides some interest, but less consistency in 
buildings and boundaries with some  dominant tall fences..   2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Torrington 
Avenue                 

One of a small grid of street connecting with Norton Road and via 
pedestrian routes to Mill Street   Trees within berms along most of 
the street . South section of street is far wider carriageway; 
impacts on cohesiveness of areas. Lot depth and frontage vary.  
Lot layout reasonably consistent apart from where  two storey flat 
development or buildings front one of the other streets.    Some 
continuity with architecture and materials but disrupted by flat 
development, although the landscape character of street assists 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



with mitigating some of the effect of this.  Frontages include some 
dominant fences and some large areas of parking in front yards. 

Tramway Road                 

Part of a wider connected street network.  Wide carrageway with 
irregular street trees.  Lot sizes/dimensions and lot layout all vary.  
Exacerbated where there have been redevelopments.  Little 
evidence that topography and green structure have influenced the 
design of the area.  Architecture, materials and front boundaries 
all vary. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tramway 
Road/Waikai 
Close                 

Long cul-de-sac from Fifth Avenue and Enderley Avenue.  Block to 
east of Tramway (Waikai Close) is new development.  Narrow 
berms.  Very limited street trees.  Lot sizes and layout vary. 
Redevelopment and new development means there is little 
consistency in architecture or materials.  Frontage treatments 
vary. 0/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tranmere Road                 

Provides link from Clarkin Rd to Heaphy Terrace.   Large street 
trees.  Reasonably regular lots and lot layout (recognising varies 
for different typologies) - some garages in front yards. Some 
variation in architecture and materials, with greater variation from 
redevelopments.  Frontage treatments mainly open plan or low 
walls/fences, a few dominant fences and garages detract. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tudor Crescent                 

Some lots have already been redeveloped.  Street layout does not 
connect well with surrounding network, although curving 
alignment,  narrow carriageway and regular street trees do add to 
the character of the area.  Lot sizes and layout, and the 
consistency of architecture and consistency in frontages  have 
been impacted by redevelopments.  1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Tuhikaramea 
Road                 

Part of connected network.  Dominant wide carrageway. Limited 
street trees.  Lot size and shape varies, as does lot layout with 
some buildings set above road behind retaining walls, builndgs 
below street level and dominant garages and areas of parking.  
Lots respond to original topography.  Architecture and frontages 
vary (including as noted above tall retaining walls), tall fences etc. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Tui Avenue                 

Part of a grid network of streets to the west of Forest Lake Road 
that provides connection to Minogue Park. Single sides street, with 
west of street along boundary with mainline railway.  Footpath 
only on the east side Large street trees only on western side of 
street in northern section of the road.  Inconsistent lot shape and 
size.  Lot layout varies; some garages in front yard areas. Some 
consistency in buildings, but the overall impression is of diversity.  
Frontages vary, but many dominant fences given the close 
proximity of the street to the railway. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Valley Terrace                 

Development along one side of street only.  Not part of a 
connected network.  Small street trees.  Narrow carriageway.  
Reasonably consistent lot width, although variation in depth.  
Some inconsistency in setback. Some consistency in buildings but 
some newer buildings/alterations etc. Mix of plaster and 
weatherboard, with tile.  Some variation in frontages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Vardon Road                 

South side of street only within study area.  Provides connection 
from Te Rapa Road to Beerescourt Rd.  Very wide dominant 
carriageway.  Regular street trees, although relatively small and do 
not mitigate the dominance of the wide carriageway.  Lots on 
south side reasonably regular width/size, with more variation (and 
wider lots) on north side of street.  Some garages and large areas 
of parking within front yards, but building position relatively 
consistent.  No significant views into Vardon Park from street. 
Some consistency with architecture.  Front boundaries vary 
including many dominant fences (and garages) on street frontages. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Vercoe Road                 

Provides connection from Te Rapa Road to Beerescourt Rd.  Very 
wide dominant carriageway.  Street trees on part of southern side 
of street only; insufficient to mitigate the dominance of the wide 
carriageway.  Lots on south side reasonably regular width/size, 
with more variation on north side of street.  Lot depths vary.   
Inconsistent building setbacks.  Architecture is not consistent 
(despite some older buildings at west end, esp. north side).  Front 
boundaries vary including large open driveways, open plan,  low 
fences/walls and planting. A few dominant fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Verel Street & 
Balloch Street                 

Forms part of a series of streets off west side of Heaphy Road, but 
does not  form part of a wider connected street pattern.  Regularly 
spaced  street trees (large trees in Verel and small in Balloch).  Lot 
widths vary as does lot layout.  Street layout is imposed over 
broadly flat landform, but does not link to area of bush beyond.  
Lack of consistency in architecture and materials.  Some variation 
in street frontage treatments, although mainly low walls and low 
fences. 3/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Victoria Street                 

Key route into city centre.  Wide dominant road, with berms only 
in the south. No street trees.  Area is very dominated by traffic.  
Lot shapes, sizes and layouts are not consistent along the street. 
Road follows the river, and local topography, with areas of 
retaining alongside.   Whilst historically it appears that there would 
have been consistency of architecture, and a number of quality 
older buildings remain in the area, more recent developments 
have disrupted this.  Whilst there is a variety of building frontages, 
the overall impression is of tall fences enclosing the street.  
Overall, the harsh urban environment created by the large, busy 
road dominates the overall character of this area. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Vine Street                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carriageway with regular street trees on one 
side and irregular on other side.  Some consistency in lot width, 
except at west end (redevelopments).  Some variation in lot 
layout; setback, angled to street, garages  in front yards etc and 
reduced setback of redevelopment.  Some dominant parking. Not 
influenced by topography or green structure.  Redevelopment has 
brought variation in building styles. Varied frontages; including 
dominant tall fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Vivian Street,                  

Short street forming part of a wider network.  No berms or street 
trees.  Lots in centre of street (away from intersections) are 
consistent in size but layout varies.  No aparent significant 
influence of topography or green structure.  Architecture and 
materials not consistent.  Some open frontages but also dominant 
tall fences. 1.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Waimarie Street                 

Part of connected network.  Wide carrageway with no street trees.   
Reasonably consistent lot sizes on south of street, but varies on 
north.  Site layout varies, some garages in front  yards, dominant 
driveways and some redevelopments.  Architecture and materials 
vary.  Some retaining walls, tall fences and open plan. 2/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wake Street 

                

Provides indirect access to commercial areas.  Regular (small) 
street trees.  Reasonably regular lot dimensions and setbacks.  
There is no apparent influence of topography or green structure. 
Buildings relatively consistent in design and materials.  Frontage 
treatments vary, including tall fences, low fences, planting and 
open plan. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Walker Terrace                 

Cul-de-sac. No berms or street trees. Lot sizes and shapes are 
inconsistent.  Lot layout varies, including setbacks and some 
dominant parking. Vacent redevelopment site. Architecture and 
materials vary.  Some dominant fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Walsh Street                 

Part of a grid network of streets to the west of Forest Lake Road.  
Provides connection to Minogue Park.  Relatively wide 
carriageway.  Some inconsistency in spacing and size of street 
trees, although the size of the largest provides makes them a 
significant feature in the street.  northeast side of street, 
reasonable consistency in lot width and size, southwest side less 
consistent.  Lot layout varies with topography and with style and 
age of buildings.  Street sits on topography, leading to Minogue 
Park.  More consistency in buildings at west end.  Frontages vary, 
with mix of fences (some dominant) and open plan frontages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Walter Street                 

Mid block link from Alfred Street through to Holland Road.  Wide 
carriageway.  Berms but very limited street trees (at southern end 
only).  Lot sizes diverse.  Lot layout varies with typology.  Some 
large area of parking, and redevelopment at northern end.  No 
apparent influence from topography or green structure.  
Architecture and material vary, as do frontages which include a 
number of dominant fences. 1/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wanaka Place                 

Cul-de-sac.  Narrow carrageway and no street trees .  Irregular 
regular lot size and shape but layouts vary including setbacks and 
garages in front yards, and dominant parking.  
Architecture/materials varies and  dominant fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Warwick Avenue                 

Cul-de-sac. Wide berms and street trees.  Inconsistent lot sizes and 
setbacks (including redevelopment).  Some dominant parking.  
Topography and green structure do not appear to have influenced 
the layout.  Architecture varies. A number of dominant tall fences.  0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Wellington 
Street (Firth St 
to Nixon St)                 

Street/block layout forming part of the wider Hamilton East street 
pattern.  Good street trees.  Variation in lot width and significant 
variation in lot layout due to redevelopments on both north and 
south side of street .    Significant variation in architecture due to 
redevelopments, despite some retained good quality older 
buildings.  Variation in street frontage, although generally low 
fences predominate. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Westney Place                 

Cul-de-sac; does not contribute to the connectivity of the wider 
local grid street network.  No berms or street trees. Lot shape/size 
consistent along sides of street, with variation at end of cul-de-sac.  
Lot layout reasonably consistent.   Street drops down hill with 
topography, with individual houses designed to fit with the 
contour.  Mainly buff brick or weatherboard buildings  with gable 
or hipped roofs; overall the impression is of reasonable 
consistency of architecture and materials.  Frontages mainly open 
plan, or low fences/walls (some retaining) with planting. 5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA, as 
whilst the street 
does score 
sufficiently 
highly against 
some 
Consistency 
Criteria it is not 
sufficiently 
Representative. 

Wha 
Street/Dudley 
Terrace & Toru 
Street                 

Does not form part of a wider connected road pattern.  Very few 
street trees and dominant carriageway.  Lot widths and depths 
vary very significantly (those on north taking in parts of gulley 
area).  Lot layout varies.  Influenced by topography only by 
development being confined to flatter land.  Varied architecture, 
materials and building typologies.  A number of dominant tall 
fences. 0.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wilfred Street                 

Part of a grid of connected streets, although limited connection 
out of the area.  Street trees in berms along both sides of street.  
Reasonable consistency in lot size/width.  There is some 
inconsistency in lot layout  (setback)  and areas of dominant 
parking which disrupt this.  Not directly linked to topography or 
natural feature.  Brick, tile and plaster buildings, with various roof 
shapes and designs (including single and two storey); some 
building appear very large and dominant.   Many open plan 
frontages, some with dense planting, and some  fences .   4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Winstone 
Avenue, Bellwood 
Place, Sharpley 
Place                 

Part of a wider connected grid network.  Curving alignment of road 
adds interest.  Limited street trees.  Lot sizes vary, although in the 
south (former/state housing) provides the impression of being 
more consistent.  Street falls from north to south, recognising local 
topography.  In the south there is some consistency as state house 
designs, althugh varied use of brick (red and buff) and 
weatherboard.  Whilst some lots retain an open frontage, there 
are many tall and medium height fences which reduce the 
consistency of the streets. 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Winter Street                 

Forms part of a series of streets off west side of Heaphy Road, but 
does not  form part of a wider connected street pattern.  Regularly 
spaced  street trees.  Regular lot size/dimension and layout along 
street frontage.  Street layout is imposed over broadly flat 
landform, but does not link to area of bush beyond.  Some 
consistency in architecture and materials in group at west end of 
street but otherwise varied.  Some variation in street frontage 
treatments, including dominant timber fences.  3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Woodstock 
Road                 

Varies along length.  East section, not part of coherent street 
pattern.  Narrow berms, no street trees.  Reasonably regular lots.  
Western end follow topography; but imposed on this rather than 
positive response.  Varied architecture and materials. Varied 
frontage treatments with some dominant walls; not consistent. 4/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wordsworth 
Crescent                 

Curving street with berms but no street trees.  Some variation in 
lot shape due to curved alignment; however appearance is  regular 
overall.  Unclear how responds to topography .  State housing; 
generally consistent architecture and materials.  Frontages vary, 
but not too many dominant fences.  Overall, consistent but not of 
any noteworthy quality. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wye Street                 

One of a small grid of street connecting with Norton Road and via 
pedestrian routes to Mill Street    trees within berms at each end 
of the street, although a gap in centre of street.  Lot depth and 
frontage vary.  Lot layout reasonably consistent apart from where  
two storey flat developments .    Some continuity with architecture 
and materials but disrupted by flat developments, although the 
landscape character of street assists with mitigating some of the 
effect of this.  Appears to be group of railway cottages on north 
side in centre of street.  Frontages include some dominant fences 
and some large areas of parking in front yards. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Wymer Terrace                 

Narrow carrageway with regular street trees.  Varied lot 
sizes/shapes, and varied lot layout (particularly setback).  Links to 
Donny Park and follows topography towards River Road.  Varied 
architecture and boundaries (including some dominant walls and 
fences) 3.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 



Yeats Crescent 
and east end of 
Marshall Street 
and Butler Place                 

Provides link from Heaphy Terrace  to Peachgrove Road.  
Alignment/shape of Marshall Street moves away from the straight 
alignment seen in the west in the area of  Yeats Crescent.   Street 
trees more consistent in Marshall Street; few in Yeats Crescent.  
Some variation in lot shape due to curved alignment; however 
appearance is  regular overall.  Unclear how responds to 
topography .  State housing; consistent architecture and materials, 
Frontages vary, but not too many dominant fences.  Overall, 
consistent but not of any noteworthy quality.. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Young Street                 

Relatively wide carriageway, with berms and generally regularly 
spaced street trees (some gaps). Lot widths (and overall size) vary, 
providing some inconsistency with the spacing of buildings and 
overall appearance of spaciousness from the street.  There are 
some  lots with garages in the front yard areas,  these are not too 
disruptive to the overall appearance of the area.  A number of lots 
retain trees within them, and these are an important feature of 
the area.  There is reasonably consistency with architectural styles 
and materials.  Front boundaries vary including planting, low 
fences, dominant higher fences and garages. 4.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 

Yvonne Street, 
Thornton Place, 
Cricket Place                 

Yvonne part of a wider connected network (others are Culs-de-
sac).  Mainly regular street trees (some gaps).  Consistent lot size 
and lot layout (although some dominant parking and garages in 
front yards which disrupt this).  No apparent influecne of 
topography or green stucture.  Range of buildings and materials. 
Many open frontages (or low wall) but also a number of dominant 
fences. 2.5/7 

Not 
recommended 
as HHA as not 
Representative 
and does not 
score 
sufficiently high 
in Consistency 
Criteria 
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To recognise the contribution heritage makes 
to Hamilton’s identity, sense of place and 
belonging. The city celebrates its past by 
identifying, protecting and showcasing its 

heritage for future generations 

Ka whakamiri noa au i ngā taonga tuku iho; 
kia tūhononono ai te pito o nehe ki te pito o 

nāianei

Vision, Hamilton Heritage Plan, 2016

Richard Knott Limited
Urban Design | Masterplanning  | Built Heritage | Town Planning

Prepared By:

Cities that have successfully revived 
or transformed their central cities have 

recognised the importance of a having a 
clear and distinctive identity that reflects the 

prosperity and character of their city. 
Hamilton Central City Transformation Plan, 2016

Aim:
Strengthen the vibrancy of the central city through 
enhancing the historic heritage of Victoria Street

Encouraging development that supports the historic heritage and vitality of the 
area

Support the integration of Victoria Street with the river and surrounding areas
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Introduction
A key aim of this report is to develop principles for the strengthening 
of the vitality of Victoria Street Area through the enhancement of the 
historic heritage values of the area. Future development should consider 
these values while ensuring the strengthening of linkages between 
Victoria Street and the River and surrounding areas.

This report identifies that the Victoria Street Area has historic heritage 
values which should be protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development, and encourages the management of the area in a manner 
which enhances its identified historic heritage values and supports the 
revitalisation of the central city. It has been prepared in response to the 
Vision and Goals of the Hamilton Heritage Plan 2016, and in particular 
Goals 1 and 2 which indicate:

1. Identification Tautuhi
All historic and natural heritage is identified and documented

2. Protection Whakangungu
Heritage is conserved for future generations.

In preparing the report and undertaking the associated analysis, 
consideration has also been given to the overarching purpose of the 
Waikato-Tainui Environmental Plan.

The broad study area for the project, based on an initial walk around with 
HCC officers is shown in Figure 1.

This project is part of a series of reviews being undertaken across the city, 
to identify historic heritage items and historic heritage areas, and to bring 
these together in a unified chapter within the District Plan.

There is no specific methodology within the Operative District Plan which 
sets out what matters should be considered when assessing whether an 
area exhibits historic heritage values. A specific methodology has 
therefore been prepared for use in Hamilton, informed by good practice 
and taking into account local circumstances.

The methodology is based around consideration of a number of factors 
which are seen to contribute to an areas historic heritage values, including:
• Historic Development
• Location and Setting
• Architectural Quality and Built Form
• Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees

Each of these matters is considered in this report.

Following this an overall summary combines these to consider whether 

taken as a whole the area is of such historic heritage value that it is 
desirable to protect, maintain and enhance its values.  Detailed 
boundaries are also considered.

Preparation of this Report
This Assessment has been prepared by Richard Knott with the support of 
Mark Roberts, Laura Galt and Alice Morris of HCC, who have coordinated 
the project, carried out significant research and provided substantial input 
into this report.
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Methodology
Within New Zealand there is no one agreed method to identify historic 
heritage areas, define the values of an area or how best to protect 
it from inappropriate subdivision or development.  Councils and 
practitioners therefore generally develop their own methodology for 
their own project based upon accepted good practice and influenced 
by local circumstances.

Whilst the Hamilton Operative District Plan includes criteria for the 
identification of Historic Buildings and Structures in Appendix 8 (8-1.2), 
this advice focuses on the qualities of buildings and structures, and 
is therefore not immediately adaptable to use in the assessment of a 
wider area where a broader range of factors may influence the overall 
special character of the area.

The advice from Heritage New Zealand (Information Sheet 2: 
Assessment criteria to assist in the identification of Historic Heritage 
Values and also included in Sustainable Management of Historic 
Heritage, Guide No.3, District Plans), also focuses on individual 
buildings/items and is therefore less useful as a guide for the study of 
a wider area.

Given this gap, a methodology1  has been developed for the 
assessment of the Historic Heritage values of areas across the City.  
This was initially used to assess residential areas and suburban centres, 
but is equally applicable to this central city location.  This methodology 
has been based on New Zealand and International good practice, and 
identifies and assesses a board range of matters which contribute to 
the historic heritage values of an area.

Good Practice

Historic England
Historic England have for many years 
provided guidance on the identification 
of the character and appearance of 
Conservation Areas. Conservation Areas 
are (generally urban) areas which have 
been identified as being of special 
architectural or historic interest and 
which as a result are considered worthy 
of preservation or enhancement. I am 
familiar with this methodology and have 
produced and led studies based upon this.

1 Hamilton City Historic Heritage Area Assessment, 21st June 2022, Richard Knott Limited

Historic England notes that there are different types of special 
architectural and historic interest which could lead to the designation of an 
area, including:

• Areas with a high number of nationally designated heritage assets
and a variety of architectural styles and historic associations

• Areas linked to a particular industry or individual with a particular
local interest

• Where an earlier, historically significant, layout is visible in the
modern street pattern

• Where a particular style of architecture or traditional building
materials predominate

• Areas designated because of the quality of the public realm or a
spatial element, such as a design form or settlement pattern, green
spaces which are an essential component of a wider historic area,
and historic parks and gardens and other designed landscapes.

In order to identify and assess these matters, their methodology considers 
the following factors, which in part echoes the matters noted from the 
AUP-OP and Christchurch Suburban Character Areas Assessment:

• Location and Setting
• Historic Development
• Architectural Quality and Built Form
• Open Space, Parks and gardens, and Trees
• Character Zones
• Positive Contributors
• Locally Important Building

Hamilton Criteria

Historic Heritage Areas in Hamilton
Historic Heritage Areas are areas which are representative of an 
identified Heritage Theme, which are consistent in their physical and 
visual qualities including street pattern, lot layout and density, green 
structure, housing typologies and street frontage treatments, and 
which are considered to be of at least moderate heritage value locally, 
regionally or nationally.

Assessment Criteria for the Identification of Historic Heritage Areas in 
Hamilton
• That the area is representative of a Heritage Theme which has

historic heritage significance to the development of the city
including:
• Early establishment of a service town
• Railway workers suburbs

• Comprehensive state housing schemes and control by the State
Advances Corporation

• The construction company era
• The dominance of the private car and changing suburban form

and
• The area displays consistency in physical and visual qualities that

are representative of their identified Heritage Theme and assessed
as being at least moderate value in relation to the majority of the
consistency criteria:
• A consistent Street/Block Layout which makes a positive

contribution to the heritage significance and quality of the area
• Consistent Street Design, including street trees, berms,

carriageways and other planting within the street which make a
positive contribution to the heritage significance and quality of
the area.

• Consistency in Lot Size, Dimensions and Development Density,
including shape and size of lots which makes a positive
contribution to the heritage significance and quality of the area.

• Consistent Lot Layout, including position of buildings on lots,
dominance of car parking, and landscape and tree planting
within the lot which makes a positive contribution to the
heritage significance and quality of the area.

• Whether the overall Topography and Green Structure of the
area makes a positive contribution to the heritage significance
and quality of the area.

• Consistency of styles of Architecture and Building Typologies,
including overall shape, form and material, and whether these
factors make a positive contribution to the heritage significance
and quality of the area.

• Consistency in Street Frontage Treatments, such as walls, fences
and planting, and whether these make a positive contribution to
the heritage significance and quality of the area.

These criteria to be considered at street, group of streets or block level 
as appropriate.
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Pulling upon professional experience and upon the identified good practice, and with an appreciation of the 
location and form of the study area, the following methodology will be followed for the project: 

• First, to gain a good understanding of the values of the area, each of the Historic England matters will be 
assessed as to whether they have Considerable Significance, Some Significance, or No Significance.

• With this knowledge and understanding the area is then be considered against the Hamilton Criteria. 

To be identified as a Historic Heritage Area on balance the area should be considered as having overall high or 
moderate value against the criterion
 

Proposed Methodology
Contributing Matters:
Historic Development
e.g.:

• Periods of development
• Influences
• Historic Associations
• Archaeological Potential

Architectural Quality and Built Form
e.g.:

• Scale and Form
• Relationship of Buildings to the Street
• Density / Pattern of development
• Dominant architectural styles
• Prevalent types and periods of buildings
• Essential characteristics of buildings and relationship to topography, streets etc
• Building materials
• Streetscapes and Townscape
• Previous and existing uses
• Buildings, groups or sites which contribute positively to area
• Visual coherence
• Landmark Buildings/Structures

Location and Setting
e.g.:

• Position/relationship with main settlement
• General structure, ‘subdivision’ pattern, character and plan form
• Landmarks Features
• Existing general condition and potential forces of change
• Views within, from and of the area
• Topography

Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees
e.g.:

• Key public spaces
• Important private spaces
• Important groups of trees or single trees
• Biodiversity value

Figure 1: The study area
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Areas Excluded from the Study
Once the decision was taken to instigate this project, and to consider whether the general 
Victoria Street Area should be identified as a Historic Heritage Area, an initial walk around 
was undertaken with HCC officers to better define the extent of the study area.

The final study area is shown on Figure 2, this being an area which was considered to 
generally show a reasonably uniform historic heritage values and which included a number 
of buildings already recognised as being of heritage significance.

The initial walk around enabled a number of distinct areas to be immediately excluded 
from the study area:

That part of Victoria Street, north of Garden Place.
It was clear from the initial walk around that this area exhibited a different 
character to the section of Victoria Street to the south of Garden Place. In 
particular, the area to the north shows a greater degree of redevelopment 
than the area to the south, with a lesser concentration of historic buildings and 
buildings of character.

Garden Place
Garden Place exhibits a very different character to Victoria Street; in particular it is 
a large open space with no traffic passing through the centre of the square, rather 
than a more intimate, contained street environment which is dynamic with traffic 
moving through it. Buildings around Garden Place are generally at least 3 storeys 
high, with a number being taller than this. Whilst three storey buildings are seen 
in key locations along Victoria Street, the general lasting impression is that it is 
characterised by buildings which are two storeys high.

Hood Street
Whilst this area shows buildings generally creating a continuous frontage to the 
street, the overall visual character of this area is distinctly different to the section 
of Victoria Street within the study area,with buildings away from the Victoria 
Street/Hood Street intersection being mainly single storey compared to the two 
storey or greater typical of Victoria Street.

The Waikato Museum and Grantham Street
This area is characterised by a large pavilion building set within a wider area of 
open land and does not reflect the overall character of the section of Victoria 
Street within the study area.

That part of Victoria Street south of Hood Street.
Within this area, the general layout of buildings is more spacious. Generally, 
buildings are not set together creating a continuous frontage to the street to the 
same extent as seen in the area to the north of Hood Street, and in addition the 
eastern side of the street is initially formed by the reserve area located between 
Victoria Street and Grantham Street.

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Figure 2: Areas 
excluded from study
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Historic Development
The history of Hamilton Kirikiriroa has been dominated by the Waikato River. During the history of the city 
the river has been a key transport route and also used for recreational purposes.

Pre-European
The Hamilton area has a history of some 700-800 years of Maori occupation and settlement. Waikato is the 
ancestral region of tribes descended from people who came to New Zealand on the Tainui waka (canoe) 
in the 13th century . The waka, commanded by Hoturoa, explored both coasts of the central North Island 
before making its final landfall at Matetu on the Kāwhia Harbour. The Tainui people explored the area 
around Kāwhia and settled there first, before spreading to the north, east and south, absorbing other tribes 
already in occupation.

For the Tainui tribes, the harbours, rivers and swamps of Waikato provided food and other resources, 
and its mountain ranges were strongholds. These places became identified with ancestors, and were 
celebrated in sayings and songs. Settlements sprang up throughout the region, usually on hilltops or beside 
lakes. Whāingaroa and Aotea harbours were traditional centres of population, as were mountains such as 
Maungatautari.

As waka traffic increased along the rivers in the 19th century, numbers of riverbank settlements multiplied. 
Major settlements on the Waikato River, for example, included Kirikiriroa (meaning "long strip of cultivated 
land"), Kaitotehe pā at Taupiri, and Ngāruawāhia

In the early 1800s, before the confiscation and occupation of present day Hamilton by European settlers 
numerous sub tribe of Tainui, cultivated the river terraces and utilised the river as both a food source 
and a means of transport. At that time the river was the major means of communication and connection 
with other settled areas. This is highlighted by the numerous pa sites, traditional gardens, and agricultural 
features along the Waikato River along with the river and the elaborate network of tracks that were 
established to connect the Pa and cultivation areas together. The main Maori settlements (Pa) in the area of 
Hamilton were:

On the western banks of the Waikato River:
• Kirikiriroa Pa occupied by Ngati Wairere, and
• Te Rapa (near the Waikato Hospital) occupied by Nagti Koura

On the eastern bank of the Waikato River the major Pa sites were:
• Te Nihinihi Pa (near Cobham Bridge) occupied by Ngati Koura and Ngati Hanui at various times

duringits existence.
• Opoia Pa (near eastern side of Claudelands Bridge) occupied at one point in time by the following

hapuNgati Parekirangi, Ngati Haanui and Ngati Paretaua.

Miropiko Pa (in the area known as Claudelands) occupied by Ngati Wairere. Kirikiriroa Pa was the largest 
settlement in the area and had a large population and was a thriving community at the time the European 
traders and missionaries arrived in the area in the 1830’s. It was a fully fortified Pa Whakairo (Pa with carved 
palisades) located near the centre of the Waikato basin. The Ngati Wairere people burned large areas of 
scrub, fern and bush and had built up the Waikato River terraces replacing the soils within these with a 
coarse-textured ash and sand creating a thick blackish layer of artificial soils that was used for the growing 
Kumara.

To the south of Kirikiriroa is a hill which currently occupied by the Waikato Institute of Technology. This hill 
is considered significant to the local hapu and seen as a tribal landmark. Before the Europeans settled in the 
area and developed Hamilton the topography of this hill was considerably different. The hill was known as 
Te Kopu Mania O Kirikiriroa or the smooth belly of Kirikiriroa. The fertile soils allowed for the cultivation of 
Kumara, and Rauruhe. Also located on the lower slopes of the hill were a number of springs or Puna.

On the peak of the ridge a ceremonial altar or Tuahu named Te Ahurewa was established to maintain and 
protect the Mauri of the hill, its fertility and life sustaining properties. The hill was also an observation point 
for the local hapu to track the stars and constellations which mark the different phases of planting and 
harvesting of crops.

Te Ao Katoa, a Ngati Koura high priest performed the last ancient ritual on the hill during his visit to the 
area with King Tawhiao in 1881. The ritual was to remove the tapu from the hill so that the Mauri of the hill 
would not be desecrated by Europeans settlers occupying the areas and constructing houses on the slopes of 
the hill. Members of the local hapu who were buried on the hill were exhumed by Hakopa Te Waharoa and 
Te Puke Waharoa from the time of the arrival of the first settlers in 1864.

With the arrival of the European traders and missionaries in the early 1830’s and 1840’s, the iwi and their 
hapu quickly adopted the new technology. They produced flax, wheat, kumara, potatoes and fruit that was 
transported down the river to markets in Auckland and even further afield to Australia. However following 
the battle at Rangiriri in 1864 and the British troops traveled up the Waikato River on gunboats the Ngati 
Wairirere abandoned Kirikiriroa Pa and travelled across country to reoccupy the Pa at Hukanui now known as 
Gordonton. Following the abandonment of the Pa, the occupying British troops established a garrison on the 
site.
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Figure 3: Archaeology in the Area (based upon information from Central City 
Riverside Archaeological and Cultural Assessment; Opus International Consul-
tants for HCC, 2000)
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European Settlers
In 1864, following the Maori wars, a number of defensive militia posts were established throughout the 
Waikato Region. Hamilton was one of these posts along with Alexandra (Now Pirongia) Kihikihi, Cambridge 
and Pukerimu. The establishment of the European settlement of Hamilton began with arrival of the first de-
tachment of soldiers from the 4th Waikato Militia lead by Captain William Steele on the 24 August 1864. They 
were followed by the main body of the fourth Waikato Regiment a total of 1465 settlers. Of these settlers 432 
were men, 282 were women and 751 were children. The men of the militia were each entitled to a town allot-
ment and an area of rural land. They came ashore on the east bank of the Waikato River at the site of today's 
Memorial Park.

The 4th Waikato Militia Regiment built redoubts on opposite sides of the river, on the western side on the hill 
known to the local iwi as Pukerangiora, on which the St Peters Cathedral is now located and on the eastern 
side of the river at the end of Bridge Street.

The redoubt on the eastern side of the Waikato River was known as Moule’s Redoubt after the commanding 
officer of the 4th Waikato Militia, Colonel William Moule. The redoubt was built on the site of Tararahi Pa 
which was occupied Ngati Parekirangi in the late 1700’s who later abandoned the Pa and reconstructed and 
occupied Waipahhihi Pa overlooking the Hamilton East gully near Claudelands.

In 1865, William Moule, the commanding officer of the 4th Waikato, named the new settlement Hamilton 
after Captain John Charles Fane Hamilton, a naval officer who had been killed at the Battle of Gate Pa, near 
Tauranga, in April 1864.

The Militia settlers and their families struggled to survive as they were only supplied with rations for the first 
year of their settlement. Many abandoned their land and returned to Australia (from where many had been 
recruited) or headed for the Coromandel area, hoping to strike gold.

When Hamilton became a borough in 1878 its population had fallen rather than increased. The population 
was only 1241 some 224 less that the original band of settlers. Those who stayed and survived the hardships 
played a vital part in the establishment of Hamilton.

One of the only commodities that was adequately available and there was a market for was Flax. The industry 
within Hamilton relied on the flax mill erected by Mr Isaac Coates along the Waikato River. Flax was transport-
ed from throughout the district to be milled at the factory before being shipped out of the region along the 
Waikato River.

Other elements of infrastructure steadily followed. In 1886 the Waikato Hospital Board was formed. The 
streets of Hamilton were lit by gas in 1895 and the water works were completed in 1903. The next year the 
telephone exchange opened with 39 subscribers.

By 1906 the population of Hamilton was over 2100 with a further 800 people living outside the boundary 
in Claudelands and Frankton. The borough of Hamilton continued to expand, taking in Claudelands in 1912 
and in 1917 amalgamating with Frankton. The 1945 census revealed Hamilton’s population to have reached 
22,000, enabling the borough to formally call itself a city. The original Hamilton borough had an area of 752 
hectares; the city currently occupies approximately 9,860 hectares and has a population of over 150 000.

Below: Photography of the timber Union Bridge built in 1877 and joined West and East Hamilton until 1908 when it was replaced by the current Victoria Bridge. (HCL_00372)

Below: Photography of the punt used to cross the Waikato River until 1877 when the 
Union Bridge was built (HCL_02812)

Below:Photography of Victoria Street in early 1900’s looking south from near St 
Peter’s Cathedral (HCL_02820)

Below: Early photography of the devleopment of the commercial area around the punt with Grantham Street connecting the 
area to development along Victoria Street (HCL_00480)
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Figure 4: Hamilton City Centre, 1864 (Hamilton City Council, Libraries)
Above: Photography of the Rawhiti II on her maiden voyage loading vehicles at the wharf on Grantham Street, 1925 (HCL_00015).

HamiltonWest_1864.tif
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History of the Central City
The early human occupation was by Hapu from the Tainui waka, who establishing Paa on both sides of the river. 
The major Paa located in the proximity to the central city area were:

• Kirikirioa Paa (Ngaati Wairere) on the western banks of the River;
• Opoia Paa (occupied over time by Ngaati Parekirangi, Ngaati Haanui and Ngaati Paretaua) on the eastern 

side of the River in the location of today’s Claudelands Bridge; and
• Miropiko Paa (Ngaati Wairere) located along River Road in Claudelands.

Following the Waikato Wars, 1863 to 1865, the many Paa had been deserted and British troops utilised these 
settlement areas for militia posts. Formal European settlement and the renaming of the area from Kirikiriroa to 
Hamilton occurred with the arrival of the 4th Waikato Regiment in 1864.

The original European settlement straddled the western and eastern sides of the River. They were connected by 
punt and developed as two separate towns, known as ‘Highway Township Districts’. Each was administered by a 
separate Highway Board. It wasn’t until 1877 that the two were amalgamated and became the Hamilton Borough.

The new Hamilton Borough Council established its Chambers in two adjoining military huts on the western side of 
the River in 1878.

In 1879 the original Union Bridge was constructed, physically linking the two former Highway Board areas, and 
taking away the need for the punt which has previously been the only connection between the two towns. This 
was replaced by the still existing Victoria Bridge in 1910.

On the western side, today’s central business area, the business area was at that time located on Grantham Street 
situated around the wharf. The wharf was a key junction for the movement of people and goods into and out of 
the area and the majority of the first commercial buildings were therefore located in Grantham Street.

Improved road links to Auckland and the wider area led to a decreased dependency on river transport, and as a 
result the commercial centre gradually moved from Grantham Street to Victoria Street.

In 1865 the original Hamilton Hotel building was erected on the Corner of Victoria and Sapper Moore Jones 
Streets (2017 locational reference) and additional development followed. In 1875, with the steady growth 
of the town’s population, Hamilton had a printing press (the Waikato Times), breweries, brickyards, biscuit 
manufactures, agricultural suppliers, saddlers, tailors, sawmills, flour mills and both vehicle and furniture 
factories.

Early maps show Victoria Street only running from Hood to Liverpool Street; the southern section of what is now 
known as Victoria Street was at that time named Tisdall Street, and the northern section known as Jersey Street. 
Around World War One the Council tidied up street names and Tisdall was pushed back to where it is today and 
Jersey disappeared and became part of Victoria Street.

Between 1874 and 1899 there were five major fires in this area of Victoria Street, destroying a number of the 
original buildings and businesses. However, each time buildings and businesses were rebuilt and re-established. 
As the buildings that had been destroyed by fire had been of timber construction in 1901 the Hamilton Borough 
Council introduced building regulations establishing a ‘brick and stone’ building area in Victoria Street. All new 
buildings now had to be of stone or brick construction. This area was extended in 1907 to include Ward Street on 
the western side of Victoria Street and to Garden Place on the eastern side of the Street and further extended in 
1910 to include the area on both sides of Victoria Street up to London Street.

Below: Photography of Victoria Street in the early 1900’s. The Alexandra Building can be seen to the right (HCL_02375)

Above: Photography of Victoria Street taken in 1906 looking south (Alexandra Building to the right) (HCL_00487)
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The original (Council) Chambers constructed in 1878 consisted of two military huts with a facade and were 
located on Victoria Street Opposite Garden Place on the north side of the later built Carnegie Library. In 1905 
new Council Chambers and a Town Hall were erected and opened at the south end of Victoria Street near the 
existing Municipal Pools. This building was the Council Chambers until 1932 when the Council relocated again, 
Area Character Assessment, Victoria Street, Hamilton 10 to a newly constructed building in Alma Street. The main 
part of the 1905 building was then converted into the Civic Theatre which was demolished in 1967. The southern 
portion was used for the municipal swimming pools clubrooms and offices.

In 1897 the first purpose built civic Post Office and Courts building was constructed on Victoria Street. This 
building was destroyed by fire in 1899. A substantial replacement brick building was constructed on the same site 
in 1901. This building remains today and is known as the ‘Arts Post Building’, at the intersection of Victoria and 
Hood Street. This building was extended in 1916 and remained the City’s Post Office until a ‘Chief Post Office’ was 
built further north along Victoria Street opposite Garden Place in 1940.

Original ‘road’ access to Hamilton from Auckland had been via existing well-established Māori walking tracks. 
After 1864 some Māori tracks were developed for horse transport. By 1869 the Great South Road was established 
for horse and coach transport from Auckland to Hamilton (later becoming part of SH1). A regular coach service to 
Auckland was operating by 1876.

Further roads were constructed linking Hamilton to Cambridge, Morrinsville, Te Aroha, Raglan and other 
settlements during the 1870s and 1880s. Most were not metalled until the 20th century.

The improved road access encouraged more businesses to establish away from the wharf and into the southern 
area of Victoria Street. By the mid-1870s the majority of businesses had relocated from Grantham Street onto 
Victoria Street. The Railway to Auckland opened in 1868 and the Frankton Railway Station in 1877. A line from 
Frankton was extended to Hamilton in 1879 and then across the River following the construction of a railway 
bridge in 1884, linking Hamilton to Thames.

The road improvements and the introduction of rail was also the catalyst for the continued development of 
businesses along Victoria Street northwards.

Conclusion
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Historic Development significance:

• It represents one of the first areas in Hamilton settled by Maori and later by European settlers.
• It is the location of some of the first ‘City Centre’ commercial development.
• It is the location of a number of important civic buildings.
• The overall layout of the area remains relatively unaltered.

Below: Original Commercial Hotel built in 1875 and replace by existing hotel in 1937

Above: Photography of Victoria Street in the early 1900’s. The Bank building can be 
seen to the left.

Above: Photography showing earlier Howden’s building located on Victoria Street 
which was replaced in 1902 by the current building (HCL_02591)

Above: Photography of Victoria Street in the early 1900’s
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Location and Setting
As noted above, the original commercial centre of Hamilton was located along Grantham Street, with easy access 
from the Wharf. With the development of improved roads, providing access to Auckland and to surrounding 
Waikato towns, the focus for transport moved away from the River and new buildings were developed along 
Victoria Street within the study area.

Since this time Victoria Street has operated as the ‘city centre’. Victoria Street runs broadly north-south, 
alongside the Waikato River and is located on level ground, outside of the River gully and high above the River. 
A number of other roads link to Victoria Street at right angles, most running westwards towards Anglesea Steet 
and the wider city. The close proximity of the River to Victoria Street has limited the ability to develop significant 
developments beyond the eastern side of Victoria Street.

Due to the commercial nature of the street, buildings have been designed to front the street. Buildings on the 
eastern side of the street have as a result placed their back towards the River. There has therefore historically 
been little relationship between these buildings and the River, despite the close proximity of the two. As it has 
not been seen as important to front or interact with the River, the riverbanks are covered in trees and other 
landscape planting. This provides a backdrop to the lower Victoria Street area, and in part blocks views eastwards 
from Victoria Street towards the river and beyond through the various gaps, lanes and roads.

There are views westwards from the street, along Hood Street, Collingwood Street and Garden Place.

As part of the desire to better connect the street with the riverside area, new open spaces have been created 
which link the two areas. The first of these is located on the site of The Embassy Theatre. This has recently been 
revamped to celebrate the birth of the Rocky Horror Picture Show at the theatre. A further space is being created 
close to the intersection of Collingwood Street with Victoria Street; this is known as Victoria on the River.

Whilst the creation of these spaces is laudable, they come at a cost to the character of this section of Victoria 
Street. The area has historically been characterised by buildings located hard to the street edge, enclosing the 
street space, with a limited number of lanes or roads linking eastwards to the river. The creation of these spaces 
is at odds with this character and creates gaps in the streetscape which impact upon the original character of the 
street.

In the case of Victoria on the River, the retention of the ‘narrow neck’ linking this to Victoria Street, and resisting 
the opportunity to remove buildings along Victoria Street is critical to the ensuring that the character of Victoria 
Street is conserved.

The development of the shopping malls to the north of Garden Place, at Centre Place and Downtown Plaza (now 
both Centre Place) and in out of town locations at The Base, Westfield Chartwell and other smaller but easy 
to access locations across the city, has forced this section of Victoria Street to reconsider its role. This has led 
to a rebirth of the area, with the establishment of new uses to encourage people into the central city. Now a 
significant number of ground floor uses are food and drink related, including restaurants and bars. Many of these 
are relatively quiet during the day time, but come to life during the evening/night.

This change of dominant use within the area has led to the alteration of the ground floor frontages of many units. 
Shop fronts have been removed and replaced by new frontages. These are often plain in appearance and/or do 
not reflect the architecture above. Many have reduced areas of glazing compared to that expected in a shop 
front.

As result of these changes, along with the shading effects of the verandahs, during the daytime pedestrians are in 
parts of the street presented with frontages which feel uninviting and uninteresting. Coupled to this, the overall 

Figure 5: Study area location within city context
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condition of buildings varies. Whilst a number of buildings are in good condition, the overall lasting impression is 
that many buildings would benefit from investment.

Victoria Street was the subject of a comprehensive street improvement project in recent years. As a result, the 
footpaths, carriageways are street planting are all in good condition. There is a central median along the length 
of Victoria Street in this area, flanked by a single traffic lane in each direction and in most locations a line of 
parallel on street car parking on each side of the street.

The central median is mainly raised and includes well established trees and other landscape planting, which give 
the street an attractive, intimate appearance. In some sections, the median area is used for angled car parking. 
The length of these stretches of angled parking has been kept short, and as a result they do not appear over 
dominant and do not detract from the overall appearance of the street.

In the centre of this section of the street, near 161 Victoria Street, is a statue of Sapper Horace Moore-Jones, a 
wartime artist who died while rescuing others from the devastating Hamilton Hotel fire in 1922.

Conclusion
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Location and Setting significance:

• It was located so as to be initially easily accessible to the Waikato River
• It is located on higher ground away from the river, allowing easier access from the new road network.
• It became the centre of this new road network, linking to the wider region and to Auckland
• Together the street, surrounding buildings and uses create an area of distinct character and appearance.
• The area remains significant as key location in the city centre.
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Architectural Quality and Built Form
Heritage Significance of Buildings
The area contains a significant number of buildings which are of significance to the local area, to the City and to 
New Zealand as a whole. Seventeen buildings with the study area are included on in Schedule 8A: Built Heritage 
(structures, buildings and associated sites) of the Operative District Plan. These date from 1877 into the 1900’s - 
the ‘Brick and Stone era’ of development within the area. These are further identified in Figure 4. 

Six of the scheduled buildings are also included on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero of significant 
heritage places with two of these been category I buildings. 

These buildings are a significant factor in the overall character of the area and there enhancement and ongoing 
uses is key to ensuring the revitalisantion and vibrancy of Victoria Street  in the long term

PODP 
ID# Heritage Item Address Age Plan 

Category

Key 
Heritage 
Criteria

HNZPT Category 
and ID

H5 Former Bank of New 
Zealand 117 Victoria St 1877-78 A a b c d f I (768) (NZHPT

Heritage Order)

H34 Barton and Ross 
Building

131-141
Victoria St 1928 A a b c f -

H35 Former Post Office/
Social Welfare 132 Victoria St 1901 A a b c f II (5299)

H36 Former Hamilton 
Hotel

170-186
Victoria St 1922 A a b c f II (4203)

H37 Wesley Chambers 237 Victoria St 1909 A a b c d f II (5301)

H38 Commercial Hotel 287 Victoria St 1937 A a b c f -

H39 Central Post Office 346 Victoria St 1939 A a b c d f -

H40 Pascoe’s Building 357 Victoria St 1916 A a b c f II (5298)

H71 Howdens Jewellers 179 Victoria St 1906 B a b c f -

H72 Paul’s Book Arcade 211 Victoria St 1910 A a b c f I (7438)

H73 Alexandra Building 221 Victoria St 1903 B a b c -

H74 Victoria Buildings 260 Victoria St 1915 B a b c -

H89 Hamilton Buildings 109 Victoria St 1917 B a b c -

H90 Harker’s Building 191 Victoria St 1914 B a b c -

H91 Former Guthrie 
Bowron 254 Victoria St 1916 B a b c -

H92 Grocotts Building 213-217 Victoria St 1924 B a b c -

H93 H & J Court Ltd 303 Victoria St

1920 
(modification 

of a 1910 
building)

B a b c -

Commercial Hotel

Harker’s Building Wesley Chambers

Victoria Buildings
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Figure 7: Heritage buildings within the study area

Identifed as possible heritage building
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Age, Style and Materials
Whilst the Study Area contains a range of architectural 
styles, reflecting its evolution from the mid/late 19th 
Century (see Figure 8), there are a number of features 
(see Figures 6) which provide continuity and contribute 
to its overall collective character and appearance:

• The scheduled and listed heritage buildings
which shape the overall character and
appearance of the area.

• Other buildings which contribute to the overall
character and appearance of the area.

• That buildings are generally built on the back
edge of the footpath and many are two storeys
or taller; this provides enclosure and definition to
the street and provides interest for pedestrians.

• At ground level, many of the buildings have
narrow shop fronts; these contribute to the
creating a human scale, and provides interest
to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity for a
diversity of ownership and uses.

• The majority of buildings have painted plaster or
brick elevations; whilst the architectural detail of
these varies the materials provide continuity and
a sense of identity. Many of these are a legacy of
the ‘Brick and Stone’ era.

• There are verandahs over the footpath, providing
shelter for users, providing continuity along
the street and also contributing to the sense of
enclosure within the street.
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Figure 8: Building age and heritage buildings within the study area
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Townscape
The area is of significant townscape interest (Figure 9), 
and as a result has a clear and important sense of place 
(identity); there are few locations within the area where 
the street is not enclosed by strong building frontages.

The rhythm of shop fronts at ground floor enhance the 
human scale of the area and provide interest for pedestri-
ans, such that it feels a vibrant and interesting place to be 
within.

Views into the area, from side streets and open spaces, 
are generally stopped by buildings. This contributes to the 
urban character of the area. The maintenance of these 
frontages (marked on Figure 9) is essential to these views 
and to the overall character and quality of the area.

There are a number of key spaces within the area; these 
add to its interest and variety. Whilst the streetscape is 
attractive, well maintained and of generally good quality 
within each of these spaces, the surrounding buildings 
are essential to their overall quality and character, ensur-
ing that the key spaces feel well contained and generally 
of a human scale. The corner buildings are particularly 
important in achieving this; they each provide enclosure 
and act as ‘gateways’ to the side streets.

The identified spaces are each a landmark in their own 
right; in addition to these the area contains two addition-
al important landmarks:

• The Sapper Moore-Jones sculpture
• Tongue of the Dog public art
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Figure 9: Townscape analysis
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Figure 10: Significnat spaces and frontages important in views

Impact of Uses
As noted above, the change of dominant use within 
the area from retail to food and drink, has led to 
the alteration of the ground floor of many units and 
traditional shopfronts have been removed and replaced 
by new frontages. These are often plain in appearance 
and/or do not reflect traditional detailing or the 
architecture of the façade above. Many have reduced 
areas of glazing compared to that expected in a shopfront. 
In additional, changing fashions and expectations have 
led to the introduction of inappropriate signage on shop 
fronts, verandahs and facades. These signs are in many 
case over-large and of inappropriate materials, and as 
a result do not respect the overall architectural form or 
materials of the parent building.

During the daytime, as result of the change of use of 
the ground floors, the reduced areas of glazing and the 
poor-quality signage, along with the shading effects of 
the verandahs, pedestrians are in parts of the street 
presented with an area which feels uninviting and 
uninteresting. Coupled to this, the overall condition of 
buildings varies.

At night time, the impact of the physical changes to the 
buildings are less obvious as frontages are lit and the 
footpaths become busier and more dynamic.

As a result, the area has a distinctly different daytime and 
night time character. During the day it is the buildings, 
spaces and other built features which more significantly 
influence its character and feeling, whilst at night it is 
the increased numbers of people and associated activity 
which dominate.

Below: Two heritage buildings that terminate the view into Victoria 
Street from Collingwood Street
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Contributing Buildings
A significant number of buildings in the area (including and 
additional to those scheduled for their heritage significance)) 
contribute to the continuity and coherence of the area. They 
are significant in forming the overall character and appearance 
of the area by reason of their overall scale, position on the back 
edge of the footpath, verandahs, shop fronts and materials and 
make an important contribution to the heritage values of the 
area.

The demolition of these Contributing buildings or their 
substantial alteration would have a negative impact on the 
overall heritage values of the area and their retention should 
therefore be encouraged and their removal/alteration 
discouraged.

A number of other buildings make a neutral contribution to the 
values of the area; this means that they exhibit some but not 
all of the characteristics which define the area and do not 
actively contribute to the heritage values of the area. Subject 
to their replacement with a new building and careful attention 
to detailed design matters, the substantial alteration or 
demolition of these buildings could be acceptable.

A number of other buildings and sites are identified as an 
opportunity. The (re)development of these sites/buildings is 
encouraged as they currently have a negative impact on the 
overall values and appearance of the area. Notwithstanding 
this, as noted on Figure 9, some of these buildings still play an 
important role by providing a frontage which terminates a view 
into the area.

The removal of any opportunity building would only be 
appropriate if they are to be replaced by a new building. As 
noted above in relation to neutral buildings, careful attention 
would need to be given to the detailed design of a new 
replacement building.

Earthquake Prone Buildings
 A number of the buildings within the Study Area are 
potentially earthquake prone buildings.  This includes buildings 
which are recognised as being of heritage significance in the 
District Plan and some included on New Zealand Heritage List/
Rārangi Kōrero of significant heritage.  This is a matter which 
will need to be addressed for each building whether or not the 
area is recognised as a special character zone in the District 
Plan and should not be seen as an impediment to the 
recognition of the importance of the area.  

The Council is keen to work with owners and with Heritage 
EQUIP (Ministry for Culture and Heritage) to find appropriate 
responses for each building.
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Hood Street to Collingwood Street
This section of Victoria Street contains a significant 
number of heritage buildings and buildings which 
contribute to the character of the area.

The Former Bank of New Zealand Building provides 
stature at the corner of Victoria and Hood Street, and 
successfully addresses both streets. It makes a very 
significant contribution to the character of the area.

The Wesley Chambers provides imposing frontages 
to both Victoria Street and Collingwood Street. The 
articulation of the façades brings a vertical emphasis, 
which enhances its apparent height.

In-between, there are a wide range of other buildings. 
Howden’s Jewellers remains complete, with a very 
attractive shop front at ground floor. It’s very narrow 
frontage with attractive parapet emphasises its height, 
making it one of the most memorable buildings in the 
street, despite its small size.

Whilst, as noted above, a significant number of ground 
floors have been altered, with original shop fronts 
removed, there remains an overall continuity as a 
result of the retained upper floors.
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Collingwood Street to Garden Place
The Commercial Hotel presents a long frontage to 
Victoria Street, approximately one third of this stretch 
of Victoria Street. Whilst the main entrance to the 
building was on Victoria Street, and is emphasised by 
the central bay of the building projecting forward and 
exhibiting a more formal detailed design than the bays 
either side, the inclusion of the curved corner feature 
in materials to match the main entrance, means that 
it actively seeks to turn the corner and address both 
streets.

The building at the corner of Garden Place, has Art 
Deco influences, with geometric detail on the corner 
and long/wide windows at first floor and second floor 
and a simple horizontal balustrade at roof level. This is 
identified as a possible heritage building and is both 
attractive and successfully performs the important 
townscape role of marking and turning the corner, 
providing a well designed façade to both of its street 
frontages.

Between these are a range of other buildings, all of 
which provide continuity of building form along the 
street frontage. Two are identified as opportunity 
façades, where redevelopment would be encouraged 
to bring forward buildings which better reflect the 
overall character and appearance of the area and 
potentially taller frontages to even better define the 
street.
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Garden Place to Former Hamilton Hotel
The former Central Post Office, now Skycity, is the 
gem of the first section of this area, shown to the 
right. Its attractive front elevation terminates the view 
eastwards over Garden Place. This is a key location
for one of largest views in the central city. Its ornate, 
Art Deco style sits comfortably in the street. Other 
buildings in this section are less memorable, being of 
simple designs from the 1970’s and newer.

This section of the street includes Victoria on the 
River. The entrance to this is potentially a little wide, 
providing an uncharacteristically wide gap in the street 
frontage. The buildings either side of this play a key 
role in ensuring that this gap does not become too 
dominant. The height of the building to the north, the 
new ground floor restaurant frontage introduced into 
this and glazing/doors on the side elevation of the 
building to the south help to ensure that the gap feels
enclosed and activated. Care should be taken to ensure 
that this gap in the frontage is not made larger as this 
would have an unfortunate impact upon the heritage 
values  of the street.

The next block plays an important role in terminating 
the view eastwards along Collingwood Street. It 
includes the heritage scheduled Victoria Building and 
Sahara Building. Unfortunately the verandahs on both 
of these buildings have unduly large and prominent 
fascias. The latter, now Mexico, deserves care and 
investment. It presents a formal gabled frontage to 
the street but has been subject to the application of 
an unsympathetic colour scheme. This section of the 
street includes a number of opportunity buildings/
sites which do not contribute to the overall significance 
of the area, although do still reflect some of the
key features of the area such as buildings built to 
the rear edge of the footpath and are of a scale and 
height which does not look out of place in the area. 
Redevelopment of these would need to carefully 
consider the detailed design of the replacement/ 
altered buildings to ensure that they sit comfortably 
within the area.

The Former Hamilton Hotel presents elegantly 
designed frontages to Victoria Street and to Sapper 
Moore-Jones Place. Its Victoria Street façade is split 
into three main sections, the apparently taller central 
section having a parapet hiding the roof whist the bays

on either end have decorated gables facing the street. The 
building contributes significantly to the overall heritage values 
and appearance of this section of the street.

Heritage Building (H39)

1939

Figure 14: Eastern Street Elevati on - Garden Place to Former Hamilton Hotel
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Former Hamilton Hotel to Arts Post
At the end of this block is the Former Post Office (Arts 
Post). Whilst aligned slightly off centre to Hood Street, 
this building terminates the view eastwards along 
Hood Street. It presents an attractive façade to Victoria 
Street, with carefully detailed window surrounds, 
cornices etc.

Between this and the Former Hamilton Hotel is a 
1980’s office building with mirror glass curtain walling 
at upper level. This reflects the buildings opposite and 
so provides another dimension of the street. The
ground floor has been updated using stone and natural 
materials for the ground floor frontage

Condition
Whilst a number of buildings are in good condition, the 
overall lasting impression is that many buildings would 
benefit from investment.

In view of this, should the area be recognised as being 
of overall significance such that it is identified as a 
Special Character Zone thought should be given to 
developing:

• Guidelines for the design of new buildings,
for the design of replacement shop fronts and
building frontages, and for the design of signs
and advertisements.

• Introducing a grant scheme to support
the upgrade of shop fronts, signs and
advertisements.

Conclusion
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Architectural Quality and Built Form significance:

• The scheduled and listed heritage buildings which shape the overall character and appearance of the area
• Other buildings which have been identified as contributing to the overall character and appearance of the area
• The buildings are generally built on the back edge of the footpath and many are two storeys or taller; and provide enclosure and definition to the street and provides interest for pedestrians
• The narrow shop fronts which provide rhythm in the frontages and contribute to the creation of a human scale, and provides interest to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity for a diversity of ownership and uses
• The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings which assists with providing continuity and a sense of identity. Many of these are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’ era
• Verandahs over the footpath, providing shelter for users, continuity along the street and also contributing to the sense of enclosure within the street
• The overall ‘Townscape’ interest of the area, with buildings arranged to ‘terminate’ views along side streets
• A number of attractive spaces which add interest and character to the area
• The location of important landmarks within the area.
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Open Space, Parks, Gardens and Trees
Open Spaces
There are a number of open spaces within the study area:

• Garden Place
As noted above Garden Place has been excluded from the study as it exhibits a very different character
to Victoria Street; it does not contribute to the distinct character of the section of Victoria Street within the 
Study Area. Notwithstanding this; that part of Garden Place to the front of the Sky City Casino, the 
streetscape within this and the buildings which frame this space all reflect the overall character of the study 
area and all make an important contribution to its overall heritage values and quality.

• Open Car Park (between Bowl Social and Victoria Street)
Whilst this is not an open space as such, it does link to Victoria Street. Surrounding buildings do not front 
on to the space, it is fully hard surfaced and presents a medium height plaster boundary wall to Victoria 
Street. The lack of buildings along the street frontage and the generally poor design of the area means that 
it has a detrimental impact upon the overall character and appearance of the adjoining section of Victoria 
Street. This has been identified as an opportunity site, where the development of a new building will be 
encouraged.

• Victoria By the River
This recently completed scheme utilised an already vacant site to create a new open space. The space has 
been attractively designed. From the eastern end of the space there are expansive views across the River 
and of Hamilton East. The adjoining building to the north has been altered to provide new ground floor 
active frontages facing the space; this includes a new restaurant. The space is ‘contained’ by buildings to 
the north and south, and the so that it maintains a human scale.
Buildings to the south of the entrance from Victoria Street have been identified as being important to 
terminate the view eastwards along Collingwood Street, and two have been noted as contributing to the 
overall quality and heritage values of the area. Accordingly, it is very important that these are retained,
or in the case of the neutral building only removed if there will be appropriate replacement buildings 
constructed.
It is also noted that side elevations of the buildings to the north side of the space provides a poor frontage. 
It is important that opportunities are taken to further improve this, with shop fronts and other glazing to 
provide a positive boundary to the open space.
Overall its overall impact upon the overall heritage values of Victoria Street are neutral, providing that the 
entrance from Victoria Street is kept narrow and no additional open sites created.

• Embassy Park
Whilst this space has been recently upgraded and has some interest in its own right, there are still no views 
through the space to the Waikato River due to the significant tree and landscape planting at its eastern 
end. In addition, despite the upgrade and murals on the side elevations of adjoining buildings, it still has the 
appearance of a location where a building has been demolished rather than a planned open space. Overall 
it detracts from the townscape character of this section of Victoria Street, which is characterised by 
building on street frontages.
The site to the east of Embassy Park is being developed as a new Theatre. This will face onto the Park and 
has the potential to significantly improve the overall desirability of the park by providing a new active 
frontage to the park.

• Space to Front of Waikato Museum
This consists of two areas; the first is at street level and has the appearance of a widened area of footpath
and the second is a lower area outside of the museum entrance. The museum is located away from the
street and does not provide any containment or enclosure to the first space. The recently installed Tongue
of the Dog sculpture in the upper, street level space goes some way towards taking away the impression
that this is a ‘left over’ piece of land, and along with the trees around the perimeter of the space does
assist with providing a degree of enclosure. However, this is different to the enclosure offered by frontage
buildings in the remainder of the area.

• Grantham Street Area (Ferrybank)
The existing open space area alongside Grantham Street, links the River and Victoria Street consisting
mainly of grassed areas, mature trees and areas of car park. It is relatively steeply sloping and for that
reason drops away quickly from Victoria Street. As noted previously, it exhibits a very different character
to the Study Area, and has been excluded from the study area. As discussed in the next section, Current
Projects, developments in this area have limited potential to impact upon the character of the Victoria
Street area. Overall, it does not contribute to the overall character of Victoria Street.

Street spaces of identifiable character:

• Victoria Street
As already noted, the section of Victoria Street within the study area has a clearly identifiable values,
formed by the design of the streetscape and landscaping within it, the buildings with verandahs which are
built to the back edge of the footpath, and the large number of scheduled and listed heritage buildings,
which provide a backdrop to public space.

This is the most successful space within the study area and makes a considerable contribution to the
Heritage values of the area.

• Hood Street (excluded from the study area)
As noted above, whilst Hood Street shows buildings generally creating a continuous frontage to the street,
many of these are single storey in contrast to the predominant two storey or taller buildings within that
section of Victoria Street within the study area. In addition, the overall design of the street improvements
including the design of the carriageway and footpaths, lighting, street furniture and paving is very different
to that seen in Victoria Street. Overall the visual character and heritage values of this area is distinctly
different to the section of Victoria Street within the study area.
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Parks, Gardens and Trees
Whilst there are not any parks and gardens as such within the Study Area, the area along the bank of the Waikato 
River, which is in parts heavily treed and vegetated, provides an important setting to the Victoria Street area, 
emphasising the change in level/topography along the river banks and the corresponding difficulty building in this 
area.

The trees in this area terminate/end many of the views eastwards along gaps, lanes and streets from Victoria 
Street. They also provide the impression of a ‘green lung’ in the centre of the city. Work is taking place and 
further work is planned to manage these trees as plans to encourage better public access and greater use of 
the areas alongside the river are progressed e.g. Victoria on the River. Whilst this may result in changes to this 
area including the removal of trees, and potentially new/additional views of the River, it is likely that the overall 
impression of the ‘green lung’ will remain. Whilst these trees make a considerable contribution to the overall 
heritage values  of the area the anticipated changes will also bring positive effects which would make up for the 
loss of the trees.

The street trees within Victoria Street are a very significant feature of the study area and make a considerable 
contribution to the overall heritage values of the area.

Summary
As noted above, a number of the open spaces within the study area have been formed by the removal of
buildings which previously fronted Victoria Street. Whilst the spaces created make some contribution to the study 
area, this is not sufficient to make up for the loss of enclosure that the removal of the buildings has led to.

The removal of further frontage buildings to create new open spaces or to expand existing/planned open 
spaces should be carefully considered as not to impact on the overall enhancement of Victoria Street This is 
particularly pertinent in relation to the eastern side of Victoria Street, where developments are taking place or 
planned. Existing frontage buildings in these areas play a crucial role in providing enclosure to the street, bringing 
interesting fine grain ground floor frontages and reflecting the historic form and layout of the area.

In addition, buildings along Victoria Street terminate the view towards Victoria Street along Collingwood Street. 
Without these buildings, the view would instead ‘bleed’ towards the opposite side of the river and lose its current 
drama and interest. The retention of these buildings, and other buildings which stop views, are therefore critical.

As noted, Victoria Street is the most significant ‘open space’ within the area and has a clearly identifiable 
character and heritage values. It makes a considerable contribution to the heritage values of the area.

The trees alongside the River and within Victoria Street also make a considerable contribution to the overall 
heritage values of the area and set it apart from other locations. Whilst these trees make a considerable 
contribution to the overall character of the area, the anticipated changes along the riverside will also bring 
positive effects which would make up for the loss of the trees.

Conclusion
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Open Space, Parks, Gardens and Trees significance:
• Victoria Street has a clearly identifiable heritage values formed by the design of the streetscape and

landscaping within it
• The street trees within Victoria Street are a very significant feature of the study area in their own right
• The trees alongside the River provide the impression of a ‘green lung’ in the centre of the city and terminate

many of the views eastwards along gaps, lanes and streets from Victoria Street.

Figure 16: Open Space, parks, gardens and trees.
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Current Projects
There are a number of projects/planned developments within and adjoining the study area:

Pedestrian and Pedestrian/Cycle Links
Various improved and new pedestrian and cycle links are proposed from Victoria Street 
towards the River, as part of the Hamilton City River Plan (the ‘River Plan’) both as part of new 
developments, through existing buildings or as improvements to existing linkages.

These have the potential to add further interest to the Victoria Street area by providing 
increased opportunities for pedestrians to leave and enter the area from the direction of the 
River. However, in recognition of the significance of frontage buildings to the overall character 
of the study area, care should be taken to ensure that they do not require the removal of 
buildings fronting Victoria Street. Additional care should also be taken to ensure that recognised 
contributing buildings and sites where buildings stop views are respected and retained, or in the 
case of the latter only removed if they are to be replaced by an appropriate new building.

Riverside Walkway
The River Plan also seeks to encourage the improved routes along the river, and access to the 
River. In conjunction with (1), Pedestrian/Cycle Links, these improvements will add to increased 
opportunities available to visitors and residents. Overall it is therefore likely to be positive for 
the Victoria Street area. Careful thought should be given to the removal of trees and vegetation 
alongside the river to ensure that the impact of this upon the character of the Victoria Street 
area is understood.

Sky City Land
This is identified as an opportunity site, and the redevelopment of the land with a 
sympathetically designed building is encouraged.

Victoria on the River
This is discussed above. The key matter here is that buildings to the south of the entrance from 
Victoria Street have been identified as being important to terminate the view eastwards along 
Collingwood Street, and two have been noted as contributing to the overall enhancement of 
the area. It is very important that these are retained, or in the case of the neutral building only 
removed if there will be an appropriate replacement buildings constructed.

Regional Theatre
The ‘Waikato Regional Theatre Phase One Design Report’ recommended the former Hamilton 
Hotel and associated land to the rear as the preferred location for a new regional theatre. The 
development of this facility is now ongoing.  This is a key location in the city centre, and the 
development of the theatre is a very positive project which will bring significant additional 
activity to this part of the city. It also has the opportunity to provide much needed activation to 
Embassy Park.

Care has been taken to ensure that the proposed development recognises the heritage 
significance of the former Hamilton Hotel, and respects the contribution this building makes to 
the overall character of Victoria Street. 

North Riverview Terrace Building (part of Ferrybank Proposal)
This site, to the rear of the Arts Post building, will potentially be developed for a new hotel. This 
has the potential to make a positive contribution to the overall enhancement of the area by 
bringing additional people into the area at all times of day.  New buildings should be designed to 
ensure that they do not unduly dominate either original buildings or Victoria Street in general.

Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge (part of Ferrybank Proposal)
This is initially identified in the River Plan. The new bridge would be located relatively close to 
the location of the original punt/ferry. By linking to the improved pedestrian and cycle linkages 
it will have the potential to encourage more people to visit and spend time in this part of the 
city centre. It is relatively distant from Victoria Street, to the identification of a Special Character 
Zone would not bring any need to further consider the design of the bridge.

Other Ferrybank Proposals:

Victoria Street Buildings

South Riverview Terrace Building

Park Terrace Building

Waikato River Centre

River Buildings including Rowing Clubs 

All of these potential buildings are located away from the study area. Their development would not impact upon 
the results of the Victoria Street Historic Heritage Assessment. However, in line with the other developments/ 
proposals discussed above they all have the potential to bring additional people into the area at all times of day. 
This would have a knock-on positive impact on the vitality of the Victoria Street area and city centre as a whole. 
They are therefore welcomed.
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Summary of Significance
Matter

Historic Development
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Historic Development significance.

• It represents one of the first areas in Hamilton settled by Maori and later by European settlers.
• It is the location of some of the first ‘City Centre’ commercial development.
• It is the location of a number of important civic buildings.
• The overall layout of the area remains relatively unaltered.

Location and Setting
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Location and Setting significance:

• It was located so as to be initially easily accessible to the Waikato River
• It is located on higher ground away from the river, allowing easier access from the new road network
• It became the centre of this new road network, linking to the wider region and to Auckland
• Together the street, surrounding buildings and uses create an area of distinct character and appearance

Architectural Quality and Built Form
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Architectural Quality and Built Form significance:

• The scheduled and listed heritage buildings which shape the overall heritage values and appearance of
the area

• Other buildings which have been identified as contributing to the heritage values and appearance of the
area

• That buildings are generally built on the back edge of the footpath and many are two storeys or taller;
and provide enclosure and definition to the street and provides interest for pedestrians

• The narrow shop fronts which provide rhythm in the frontages and contribute to the creation of a human
scale, and provides interest to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity for a diversity of ownership and
uses

• The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings which assists with providing conti-
nuity and a sense of identity. Many of these are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’ era

• Verandahs over the footpath, providing shelter for users, providing continuity along the street and also
contributing to the sense of enclosure within the street

• The overall ‘Townscape’ interest of the area, with buildings arranged to ‘stop’ views along side streets.
• A number of attractive spaces which add interest and character to the area
• The location of landmarks within the area.

Open Space, Parks and Gardens and Trees
Overall the Study Area has Considerable Open Space, Parks, Gardens and Trees significance:
• Victoria Street has a clearly identifiable character formed by the design of the streetscape and
• landscaping within it
• The street trees within Victoria Street are a very significant feature of the study area in their own right
• The trees alongside the River provide the impression of a ‘green lung’ in the centre of the city and terminate

many of the views eastwards along gaps, lanes and streets from Victoria Street.
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Assessment Against Hamilton Criteria
Category A and Category 

B HHA general criteria Criteria Description Comment Outcome

Representativeness The area is representative of a Heritage Theme which has historic her-
itage significance to the development of the city.

• One of the first areas in Hamilton settled by Māori and later by European settlers
• It is the location of some of the first ‘City Centre’ commercial development
• It is the location of a number of important civic buildings
• It is the location of a period of development which has been critical to the development of the

current Hamilton City.

Street/Block Layout A consistent Street/Block Layout which makes a positive contribution 
to the heritage significance and quality of the area

• It is an integral part of the central city connected grid street layout
• It is the centre of a historic road network designed to link central city and Hamilton to the

wider region and to Auckland via Great South Road
• The overall layout of the area remains relatively unaltered

Street Design
Consistent Street Design, including street trees, berms, carriageways 
and other planting within the street which make a positive contribution 
to the heritage significance and quality of the area.

• The environmental improvements which have already been implemented in the street have
resulted in an attractive environment for pedestrians and other users

• Together the street, surrounding buildings and uses create an area of distinct character and
appearance.

Lot Size, Dimensions and 
Density

Consistency in Lot Size, Dimensions and Development Density, 
including shape and size of lots which makes a positive contribution to 
the heritage significance and quality of the area.

• The buildings generally provide enclosure and definition to the street and provides interest for
pedestrians

• The majority of buildings are two storeys or taller

Lot Layout

Consistent Lot Layout, including position of buildings on lots, 
dominance of car parking, and landscape and tree planting within the 
lot which makes a positive contribution to the heritage significance and 
quality of the area.

• Buildings are generally built on the back edge of the footpath
• There is general ‘Townscape’ interest, with buildings arranged to ‘stop’ views along side

streets.

Topography and Green 
Structure

Whether the overall Topography and Green Structure of the area 
makes a positive contribution to the heritage significance and quality of 
the area.

• The location of the street has been influenced by the topography of its surroundings
• The street, and associated development was initially located so as to be easily accessible to

the Waikato River
• The development of the street/roadway on higher ground away from the river, has allowed

easier access from the road network as that was developed

Architecture and Building 
Typology

Consistency of styles of Architecture and Building Typologies, including 
overall shape, form and material, and whether these factors make a 
positive contribution to the heritage significance and quality of the 
area.

• The scheduled and listed heritage buildings which shape the overall heritage values and
appearance of the area

• Other buildings which have been identified as contributing to the overall heritage values and
appearance of the area

• The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings which assists with
providing continuity and a sense of identity. Many of these are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’
era

• A number of attractive spaces which contribute to the - The scheduled and listed heritage
buildings which shape the overall heritage values and appearance of the area

• Other buildings which have been identified as contributing to the overall heritage values and
appearance of the area

• The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings which assists with
providing continuity and a sense of identity. Many of these are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’
era

• A number of attractive spaces which contribute to the heritage values of the area, and which
add interest and character to the area

• The location of landmarks within the area.
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Frontage Treatments
Consistency in Street Frontage Treatments, such as walls, fences and 
planting, and whether these make a positive contribution to the heri-
tage significance and quality of the area.

• That buildings are generally built on the back edge of the footpath
• The narrow shop fronts which provide rhythm in the frontages and contribute to the creation 

of a human scale, and provides interest to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity for a 
diversity of ownership and uses

• Verandahs over the footpath, providing shelter for users, providing continuity along the street 
and also contributing to the sense of enclosure within the street

Conclusion of Assessment
Whilst a number of individual buildings within the study area have been identified, both locally and nationally, as being of individual heritage significance, this project has confirmed that the study area as a whole meets the 
criteria for identification as a Historic Heritage Area of high heritage value locally and regionally, formed by a combination of all of the matters set out in the summary, which should be protected, maintained and enhanced.

Accordingly, the area as a whole warrants being identified as a Historic Heritage Area to ensure that it is protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, and to encourage the management of the area in a 
manner which enhances its identified historic heritage values and supports the revitalisation of the central city.

Contributing Buildings
As noted above, a number of buildings have been identified as specifically contributing to the special character of the area, whilst others have been identified as opportunity sites or as neutral.

It is currently a Restricted Discretionary Activity to alter or redevelop buildings within the area (accepting that the requirements vary for those buildings which are already identified as being of heritage significance). Whilst 
this Restricted Discretionary Activity Status remains appropriate whether a building has been identified as being Contributing, Neutral or Opportunity, further guidance will be provided to guide future changes, to ensure 
that the overall character and appearance of the Special Character Area is preserved or enhanced. This can be provided by way of a design guide and associated assessment criteria in the plan.
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Options
1. Do nothing
This would leave the area at risk from inappropriate subdivision, use and development which could lead to 
a degradation of its values to the point that it may in future not be considered to be of considerable overall 
significance.

2. Identify the area as a Historic Heritage Area
Recognising the area as a Historic Heritage Area will bring the opportunity to manage change within the area 
to ensure that its historic heritage values are not the area at risk from inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development.  

The purpose of such a recognition is not to halt change, but instead to provide an appropriate means to manage 
change. As such it would therefore be appropriate to consider the following as part of the proposal to recognise 
the area:

• Review Operative District Plan provisions to ensure alignment with the intended management of change and 
enhancement of the character of Victoria Street.

• Develop a Design Guide for the Historic Heritage Area; addressing the design and materials of new buildings, 
for the alteration of existing buildings, for the design of replacement shop fronts and building frontages, and 
for the design of signs and advertisements. 

• Introducing a grant scheme to support the upgrade of shop fronts, signs and advertisements.
• Produce a Management Plan, for use across Council (recognising that the historic heritage value of the area 

is formed by more than buildings, and appropriate management of public space and other public assets  is 
critical to ensure that the special character of the area is preserved or enhanced).
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Boundary Map and Historic Heritage Values 
Statement
The Victoria Street Historic Heritage Area is representative of the early establishment of a service town Heritage 
Theme and has distinctive and special values of Considerable significance. 
The matters which contribute to this include its historic development, location and setting, architectural quality 
and streets/open spaces.  

It is located around the section of Victoria Street between Garden Place and Hood Street and was one of the 
first areas settled by Māori and later by European settlers, with it being easily accessible to the Waikato River. 
It was the location of the first ‘City Centre’ commercial development, located on higher ground away from the 
River, with easy access to the developing road network. It became the centre of this new road network, linking 
to the wider region and to Auckland. The overall layout of the area remains relatively unaltered with buildings 
still fronting Victoria Street.

It was also the original location for a number of important civic buildings and the location of a number of 
significant Hotels; these buildings have shaped the City as we see it today. It remains a significant location 
within the city centre and supports a wide range of daytime and night-time activities.

Five buildings within the area are included in the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero of significant 
heritage places and sixteen buildings within the study area are included within Schedule 8A: Built Heritage 
(structures, buildings and associated sites) of the Operative District Plan. In addition, there are a number of 
other buildings which have been identified as contributing to the overall character and appearance of the area.

All buildings in the area are generally built on the back edge of the footpath and many are two storeys or taller, 
and provide enclosure and definition to the street and provide interest for pedestrians. At ground level the nar- 
row shop fronts provide rhythm in the frontages and contribute to the creation of a human scale, and provides 
interest to pedestrians by bringing the opportunity for a diversity of ownership and uses.

 

The utilisation of painted plaster or brick elevations on most buildings helps to provide continuity and a sense 
of identity, as do the verandahs over the footpath. The latter also provide shelter for users, continuity along the 
street and also contribute to the sense of enclosure within the street.

Many of the buildings are a legacy of the ‘Brick and Stone’ era, where local laws dictated that buildings be made 
of brick or stone, leading the area to have a distinctive built character.

The area has significant townscape interest, with careful attention having been paid to the design of corner 
buildings which assist with the creation of distinct spaces at intersections, and arrangement of buildings to 
terminate views from side streets.

The design of the streetscape within Victoria Street, the associated trees and landscaping, and the two landmark 
sculptures within the street (the Sapper Moore-Jones and Tongue of the Dog sculptures) add a further dimension 
of interest to the area and contribute to its overall significance.
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Figure 18: Proposed Historic Heritage Area Plan
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Appendix 5 – Relationship of identified HHA Assessment Criteria to WRPS 10A 
Historic  and Cultural Heritage Assessment Criteria 
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Extract from WRPS 2016 (updated 2018) 
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Relationship of Proposed HHA Assessment Criteria to WRPS 10A Historic and Cultural Heritage 
Assessment Criteria 

HHA Description HHA Assessment Criteria Relationship to WRPS 10A Historic and 
cultural heritage assessment criteria 

Historic Heritage 
areas which are 
representative of an 
identified Heritage 
Theme, which are 
consistent in their 
physical and visual 
qualities including 
street pattern, lot 
layout and density, 
green structure, 
housing typologies 
and street frontage 
treatments, and 
which are 
considered to be of 
at least moderate 
heritage value 
locally, regionally or 
nationally. 

- That the area is
representative of a
Heritage Theme which
has historic heritage
significance to the
development of the city14

including:

o Early establishment of
a service town

o Railway workers
suburbs

o Comprehensive state
housing schemes and
control by the State
Advances Corporation

o The construction
company era

o The dominance of the
private car and
changing suburban
form
and

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Architectural Qualities 
• Style or Type
• Design
• Construction
• Designer or Builder

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

- The area displays
consistency in physical
and visual qualities that
are representative of their
identified Heritage Theme
and assessed as being at
least moderate value in
relation to the majority of
the consistency criteria:

o A consistent Street/Block
Layout which makes a
positive contribution to
the heritage significance
and quality of the area

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity

14 As set out in Hamilton City Special Character Study 2020, Lifescapes (Carolyn Hill), 2.Historical Analysis 
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• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Consistent Street Design,
including street trees,
berms, carriageways and
other planting within the
street which make a
positive contribution to
the heritage significance
and quality of the area.

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Consistency in Lot Size,
Dimensions and
Development Density,
including shape and size
of lots which makes a
positive contribution to
the heritage significance
and quality of the area.

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Consistent Lot Layout,
including position of
buildings on lots,
dominance of car parking,

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
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and landscape and tree 
planting within the lot 
which makes a positive 
contribution to the 
heritage significance and 
quality of the area.  

• Recognition or Protection

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Whether the overall
Topography and Green
Structure of the area
makes a positive
contribution to the
heritage significance and
quality of the area.

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Consistency of styles of
Architecture and Building
Typologies, including
overall shape, form and
material, and whether
these factors make a
positive contribution to
the heritage significance
and quality of the area.

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Architectural Qualities 
• Style or Type
• Design
• Construction
• Designer or Builder

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
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• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement

o Consistency in Street
Frontage Treatments,
such as walls, fences and
planting, and whether
these make a positive
contribution to the
heritage significance and
quality of the area.

These criteria to be
considered at street,
group of streets or block
level as appropriate.

Archaeological qualities 
• Information
• Research
• Recognition or Protection

Architectural Qualities 
• Style or Type
• Design
• Construction
• Designer or Builder

Cultural Qualities 
• Sentiment
• Identity
• Amenity or Education

Historic Qualities 
• Associative Value
• Historical Pattern

Scientific Qualities 
• Information
• Potential Scientific Research

Technical Qualities 
• Technical Achievement
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Appendix 6 – Map of Borough/City Boundary Extensions 
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